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CONFERENCE
Presented by Col Temple C. Holland,

Infantry

THE NEI GEORGIA OPERATION

I shall divide my talk into the folloiing four parts:
(1) General observations relative to the training of my regiment, the
which influence
145th Infantry, prior to entry into combat and other factors
any operation in the South Pacific,
(2) The overall picture of. the New Georgia operation,
(3)

Narrative of the operation as it

was carried out.

the
(4) My conception of the principles of jungle operations 4gainst

Japanese.
PART I
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
145th Infantry
On or about November 15, 1942, I assumed command of the
,ithout boring.
of the 37th Divi ion, then garrisoning the Fiji Islands.
cover our training by saying that we early decided
you with details, I'll
on the following principles for. jungl:e combat:
First, Contact and control, are paramount both in importance and in
difficulty of achievement,
Second.Discipline and physical development in all ranks must be Prussian
in its thoroughness.
Third.

Every possible item in jungle operations, even to include, m
.items of minor tactics, must be developed into an S.O.P. wV.ch
would work night or day- in the jungle or in the open.

Fourth.All training to be conducted along the line of the ccmbat team,
the rifle platoonwith
that is, the rifle squad with its BARa light MG. - the rifle company mi.th its platoon of Heavy M.G
units
the
All attachments were automatic when
and so on,
field. However, upon development for combat,
the
into
moved
automatically ceased and heavy weapons
all such attachments
reverted to the control of the Battalion Commander, unles
otherwi se ordered.
The final result was that by early spring, 1943, this regiment was
mile march through the jungle in thr~e days
capable of and did make, a fifty
one unit of fire, and sUffithe 37.-m,
save
weapons,
-all
it
with
carrying
was haraesed night a nd day
march
entire
The
journey.
the
for
cient rations
as the enemy. -These
acted
who
Commandos,
by units of the Fiji Independent
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Commando units were composed of native Fijians led by New Zealand officers
and N.C.O.s.
About the last of March, we were moved to Guadalcanal for garrison and
staging preparatory to the New Georgia Operation.,
Tojo gave us his first attention as we landed and bombed one ship, but
fortunately only one man -was slightly wounded and practically no caYgo was
lost. However, it was- a gocd experience and let the .men realize that we
weren't playing for peanuts from there on out, Their heretofore
lackadaisical approach .to foxhole digging was suddenly transformed into one
of the most efficient dirt moving projects I have e.ver witnessed, so that
we were sobn settled into a base camp with defenses dug in and.manned.
Now.here, I thought, was the gplden pportunity for perfecting Our
a few Japs on the island, we had the,
battle technique.' There were still
actual battle grounds of the canal overMwhich we could rehash the tactics
used, and in brief, get ready to move in on -Tokio without delay.
The next few days, however, demonstrated the error of my estimate of
the, situation.
First, it required'about five hundred men for manning, the defenses and
for interior patrolling.,
Second,.. over one thousand men were ordered to bivouac near the beach
and unload cargo from boats.
Third, the remainder of the outfit went on police, malaria control
and salvage.,
It"was all very necessary work, there's no. question about it,
a combat commander, it was mc st di'scouraging.

but to

could talk for hours on the heartbreaks and disappointments that are
ttthe lot of a combat outfit on an advance base, but shall sum it up by saying:
Another
If your outfit isn't trained when you get there, it never will be.
controlled
are
point to remember is that all operations in the South Pacific
by the Navy, so in accordance with Navy procedure, you must never be surprised to awaken some morning and-find that some corpany or battalion of
your unit has been given secret and direct orders attaching it to another
and when you call your chief of for some. operation or bther;
organization
Ahe the reply that it is
Consoles you with
staff t& ask what thescore is.I

news to him als o.
•.PaRT

. ...

iI

'

.. HE NAL GEORGIA OPERAT ION
One day in the latter part, of..June,

1943,. 1 went to visit my 3rd

he Fourth Marine Raider
S Battalion, and found that it had been attached to t..
I asked to see a
Georgia.
New
for
embark
to
': Regiment. anl was preparing
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copy.-of..the'rders, and ongoing through this mass of, material, I *discovered
the following:
The 145th ..Infantry .was alerted in reserve for. the New Georgia task
force consisting of the,,43rd Infantry Division, the 4th Marine Raider
Regiment, two Infantry Battalions and one Medium Artillery Battalion from
the 37th Division, and various Naval base personnel, such as P.T. boat units,
A.A, elements and Navy Seabee Battalions.
On "Dt--day.the following was to happen: (See Chart 3)
,o

gWa

'SeeChat

o

3

'The 103rd. Infantry., -the 4th Marine Raider -Battalion, together with Navy
bae personnel were to land simultaneously at: Viru.Harbor, Segi Point and
Wickhart Anchorage. The Marine Raider Regiment, was
less
plus the
at Rice. Anchorage;
landbattalion,
to one
3rd Battalions of the 145th and 148th Infantry
•whilethe remainder of the 43rd Division moved 'on Rendova Haror, preparatory
to the invasion of New GeorgiaIsland proper. The objective of the, 6peration was td capture 11unda airport onN,, Nw Georgia and to neutralize ViV4
Airport on Kolombangara.
LetIs pause for just a moment to take a quick look at the. Jap defenses
of Nw Georgia. (See Chart 4) Note: The arrows along the southern perimeter
of th.'islands. These represent Jap pillboxes with. interlockirg fire of
various weapons sited in beach protection. Note: Tihe..organizd strong
points along the hills overlooking Lambeti Plantation and

runida
area.

"Note: - The dual,.purpOse guns represented by the gun silhouette
Note:

The two main supply dumps represented by the cpnventionl sign.

Note: The additional troop bivouacs represented by the conventional sign
for Infant'ry.
,.
The.-shore batteries in the, vi.cinity of Bairoka Harbor.
Now ,back to the operation. With some. false starts, and alterations, the plan
proceeded as scheduled, one exception being that the 4th-Mar-ine Raider
Battalionwas, pulled, out .frcm Segi and returned to its-Regiment for the Rice
Anchorage Operation. In general, progress was satisfactory,. TheRice
Anchorage Force, riding on destroyer transports, landed during, darkness on
a Very narrow, shor,t,. beach,, under.'fire of four Jap shor.e batteries. (See
.Chart.
4)The-destroyes. furnished fire protection until the landing Was
conpleted and,then .withdre:,.withiout, loss .

.

The .Rendova landing.,was completed in spite of-a Jap bombing attack, and
some spirited shooting bythe. few Jap defenders... ! The Sad part of thiS ,action
is that, after the beachhead was'. consolidated 'and all the equipment, oI'the
units, had, been properly placed,..the men lined up for chow."just
. as they were
raid hit his scene,,and
accustomed to do on manevers, A sudden Jap ajr
exacted approximately three hundred casualties, A good many observer, decided
then that they had observed enough, but in the general exodus of boats, etc.
the Japs struck again, getting a mong other things, the troop ship MacCauley.
Events 'now moved along ' swiftly enough,
(See Chart 4)
,operation called for:

The plans-for continued

Y,(irsty,.the Rice Anchorage Force, to rrove south to Enogai ,Inlet and from [
there. to, Bairoka Harbor and thence down the Munda'Bairoka Trail to. cut thei
Jap :.cpmmunications ,with: Kolombangara;, In pursu~ar'ce of this mission ,the.3rdi
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Battalion, 145th Infantry was left at Rice Anchorage to secure the beach and
supplies. The 3rd Battalion, l48th Infantry was, ordered to move south to
establish a road block on the trail leading to Munda, while the Marines
moved to Enogai to liquidate the Jap garrison there.
The operation proceeded as planned until the Marines ran, into difficulty at Enogai where they struck a strong Jap position, which .cost-them areported twenty-five percent casualties in thirty minutes. They: then-withdrew to a position northeast :of Enogai where they reorganized and remained
in a position of readiness until the early part of August. The 3rd
Battalion, l48th Infantry,,. was halted in a location generally east of Enogai.
This left Bairoka Harbor and vicinity in the hands of the Japs until after
the fall of M4unda,. when the 25th Division moved North. and in conjUnction
with -the Marines from Rice Anchorage, pushed the Japs off New Georgia Island.
Meanwhile on Rendova the 172d and 169th Infantry Regiments prepared to
After some difficulty as to, suitable beaches
move across to New Georgia.
and the loss of twenty-four hours, a landing was effected at Zanana. The
plan called for a move (See Chart 4) to"the Bariki River and then.an advance,
regiments abreast, to Lambeti Plantation. This to be followed by a sweep up
the beach to Munda Airport; where in conjunction with the Rice Anchorage
Force, attacking from the North, the Japs, were to be "Driven into the sea."
The first resistanqe was encountered as. the leading ..elerlents crossed..
the Bariki River, a typical" Jap strong point covered the river crossing and
occupied the high ,knolls around it.
For four days the two regiments consolidated their landing and prepared
to attack, and on July 8th jumped off from the Bariki River Line.
During this period the remainder of the145th Infantry was
trated to Rendova Island. I say "infiltrated" because there is
neme for it - we were moved up, Company and Battalion ats.-a*,time,
that would float, as fait as it-beceme available. We had with
of fire, and ten days' rations.,

being infilno-other.
in anyt.hing
us five units

The two regiments of the 43rd Division after reducing.the initial strong
point were making slow progress along tho M,unda-Zanana trail.- every step
being a constant fight against logistics, jungle, mud and Japs., When they
reached the point "A" (See Chart' 4) forward progress had almost ceased and
the general situation was about as follows:
column along the trail
The two regiments were strung out inThea single
Japs were on the offensive and
night. Some of our troops were becoming
were raiding every night
and were becoming rather intermingled.
-all

hysterical and, I am sorry to say, using every subterfuge 'to get back to the
beach where some boarded departing, boats and later had to. be rounded-.up from
I. understand that they found a couple of them "even as
all over the Pacific.
,:
'far back as San.Francisco.,
The Rice Anhchorage group was at a stalemate,
The artillery was generally disposed along the .islands: southeast iof"

.."4-
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Zanani; (SeeChart 4) and..we

supportingthe 'ground action.

1Artilery'
by th e medium
wSsupplement ed initially
4Th.43rd, Division
battalion of the 37th.Diviorin.from K6kqrana (See Chart 4) and-by-a batery
of 155 rifles located on Rendova. Later the light battalions of the 37th
Division were broug-ht in-and, !aced .on Roviana, Island;, so that in general.,
the. "Inf.ant"ryas Supported by fireooverhead, diagonally across. the front,
z
and
toen
the ftront, The divisional artillery Was. charged
with direct' support. The. 155 rifles w re charged with keeping the slot betwee
New Gcorgia and Kolombangai'a (se'-Chart 3) clear of'shipping. The Navy and
SAir Corps bombarded, Lambeti Munda- * Vila and the surrounding area. Altogether 'it.was. the b'est' example of combined air, naVy .n.d artillery supporting
fires. that can be imagined,
On July,9th, a Regimental Commiander became a casualty and I was sent
t0. New.Georgia to assume ommahd Of the 169th !nfantry. Taking with me,
enough of my staff and other personnel to giveme liaisonwith all units of
thce new regiment, ,ljoinedthom e.arl

on July 10th.

Shortly after my arrivalnew ,orational orders-wore issued changing
the original plan as follows:- (See"-"Chart 4).
The 172d Infantry was to turn and attack s.outh to Laiana Beach, where
they were t.o,establish-a new beac-hhead.'! This would permit the lancdng of
el.ement- .f-the. .103d'iffan--ry and' also would shorten the suppl.line which
was becoming quite long for hand carrying,
My new regimentthe 169th, was to continue the attack toward Lambeti
and then to-turn west with the 172d 'and 103d for the move bn iMuAnda
-The 172d moved out on its new mission, leaving the. 169th..about in the
position indicate-d by.point. "A'" on the chai't, Using 145th Infantry oficers
as..iaison, the 169th was soon gathered into 145th Jnfantry S,.OP. Combat.
' vodac,. (See Chart 1) .and the following day, we att cked.
I want to dwell a bit on this initial attack for it has several, points
of interest and. it ..
presents a probIem in jungle co mbat, our solutin of which,
I doubt will find one, hundr ed percent agreement by the..Infantry School.
The problem briefly stated is this:

'

The Regimental combat team is now alonq. -.and in this S.O.P. formation.
(See S,..P..Chart I)'
Visibility is' limite4 to about tw,ntyr feet in any direction...'--:...

* Th suply and .wire&commaunications. .av'e6 ie~n
&orplet~ely .9ut off .y.. Ja.,
snipers -an.d>.:G.- groups, :and' aI'so, by a" Small wandering bat tali.on, of,:J..a ps9 .
who, incidentally, have blundered into-the advance Division'c.P. -a story
within itself.
Supply is by parachute.......

'

--

'

-.
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The men are jittery and the Regiment, is slightly less than fifty
percent strength.,
The Japs 'are attacking every night, all night, but.cannot be located
during the daylight.
A study of photographs show that somewhere close by, there should be
a large Jap strong point.
A steady toll of casualties is piling up .and each time anyone moves,
it seems to be the signal for Jap mortars and .M.14G.s,to open fire.
The Regimental objective is Lahbeti Plantation,
our losses and sit tight while we
was: Should we accept ..
The question ..
patrolled to accurately locate the Japposition, or Sjhould wemove ofit toward
.
L.mbeti and develop the situation as we went: along?.
Our solution was-' To move out at once, attacking terrain in the
direction of Lambeti but never to let ourselves get into such formation'that
we were vulnerable from any direction.
hat terrain to attack? We couldn't
Our next problem, -of course,.was:
see anything - the photograph showed nothing but -jungle, and.we w,re anything
sf
solved this, by firing an artillery
but certain as to w¢here we were.
concentration at what we estimated to be 600 yards in the direction of
We then. sent the 3rd :Battalion on a- limited attack, straight at
advance.
that concentration.
sent the 1st Battalion swinging to the right, along what. appeared
WA.e
to be a ridge running generally in the-direction of our initial-objective.
to. the right, the envelopment
In other words, we attacked. enveloping ...radius.
swinging on an aro of about 400 yards
The 2d Battalion was moved in.,around the Regimental C.P. to wait in
reserve.
The 3rd Battalion gained contact with the Japs early, but continued
to gain ground until it reached its. objective. Here the artillery had
thinned the jungle somewhat, 'and the Battalion Commander telephoned that he
was at the foot of a small knoll and asked permission-to take it. This
permission was granted,
Meanwhi.le the enveloping 1st Battalion had run into -trouble

-

not only

had they hit a dug-in.position head-on, but the Japs were counterattacking
from the southwest and the Battalion was definitely stopped.
W;e sent the second battalion to move up a thickly wooded draw, .rUnning
other.
east and west between the 1st and 3rd Battalions. (Sen Chart 4) "In
withdrawal
the
permitted
This
counterattack.
the
words, we counterattacked
of the 1st Battalion and put us back in the 14 5th Infantry Combat Bivouac
"S-.O.P. ; ahd in this position, we spent, the most horrible night of. our
They
Japs.
Soperation. Words beggar description of those night raids by the
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- ricks:
used their entire bag .of
dual pu pds6 guins, mortars", c6mhnando
tactics, yelling, screeching,' hand grenades, knives; they evenoimoied'in
.loudspeakers with phonograph records of battle noises, and sot thom up
within our areas.
Mayitforeve-r besaid to the credit'of those men of

that New England Regiment
they stood their ground 'and kept their heads,
killed what -they could, and took their own-losses in stride.
A study of the situation convinced us that a large Jap strongpoint
lay to. our right front, a few hi ndred yards away (See Chait 4), another
lay to our left front, a bit fufther away, but that thq ground to our
immediate front had been partially vacated by its garrison in meeting our
envelopment from the north.
Acting on this aseumption, we attackedearly the next morning, sending
the 1st Battalion to skirt thQ south of the 3rd Battalion and capture what
appeared to be a piece of commanding ground about five-hundred yards to the
front. The attack, preceded.,by artillery and mortar preparation, succeeded
nice.!y. The Japs caught off base - not only gave us a hill overlooking both
of-their strong points, Lambeti Plantation, and the Muda air strip, but
also a lot of MGs, mortars, ammunit0i on and other material. I shall never
forget the thrill of that first view of lunda where we could count
approximately two dozen Jap.planes, which would never fly again, We spent
the remainder of the day closing up, consoiidating, digging in, and btherwoise .getting ready to capitalize on our good luck.
Before.,night fall, the Jap had realized his error and was preparing
to rectify it. Long before dark, We could ee columns'of Japs loving in
from all directions, and here is where our artillery really enjoyed'itself.
They had begunregistration immediately we had the observation, and when a
column.was :spotted, a concentration was cai1d for. One time, while I was
lisatening in I heard the observer call, f".Right
25." The
..
T 'Art
A illeryExutv
ec
Officer immediately'countered with: "r.hat the hell
the effective radius
of one round is 30 yards, vhy the 25 yard shift?" "Well," said the bserver
."I missed one of -the little bastards. '
That night, the Jap attempted to retrieve his position, but 'we were
ready for him.-The 105.'s boxed our forward hill on three sides,-firing
twice each h.our at irregular intervals, with concentrations on callall
-,about 300 yards from our troops, Our mortars covered likely approacheS,
and when the mad rush came that night,. we gave them everything we had. The
following morning on the hill itself, wQ buried 99 dead Japs including6
officers and took our first prisoner, a Jap whos6 chest was completely torn
open., but whoWas still conscious and able to talk. Unfortunately, our two
Neisi Jap interpreters, had been wounded and evacuated, so we had to hold
our prisoner for later .qiuestionixig by'l higher headquarters.
S As we prepared £cr our. next move toward. Lambeti - we received the
Sinformation that. the ' Laiana 'Eeachheald was established, and that we were to
.hold our present position pending .the arriwl of more troops, and the issuance
of new orders...
:,..
.
Briefly, what ,had translpired, was: (see[ Chart 5) 'The XIV Corps had
assumed command of the operatio~ns and moved to Rendova Island. The 103rd

-7--
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Infantry was moving in to the south of the 172d Infantry. The 145th
Infantry (less 3d Battalion) was moving in'to relieve the 169th Infantry,
the remainder of the 37th Division (less. one RCT) was moving in to the
north and rear of the 169th position. The 161st Infantry (25th Division)
had arrived and was attached to the 37th Division or the operation.
I was ordered to reassume command of the 145th Infantry immediately
and effect the6 relief of the 169th. This relief was accomplished two days
later in broad daylight, under cover of our mortars and all the-artillery
'
we could beg, borrow and steal
The resulting order of battle and plan for continuing the attack was
somewhat as follows: (See Chart 5)
The 145th Infantry was .to hold its ground unti th-e other units were
abreast of .it, then the Corps, with Divisions abreast,. was to, push westward
to the sea.
The 145th moved first, to get in column of battalions preparatory to.Took it especially
jumping off, and then for a week, we sat and took it.
from this
casualties
Our
guns.
purpose
and dual
Jap mortars
from thealone,
averaged better than a dozen a day. We occupied our time,
source
replying as best we could1!0, studied air photos, we patrolled and we
shot with the artillery. Incidentally, we'd. hit the jackpot-.occasionally,
and a Jap gun or ammunition dump would go up; but t he situation early
it
resolved itself into the one shown on the chart (See Chart 5) and there
naval,
artillery
day,.
after
Day
eternity,
remained for what seemed an
and air bombardment, preparations were fired and attacks were ordered. Day
after-day units would almost reach their objective only to be stopped and
forced to fall back.. Eight marine light tanks were brought ashore. Two
of them broke down almost at once, but the remainder went in on the south
sector and Rdvanced several hundred yards before they were stopped and turned
back by Jap resistance. Four of themwere then dispatched to help the
regiment on our right. They drove in Without delay but two tanks became
hopelessly mired within the first hundred yards, The remaining two withdrew
to Laiana Beach, leaving the two casualties to become potential pillboxes
against us for any Jap who got smart enough to use them-.' We trained all our
heavy mortarson them each morning, so'as to beready anytime,they became
unfriendly.'
It was during this week of waiting that we made the only offensive.
us'e of our 37-mm guns. With much toil and labor, -We manhand.ed four guns
up to the front line. WO then amused ourselves sniping-.at pi.LboxeS'in the
two Jap strong points.
would try to
I hope you can picture the awfulness of this waiting. Wi'e
help our .neighbors, but no matter how.carefully we coordinated fires and
ce.rtain to. yell,
as soon. as we opened up, someo~.e Alaws..
.es,
obtained oi~oa.rane
"'For God'2. ake, quit - your are shooting up my tro:5s.,, Generally 'this. weas
uo the Japanese practice. of firing mortars 'at any located point in our
due .Our new troops
area whenever any of our concentrations were brought down.
were. unable to distinguish tis-from our ow¢.n artillery, and the result was
all our artillery would be stopped U ntil every
just 'what the enemy wanted"
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gun could be checked.
Finally toward the end of t his period,weWere able to help.the
.Chart 5) the 161st
situifation by sending our. 2d Battalion' around (.'See
Infantry- to the north. It then -attaci:ed southwest across.the front,
thus clearing the line of departure.
Our regimental.plan called '.for the encircling battalion to strike
at such an angle that the completion. of the move would .still leave us in
column of battalions, but would place the 2d BattaiiQn in the lead.
The
1st Battalion was to support the actionvith fire.

By dark of the third

day fdllowing, the maneuver was completed as planned. Incidentally, it
was during this maneuver, that we found .a good'.' use for our flame throwers.
By shooting them straight up, they gave a column, of black smoke upon which
we could take a compass bearing and locate our units.
The regiments on each flank nowm oved' up.abreast - and the following
day, about the last of July, the main attack jumped off in full swing.
At
this time, the,-145th took onQ rifle company and som- heavy weapons, from
each of its two battalions and formed a provisional, thirdbattalion.
Swas qruite proud of thergiment.. It, handled very easily under fire.
Our coombat" team bulldozer buried over 240 4ap Marines on the first position
captured. We .continued to uS'e ou,r original method of successive. limited
objective...
We met Japs-at the positions shown on the chart , - and ..usually had to
u-se a whole, day-on each one. Each night we would dig in on the,..Position
captured during the day, sleeping among dead Japs who, incdentally., .ripen
pretty, fast in that climate. We used their blankets and mats .ard many
timeS we ate their fo.od.
It was during this drive., that I saw things whi4ch made me wonder what
makes-the, American soldier tick, for example:
*- One soldier during a JaP.bombing and strafing raidwas on his knees
in"'his foxhole, praying with' all his heart, at top of his voice,
A light
personnel bomb hit approximately a hundred yards away. The soldier looking up said, "Jesus Christ that Was close"'." Id theni went-right along with
his prayer..
On another occasion, our asaault had' su^fprised a.Jap officerS' mess
at breakfast. As we moved forvard, we found three soldiers cally, seated
at what remained of' the Jap mess eating. hot rice, With-the fight still
going on not one huhdred and fifty yards in front of them.
But'what affected me the most.;,"was that eon each position, the fight
hardly moved on, when the hil
wbucl' be swarming with human vultures
rear elements - Such as, signal companies
ordance units .- engineers.and reserve infantry .- all bent- on beating the other fellow to. the. souvenirs.

'had
'fromr

-

"The last show of any importance for..the. 145th Infantry during this
particular operation, was the, capture of Bibilo Hill.
This .hill is about
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300 feet elevation, and hajd held us u for an entire day. Three times we
Our
had reached the hill and"thr'ee times we were forced to fall back.
the
about
Ws';geAerally
position was on a hil,:-prqviously captured, which
everyravine,
debp
by.a
same elevation as ibil*O 'The'-two being separated
thing thorfraghly wooded.
Late in the day., orders came dowm for us to bypass this last remaining
strong point .and to proceed to the sea by way of a valley. which was fairly
open, running east and west, beginning iMMediately north of Bibilo Hill.
(See Chart 5)
Being nervous about turning our backs-to such commanding ground, we
requested and received permission to devote not to eXceed, one hour to its,
capture, the following morning.
To make certain that we could do this, we brought our artille'ry down
300 yards in front of our leading rifle elements, firing on the top and
forward slopo of Bibilo. We-concentrated our mortars between leading riflemen and the artillery preparation,.firing on the top and near slope. We
scissored the top and sides of the hill with all the M.Gs we could lay our
hands on. As a matter of. interest, this placing .of mortar fire on the near
side of the artillery concentration, was because the Jabs had a practice of
moving into the interval toward our line- to get out from under anartillery
When the barrage was lifted, they would, thoh" move back to their
barrage,
position -to wait for the infantry attack.,
For thirty minutes we literally made the top of ,that hill bounce.
Japs - Jap pillboxes and guns were flying. as much as fifteen feet in the
would run around in little
holes,
fromtotheir
them, blown
air.
circlesA lot
like ofstunned
chickens,
be laid
like grass by the M.G.S.
Finally,
under cover of our M.G.s, we attacked,enveloping from the north, using one
battalion, while the remainder,of the Regiment. side-slipped ar- pushed on
to the sea.,
Meanihile to. the south, the 3rd Division, supported by the remaining
Marine tanks, cleaned up.),funda Airport. It.was then ordered to assume the
defense, of ,,the airport, and. was charged with mopping up the neighboring
small islands.
."The.
when the
..td press
Thd 37th
Bairoka'

final mopping up of New Georgia dragged on into the. second month,
25th Division, whic- hiad arrived in Corps Reserve, was dispatched
up from, the. south.and' meet the Rice Anchorage Force.
Division was assigned to back up the 25th Division's drive on
Many Japanese 'escaped from Bairoka to olombangara, by means of

barges, small boats, et,
However,. the Navy and Air Force claim that most
of the-se were taken care of either while moving to Kelombangara or on the
next shuttle to the north towar.di Bouganville,.
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PART IV:
PRINCIPLESS OF JUNCLRYh OPERATIONS
Now in conclusion, I'd like to state briefly for your consideration,
my conception of the principles of jungle operations against ,the Japanese.
First and' foremost, I place discipline.
and of the unit. Undue .,fraternizing between

Discipline dithe individual
fficers:.non.-commissioned

The officer or non commissioned
officers and their juniors is unhealthy.
officer, who runs to his juniors for sympathy, when :some senior corrects
him for some dereiict'ion, is not,, the lead6r -the men follow when the going
I saw too many officers and nOn-.commissioned officers killed,
-gets tough.
because when it became necessary to adVance they had to act as scouts
before the men would move.
The practiqe of "Hey fellows, what do you say
.we push this t. rduck out of the way?"-definitely' does not pay dividends in
combat.
Also, don't let anyone ever tell you, even as a joke: "Ohj they'll
get down, or 'they,.ll scatter out, 'when the bullets start flying."
Gentlemen, Iknow differenft.
They'll do in combat exactly the same things
-I have seen men bunch within
youlet them get away with 6n maneuvers.
fifty feet of enemy pillbdxes, and I've .'seen those,,same men stand openmouthed and gawk, perfectly astounded at the men falling all around them.
I doubt very.much if I ever shall make a .popular commander over here,
'because I've seen so many officers and en die u.necessarily, that I shall
be rabid on this" subject.
Along this same line, I would place toughness of the individual.;.. By
toughness, ,i do not m-ean getting noisy 'drunk ,in night clubs and hotels,
and daring any and all to come -out and fight.
I have in mind.the ability,
to live -with nothing save the bare essentials. I have in mind that when.
the foxhole is dug, to be able to stay in it without tearing down all
the natural' camouflage t'o make a bed.
I have in mindto be able to stay
in a fighting attitude during continuous rain,,, and not lay your weapon
down in eighteen inches of muck while you try to rig a shelter over the
hole, which is to be your home for the moment.
I have i-n mind whole units,
officers included, advancing, during'the fire fight, loaded down with water,
captured.blanket- rolls, rations and, souvenirs,, and not one. ,round of
ammunition,
I have seen men and officers carrying as I'rany As,four Jap
rifles
mortars, etc., in addition to their own, usin'all
the time and
care ,in the wold to keep the souvenir equipment clean and biled, while
their own weapons were iL such-shape aS to'be Oractically

.

nserviceable,

,I co uld go on and on with 'this '-how I have seen -whole, spools of
.
precious communication wire 'cast' aside in favor' of ah extra box ofc, "C"
rations; how I have seen innumerable other examples of physical comfort
, , taking precedence over the necessities of the fight; and when on the
i battle field, you climb down their throats about it,
they 4!ook at you in .
perfect amazement as if to ask: "What's wrong with this guy, what have I
done that's so God-awful bad?'",,

""
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Gentlemen, I can only repeat what I have said so many times before:
"It does no &good to say, 'I told you so' to a dead man."
Next I would place -S.O.P., S.O.IP. 'in everything that can possibly
lend itself to standardization, even to development for combat, And to
all commanders, I recormmend very strongly the S.O.P. combat bivouac, with
its perimeter defense; which we developed and used so successfully that
many other units sent their Regimental Commanders over to learn how it was
done.
We used it whenever we halted for any reason wihatsoever; and for
reorganization after taking each objective. !Tepractically always assumed
this formation before junping off to the attack.
S.O.P. may cover many items of coibat intelligence, Our own
intelligence platoon was organized along the lines of.a filter center. It
used every means that was legal and sorme that wore not so legal to assemble
information, filter it, and pass it to the S-2 by sound power, much in the
manner of a blow by blow radio., description of an athletic, event.
It was
We had a non-T/O defense platoon for the Regimental C.P.
composed of what you might call the limited service men of the regiment.
This platoon and the C.P. itself had an S.O.P. for going intd position,
which permitted us to go into action underany.condition, without delay.
All that was necessairj was for myself', the executive officeror the adjutant
to" designate the location ofmy personal fcxhole with referehce to the front.
The principles of leadership and tactics, as are taught at the Infantry
School, apply one huhdred percent in the jungle. The only qualifying
factors are'that'in their application:
All development for combat is-monotonously the same

-

h'ence, S.O.P.

Visibility is usually nil - which limits your use of maneuver and
artillery to very orthodox.methods.
The jungle prevents reconnaissance os we would like to make itj and
your knowledge of locations and situations Will depend on your ability to
read an air photo, and the reports of your patrols. These patrol reports,
incidentally, must be taken with a large grain of salt, If you act on any
informstion, you should act at once, for what is true at the moment may.be
absolutely wrong three 'hours later,
Finally, when you get the Jap located

-

shell the,-hell out of. him

ith mortarsnartillery and anything else you can find, qand then go in
promptly with rifle and bayonet while he is still grboggy.'..
One of. the biggest faults, i. found, among commanders; was the tendency
to sit back while they shelled the Jap position, then send a patrol over to
see if the Japs were still there. The patrol would then return to guide the
unit' up, and when the unit moved UP, the Japs, most times, woul.d be back
and ready for them. The unit would thehfall hack and repeat the process,
day after day, until finally the Japs would withdraw.
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Too many Japs in New Georgia escaped with their lives..
I feel that
most of them will have to be killed sooner or. later,,, and- I believe- the
time to do it is when they first
oppose you and it can .be done group by
group.
To sumarize:.st.

Train, .toughen

.nd discipline, your troops here,

now-

Make every possible, permissible activity S.O.P. to inciude:
bivouacs and assbly areas, march formations, patrolling
intelligence, liaison and supply.nd.

in dealing with'supply, pay speciala.ttention to -who is availcarry what, andwhen, and its enforcement-by means of
able t
straggler' posts.
We found, using S.O.P. in amphibious oper,-ations, that a.
battalion can. land from L.C I.s - establish an initial
five
hundred yard beachhead, with-all' communications ' C..P.
...
O.P~s, etc., wired in and operating, five units of fire and.
ten days"rations, unloaded from bats., all within fourteen
hminutes.- .Some companies could do it,. in seven minutes,
The standard wire conunicati ns are effctive and can be maintained.
However, just as, all litter
'"and ration parties ,must be guarded all ire-,
parties must be guarded; and never forget, the Jap is alway.S tapped, in on
yojr lines., Alo, unless your wire °lines are cleverly laid; you will;likely
have to relay them' each morning.
The" combined ration assemblies are not as "ooc in the. front line, as
individual
tions.
They- cause too.. much" waste.
Incidentally,'we were "not
troubled with dysentary until "they started sending hot food to the front
line from the beachhead.
-

Your 8i-mm mortar, with your 105 .howitzers are your best close support
artillery. The bomber is Lood, but better used a.s distant artillery.. Dive
bombirg a'strong point is excellent.-for morale, but ..I have seen a. five hundred pounde-r Strike within twenty yards of, a man and do .no more than rattle
him around in his' foxhble,.
The crying need when I left the jun'gle was for a very light weapon .
"
capable of -:lacing an-.explosive on a point t'trget.
The bazo1a may be the
answer, "athough'.we lacked thb ammunition to give. .our bazookas -a test.,;
Finally, don,'t attempt .to learn too much about the Jap before attacking. In the first
place you'll never know enough, and..the more'time .you
give him, the more difficult he is-to deal wxith.
Keep. your plans simple.,
your contact and. control, perfect, then go ahead.
The Jap'.is easily beaten
when you stun himn a bit with explosive and close promptly.

,.

:
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REQTRICTED
TRANSCRIPT OF iNTEV.WAT OF COLONEL TEMPLE G. HOLLAND
BY .vIBERS OF TACT.TCAL SECTION
Attack Committee:

Q.

One very basic question has come up in all.these discussions of South
Pacific conditions and that is the tactical condition. I believe one
remark you made the other day was that in a certain. position, visibility was limited to 20 feet or 20 yards, an extremely small limit, and
yet a little later.on it became evident that there were certain supporting fires - fire on locations of the Japanese and that there were
positions where visibility was greater and observation might be obThere is probably a simple description of that. Could you
tained.
give us an idea of just what that business of observation -was?

A

My experience was with the South Pacific. Almost every island is a
different, ter'rain.probl.em. In Guadalcanal, for example, the valleys,
ravines, -streams, etc. were the extreme jungles, while the top of the
ridges, hills, etc. were clear of trees and brush and were covered
with three or four feet growth of heavy grass. Rendova, New Georgia
and other.islands in this vicinity were completely, covered, both hills
and ravines, with a heavy jungle.,Initial visibility from the ground
was limited to from 10 to 30 feet in any direction. Many times, troops
stumbled into jungle positions unknowingly, the first indication being
hostile fire from mortars and machine guns., To obtain visibility we
normally brought our artillery down, on the suspected location, 'The
•"Cutting
grass."These
slang description.of this procedure was called,
permit..some
to
concentrations usually thinned the jungle -enough
visibility.

Q.

stay
In getting observation for mortar fire, did the observer generally
on the ground or climb something?

The observers usua llystayed on-the ground. .To visualize the terrain
in New Georgia you might take the desks of this room and you have a
fairly good "to scale" representation of the hills and valleys. For
example this row of desks.might be a ridge, this a valley, this another
hill, that desk. over there another hill. Standing on this crest after
the artillery had fired,on tIat.ridge, you. could see enough for your
operation.
Q.,. Getting away frQrt.h .subject of, rontages for the operations of the

A,

battalion .and..,in one of your maps. the otheriday you had several regipershown and just from-the scale, I estimated Will
ation
mental600zonesof,
to.700 yards was the- average .frontage in. that set-up.
h~aps
...
you discuss ,the use of. attack frontages in that operation?

AFrontages .are very narrow in comparison.with the frontages reported from
%hr own particular regimental .zone of action durthe European theatre.
The
ing the New Georgia operation was approximately, 500: yards wide.
regiment on my right and left' each had a zone-of aoproximately 600 ytards
in width.
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Q.

You feel that this s6me set-up as t6.,di'fficult visibility,made it
necessary to operate on a narrow f'ront?

A

The problem of contact between neighboring units and also making a clean
sweep of the Japanese positions made it mandatory to have narrow, frontHowever, it must be rembmberedthat -the 145th Infantry was a two
ages.
Also, it is necessary to cover
battalion regiment dviring this action.
fairlythor'oughly any zone of advance due to the Japanese practice of
organizing mutual supporting hills. I read 'on'e defense order'captured
from the. Japanese ,4bh specifically directed thatwhen anyonte -hill vas
organized, other positions would. be,-organized ..so that fire.oui~d be
delivered on the supported -hill on both the fdrwkardand reVerse slopes.

Q.

Relative .to frontages used in attack of any one situation,"is- the
normal attack in, column formation or in wcdge with one leading?

A

The attack-might be"in column
We, used both ,the, ,collqxnand.the wedge.
'tho. -wedge. being-,assumed iheni opposition 'f.or ced the leading
battalion to .sl.ow down percevtibly.

y~initially,

W

Q. M1ay I pursue that forjust a moment? D-d. you-pass through aunit that
-was stopped ot .try, to get around the flank?
A,

Normally we ,built our base of fire ,on the leading
-iit,and -usod .it also
for the limitedor hQ!ding attack.
Single or double envelopments were
then made bi* the: use of .the tvo rear units passing around one on each
osition captured by the-leading unit
flank of the forward unit. ,-Aalone, without the use of thq rear unitswas usually -pqssed through by
the rear units to continue the attack, the idea being to keep a strong
pressure on a withdrawing enemy.
This would not have been possible if
we .h, waited for a c.omplete.-organization of the lading Unit..

Q. What is reorganization?
ization.

don't teach any particular method of reorganAN!,oe
WouldyoU give us a .hasty and. complete definition ofrreor gani-

zation and what , is:'done?
-

A.
-

.

.

'

.

9

! consider this a: most important feature of combat 'and
is alone justification for-the use o.f our. SOP combat bivouac formation. Units-become intermingled, indiyiduals become lot and.,leaders lose some- controlduring
the final assault of any stronghold. In our system, the leadex' concerned, would indicate the front 4with respect to which he Wanted his
unit to take up the formation$.OP combat: bivouac..This 'sign:lpassed
n, told' each individual:approximately the pla coon the hi.l where his
S unit wouldbe reorganiz.ed.

Once a unit arrived at its

now location, the

,SO called for*,. beginning ith the' squad, a report, through channels,
covering strengths 'st'atus of weapons, ammunition, etc. This report was

Svorbal or by runner w'ith an informal message.
Commanders then, based on
••,the report, transferred men, w:eapons. and ammnunition with 'the 'idea of
,, -equalizing
their Unit.
If,i far example, .twelv.e men were needed, in one
Sp], atoon, ,normally 'six men would be taken from.,ach oefthe .:other two ,plateens. .. This :system of reorganization wor'ks w^ell :arxd with out too ,much
loss Of time,
"
-
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.

You make no di fferentiation as to-future contemplated use or past employment of a unit?

A. No it was complete each time.
Q.

How fmuch time did it take for battplions to go.through this procedure,
equalize companies and start again?
Thaft of course depends on-the terrain, distance involved and on the
enemy attitude. In any condition similar to this operation, a battalion
should be completely reorganized in not. to exceed fo rtY mirnites.

Q.

I think that clears up that question. Theres .nothing in'the b6obk on
.that. In regard to the importanceof the use of arm, and otherofficial
signals during..the attack, did you'stress the arm, signals rather than.
shooting flares for- example?

A. We observed secrecy as long as we could. Once amovement was discovered,
w iiised the most expeditious means for communication, Usually a move, Aent was not: discovered until the final stages of a maneuver and during
this phase signalling by a leader was an invitation to the Jap sniper
to shoot. We found that the use of SOP in development for combat
eliminated the necessity for a lot of signalling, shouting., etc, Most
of the instructions necessary could be handled by telephone in ,the larger
groups and by runner. in the smaller groups. We used command telephones
to include the company and the machine gun platoon in the attack.

Q. What did you find to be the best formation to -use in crossing aformidable. definite stream line?
A. To make the answer to that question intelligent I would like first to
describe the streams in New Georgia which we encountered. These
of them over waist
20 yards in width; bysome
streams were narrow,and15 intomost
overhanging trees and
cases covered
deep, fairly swift
vines. We made no particular recognition of a"stream crossing. We
used exclusively the same tactics we would have..used hadthe stream
not been there, In other words, we have, no real test on a river cross.ing.
Q.
A.

What was the chief use made of the reserve companies and platoons?
We felt -that every unit was not only available, bu't likely to b5e used
However, if there was a difference between the use of
in any attack
,the reserve company or companies it might be covered by saying that
tlh y were always on the alert for .the Jap flanking movement around our
leading unit and they were also a base upon which the leading unit
could fall back under conditions similar to this. Letts assume" that
. the leading unit unknowingly-bumped .into 2 strongly bu~lt-in Jap position. To assault it means to lose too many rifles. Consequently, we
normally pulled that unit back approximately 300 yards anid .brought our
mortars and artillery down on the Jap position. In pulling that unit
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.

.. A

-back w&-..were .nve worried bec-use- t here-srvo units we.e in'poition
either to cover or to attack, deperding on the Jap raction.

Q.

You didn't launch an assault immncdiately:when you found a strong,..

Pos ition?
A,

Somet-mes.

But usually we prefer &d to.-prccede",an sassautt -by artillery

or ,.mortars,or-bth,, ,

Q."

.. hve..heard tht
Did you dbthis

most--of the re'serve: units were used as;carriers.
in your regiment?'..

-

Veidnjnt USe oicb.t troops during the fight. "
spd bandsmen $,'antitank. company,, service company, driversaCd cooks. Wekept a-"forward
dump"'in the battleare. and at times : det chrnents were sent back from
be.talions to supplement the ammunition pioneer people. ,But I believe
that anyone Who says a.reserve is nQt needed in jungle combat is wrong
... ecause Jap tc.tci.cs call- for continued flanking movements against your,

A,.

Q.

After you pull troops back 300'yards, do. you believe in launching
a-.,ssault *w:ith the same unit?

A.

a'the time that artl.ery was firing we usually issued the attack
During
order,
My own expdriLence .was that we usually r'esumed the attack by
sending the sa-e unit forward and 'other unit's in enveloping movements.

Q.

That doesn't replace' the"initial preparation prior to moving forward?
IA.think I have .not made myself clear on the method'of advance. For
example, wewoild take one hill, reorganize and prepare to continue
the alttack. In the bontinuation of this attack wO would-firbt locate
the next Jap position, usually by moving forwa'd b successive objectives
until we bumped into it. Sometimes we coulId see what would.appear to
"_beanother'hill in front of us from 600 to 1000 yards out and we would
make that our objective 'and actually fire on it. Just as often as not,
about half way there we would bump irito-a dug-in'position-which we had
not, seen. Wb would thn pull thc leading uit back., place a concentrati.
.of arti1lery and mortar fire on the new position and then go in with

riflemen.
f

Q.

,

.n.h

How clo"e did the troope get into these artillery concentrations and
what method did you most often use, to shift artillervr before troops
closed in' for the. assaumlt of that objebtive? You mentioned 300 yards.
..
C./ould you come lup any closer?' :

.A/.,Many times w. cotuld co me to wimthin" lOQ'yards., .Usually it was 300 yards.
'The liftingli'tselfwal done by" arrangement between, the- commaflder concerned and"the. forward observer of the .affectedunit.. They were usually
.,,-"
",.
'
:rig ht .,tog et.her . . ..
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Q.

A.

You spoke several tim6S about' the double envelopment. That brings
back to me the original..question .about the. method of moving, out
Was double envelopment used frequently
with one column in front.
and successfully over there?
I would say we used it

in

the battalions of my regiment as much as we

used single envelopment."
Q.

The reason for this question is that in our teaching, we describe its
use where the situation gives us a preponderance of force and absolutely
"
no enemy flanks.

A.

I am speaking of maneuvers within battalions.
I can clear that up.
Over there your. frontages are so Small, your operations are so intimate,
the regimental -commander handles his regiment more or less like the
th.t
There were only two occasion.
batta'lion commander handles his battalion.
committed to action at
was
in this operation, when the entire regiment
was completely coma.battalion
that
fact
Normally the
the,.same.,-ti d.
always one battalion
practically
because
mitted wa5 of nO. great concern
were a.vailable in
battalions
two
times
remained-Uncommitted, and many
trouble.
in
was
battalion
committed
cT..se t h

Q.

Where a double envelopment was employed;. I assume that when the point
of the wedge established or fixed the enemy position and you decided to
commit your two remainingreserve units, one-around each flank; was it
possible for the center one to pull out and become a reserve within a
minimum length of time?

W

The only
extent. not enough to call that a principle.
A._ To a very little
a reneeded
committed
completly
battalion
a
when
recall
I
time that
another
from
company
complete
a
it
sending.
by
made
was
serve,"it
battali6n.

Q.,

-low

Is

it possible for a battalion in-the center to pull back and then
available for reserve in itself?

W"become

S'

'A.

The center battalion was usually required to drive forward, If for
No.
no other reason, it would dive forwardto keep the enemy occupied nct
The Jap moves
the front and prohibit 'successful use of- shifting units.
very fast within a prepared position. You release.-the, pressure on him
at one point and you can see him running to another prepared position
to meet a new threat..

Q.

Ho'f influential was the use of heavy weapons in formation of the battaliL.
plan of maneuver or was the plan of maneuver eliminated, and battalions
and companies of the battalions charged with executing the mission with
the use of heavy weaponS through detachment?•

A.

At no time did we haye
We will try it.
I am not sure I have that cleaar.
for off ensive action.
company,
rifle
a
to
weapons
heavy,
occasion to attach
battalion comnthu
by
covered
was
weapons
heavy
the
of
The employment
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'mander in his

ttack ord6r ard'we e directly under, hit qontrol.

..often the .battaio

conmahder to0k his bntt'

Quite.

stationcat the .observation

post ofrt-he 81 mm. mortar.

,Q. .Howabout

the position ,Pfthe heavy weapons company commander?
limited nature Or was h able t-o
Wa s his reconnaiSsance 'of a very
make this with assistance? How was the heavy weapons company
comander used by the battalion commander?

A.

know in exact -. cCorda nce with the teachings
He was used so far as
reconnaissance of any nature was 14iited.
course
Of
school.
of the
Usually an attack order would be something like this in procedure:
which he desired
The battalion commander would give the 'objective
covered by.mortars .nd by mchine guns,. the time Of the preparation
and approximately the .moqnt of
preparation
othe The heavy weapons
company commander w6uld.:.then t,ke hisplatoon' leaders, recnnoiter
and make actual disposition of the unit, Hbving made these preparations ,.arranged ror ammunition etc., the heavy *eapons company
-commander reported to the battalion commanc
and
,r then proceeded to
the OP. He'may or may not be present 'hen the actual order is issued
to the rifle companies. -During.the actual fight. the weapons company
* commander was usually with-the battalion comn.nder.
I .thinkyou mentioned the. time
do you mean preparatory fires?

Q,. Did you use the word 'preparation"?
of preparation
A.

That's right.
b

-,f

thy a.pproac

About how long before

Q.

h

e',.a

. Anything up to Inbout thirty minutes., in spite, of panning, the jungle
A;

handicaps any time -schedule.
To what extent, in planning fires at the outset of the attack did you
make any use of heavy-weapons companies of the battalion or" battalions

Q.

in reserve?
don tt recall any time, however, where it was
necessary to physicrilly remove from the battalion area any- gns to
support rQgimcnta!l action.

A..Practically .alays.

Q.
.

,I

You kept them within the grip of the reserve battalion?
Right..' Usually i'"was done through the battalion conmmnder by.-giving

, him . fire mission,. The coordination :of the fire wherever possible
A good many
S was between maneuvering battalion and battalion fir ing.
times, however, it 'was necessary that the regiment coordinatle the
.. ,
in, which ease I usually did, that .personially-,._
.'fire,

Q You didn't resort to S-3 or anybody?"
No,

I usually did that personally.
RESTRICTED
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Q.

Did. you make use of-raiding .in.an attempt to gain information from
..
the enemy?

A.

We didn't.to.any great extent. We sent patrols during the daylight to
our front andflanks. Quite often these patrols came back with some
information but more often their information was negative rather than
positive..

Q. What method did you use to gain information?
A. Ve were very fortunate in that the first position captured by my
there was a command post which contained complete Jap orders
regiment
f6r the operation,
maps showing dispositions, installations and
strength, and plans for future operations. These were sent back-to
the division, properly translated and returned to us, and.the general
ap scheme of defense. was very well known to us,

Q, Didyou, generally speaking, use large combat,-patrols or small reconnaissance patrols1?...
--. Small reconnaissance patrols.
Q. You did send out any combat patrols?
Not to the
for-them,
tions with
the front.
to opening

front. I'd like to say the reason was we had no necessity
However, I believe that there will be times in the operathe Japs that strong combat patrols will be necessary to
Our use of combat patrols was almost exclusively limited
and reopening lines of communication and supply and. for.

clearing areas of snipers, MG groups, etc.

These varied in size from

three men to a platoon.

Q. Did you. stick tq trails or go into the. jungle for reconnaissance?
A.

I can',t give an ansixer on that.
the, trails if it is possible.

Usually it is better, to stay off

One officer came back-and, said he stuck to
you should patrol on rolling ground all
said
trails end another
zone.
the
throughout

Q. We had two solutions.

A..

It all depends on what your patrol is doing. If it is to locate the
trail' and you are certain to
stay on ,or near the were,on
next Jap in front, many
trails, to the rear,
of our, patrols

A good
find him.
reopening a :supply, line that had been cut; running down a wire break,.
etc, We had more patrolling to the rear and flanks than to the front.

Q. How did you maintain contact ,between front line units in attack?
A.

We never turned a unit loose wi)thout, a specific point where we were
"going to get-.together and if that-was a considerable operation we ran
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a btse lina and chocked every other possible way.
Q,

In addition we

used patrols and liaison officers and N.C.O's.
w,,about Patrols betw*en companies and units -on the .right and left?
SWe used thor

extonsively,

However,

a patrol in the jungle is good

only to tell you thit a certain point is approximateiy,so fa to
your left and on about such and such an aimuth from your location,
but that is

Q.

not definite enough for your, n(.ds.

Did you use_ smoke or something like that to indicate.- objectives?
How did you overcome the limitations of patrols? Ihat were the
moans you substituted?
Ihad,an officer with each regiment on my flanks and when his unit
moved ho paced it off, recorded the azimuths and. plotted it on his
He would then telephone his location using our own code. It
map.
is extrQmely, important to know exactly whore these units are on the
I repeat, most of
right and left because of the use of artillery.
your initial concentrations of artillery are brought in by sound
ranging, and unless you know definitely whQre other units are,
there's a, lot of confusion and danger.

Q. If you were going to st'am to tr in a regiment for use in that area
what steps would you take to overcome collecting souvenirs? You
mentione.d that our troops would gather souvenirs ard Japanese
A.

,
liweapons.
I believe the answer to that is division control,

A straggler line

They should
should follow closely behind the-combat elements.
certainly take charge of all captured -headquarters and- dug-outs,
until the intelligence people ,h.ve taken the important military
I belive then that it should b understood_
items for in.specti-on.
by every man of the division thato the service elements of the
division will collect all. souvenirs and hold them for equitable
If I were, train-"
distribution by special services, after the fight.
ing a regiment again and could not sell that idea to the division
commander. I would do it with my own persomel.

Q, What local s'ecurity did you put out at night end by what method?
At the end of-each day's fight all-units assume the combat bivouac
at full allowable distances.and intervals.

'

~of
-- Q.
SA.

Immediately

formation
•as many men as couldbe sparedwent to work~ digging in-peri~meter
*'
"four man" foxholes which lay generally through, the .support squads
These are uisually about 240 to 50 yards
the outside platoons.
inside, the outside perimeter of the rifle elements.
Did the outside riflemen dig single foxholes?
Both Single and double.,, Just at dusk ,thy" outside riflemen with'drew
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to the four-man foxholes .-inside the perimet er. Whenever -possible
boeby traps and trip wire siwyre left on the.outside position so as to
the Jap apprach. We kept no..listening 'posts or
gi.,warning
.other
occupiedo.f positions
outside that inner perimeter.

A.

It

is ,at th

approved.
qre.
T

,

A.

a copy of the combat bivouac sketch?

yqu.o.ee

.;

printer's and undoubtedly. will be distributed -if
.

orders c.omplete orders or piece-meCa
or-re

At the

orders?
eginn ing of each phase.a regimen-tal - order was .issued as

nearly perfect as .,possible. The S-2 gave the cnemy s4tua-ion,
the S-3, -our own disposition,.and I issued a vrbal.prder'from

notes.- Orders for continuation of an atts.ck wer:e from fra.gmentary
to almost c.omplete field..orders.

Q,

In other words., orders from the' diVision down should be in
fragmentary form at all

times,.

Do you agrc J?

A.

I know of no order that can replace the five paragraph order in
No.
assumed command of
operation. For example, when I first
an initial
was no better method
there
attack,
our
for
-and.--e.-prepared
169th
the
down to
145th-moved
the
when
Also,
order,
complete
full
the
than
order.
comaplete
a
than
method
better
no
was
there
169th,
the
relieve

Q.

Your attacks were coordinated attacks or piece-meal? These orders
would indicate coordination as far as the terrain would permit,

A.

I don't recall any example of piece-me-I attack, assuming that, by
piece-meal we mean employing units as they arrive. Each of our
It perhaps did
attacks was started-,as a coordinated operation.
not.. involve all the-units in the maneuver initially, but later fragmentary :orders would be issued, covering operations of the other
units as the need for their employment developed.

Q.

How long,
give it

A.

as a rule, did you take in

the. rctual issuance of this

field-order, and how far in advance ,of.the hour of attack.did you
to your subordinates?

The complete field orders, the, two that. I issued were about four
o'clock in the afternoon for an attack starting the next morning.
The fragmentary-order. might be similar to this. You get the
battalion commander on the phone--he is familiar with the. situation-and you say that Jones ,has -.just got on a hill but is being held
up by a newly discovered Jap position about 200 yards north of
that hill. You t' ke your battalion and .move due north from your
position 200 yards and ..swing to 270 degrees, and take that new
!
As to the order, how long it wovbd take to issue it,
position.
It didn't take any longer, than it does
can only estima te from memory.
right here at school. I would say thirty mrinutes would cover all phases
of it.

....

...
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You implied
.while .ago,-and.
said the-.ther -day there was alImost no night tactical
'1.c=ander's view
.ctivity.. Wouldyou Explain from the. regimental
iht
attacks
were
not employed?
why.
oint
the."principalr"ea.sons
7

Q.. I-d'lik- to go b-.bck toone thing that. came upbefore.

gwee-r'epyd

resosw

kA.I

had several, reasons for. that-. .Initially'the Jap. were on the
offensive during the night, all night. Using our method of fir,ing- oroud perimeter.,with a few' selected individuals.using automatic guns inside the perimeter, we were causing thyI Jap any more
Casualties than he was us. We calculated that we were doing pretty
well using this method. The: Jap wasn-I.t being reinforced to any extent
decreasing. his strength. There was
from the north so he was steadily
o, occasion ifrontofmy own regiment..where our night- .attack would
cks. However, the Jap, according to
succCed as well as our day.t
Some of-our p.trols, the
our information, had no night.defense.
AlsoI per-.
sFjiAns
were through their'bivouac.anumber of tim6s.
sonally felt-that the American soldiers, that wedho in this operation
were not sufficiently trained for successful night attack in the
jungle,

Q.

During night operations, did theJaps use artillery or mortar.proparatioh on your. position?

A.

The Jap. att-)ck w .s. always Dreeeded by

k

mortar fire

This
1 is the

first-indieation,'you hav'e .thact he is coming.

Q. Would they follow that pretty close?
A

Q.

'Whenh
-..
they'did come .in they came-in fairly close behind their mortars..
Silently,'or did they usually. mai.Ike a lot of, noise?
On their night raids they

(V

'$7

er.e silent until they were.-close to

the position and then they would make noises -from all directions.. I
think it might bewise .to-consider what they have- ,in mind on these

I don't believe they had any ide:a they could wipe
night raids.
out our position, but figured that they-could terrorize the American
troops and so confuse. us that-we might get to .shooting .emong our-selv"s.orgget us so-frightened we .wuld pull .out, On their real
night attacks they came in mass with no apparent-, effort at-stealth.
Q

In-.what strength-would the Jap operations be?

A.

I can only .- guess, .I think most of their raidswere .small commando
groups,... Say three oi four -groups of twelv-'to-twenty men each., In
night attack, they"would
vthe
charge in mass--.,ith--up., to. several

hundred troops.

Q.

.

Those nig.ht Ptt acks. of the Japs,

.iere they ever

uc.essful?

NO
No.
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Q, Did the Jap ever realize that this was uneconomical and take steps
to change?
on the 169th InfL-try was the last Jap offensive
'ttk
''ight
That
action of impo~ptance in Nevi G"Oeorgia.

A.

you require all e-jernents down to company to submit through
battajion their plan .of fire attack'to :you,. both defensive and
offensive? When you gave an order did you require them to submit
,btack to you their plan of maneuver so you-wQuld know what they
were doing?

-Q. Did

In most oases, :yes, with roferenc6 to battai o, corrnander.
In a few cases I personally directed the employment of the
companies, especially for the leading battalion.

A.

in this country.the whole thing moves so rapidly,
inmaneuvers
nQ.
Lyo1 describe can be done.
of..the 'thihgs
Sathat pradtically none
I have been on a half dozen and ll these small things were not
included in the training time. The troops .leave this country in
good physical shape and that's 'bout all..
no particular need for battalion comma1nder to
In our case.there ws.require his company commander to send plans to 4i.m. In issuing of

A.

the .battalion -order, those,matters were handled verbally.

Q. Did battali'onsmake definite plans for weapons such as mortars.
and machine guns'?
That's right.

A.

Q. To include 60s?
A.

No.

Our general practice was not to employ 60s initially.

The 60s were left to, the company comnander for his use as
the situation developed.
Q.The same general rule applied to light machine guns and heavy
machine guns?
A.

That's right.

Q.

To what extent and with what effectiveness did the Jap use antipersonnel mines and booby traps?

A.

The only reported use of Jap anti.-personnel mines was during the
last phase of the operation at Munda,. We received word that a mine
field lay across the right half of our zone and that we were to cross
it with caution. We didn't find any m~ines at the place but we did find
quite a number of the magnetic type mines stored in Jap dug-outs and
around their OP's, which were available for use.
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Q.

It was ,c!tua ly ,not a mine field?

'A, No, not that we could discover,

Q°

In that connection, was there an anti-tank-platoon and was it
sed in that alleged mine field?'
No, in-. each battalion the pioneer ammunition people\ were especially
Regimental Mine Platoon was also
trained for us.e' in mine removal:,The
esp0cially trniied, but they were'.not used:on this, particular occasioh
because they were busy bringing up amunitj.oni and supplies. -It so
happened 'at Guadalcanal we ha.d to clear a large mine field laid
by marines whq had lost all maps of the field.This meaht a thorough
search using thetwq mine detectors Which we.wer able to get from
In addition
the engineers an4c.xy other means- we coUld improvise.
to this antitank "mine field there were large .areas filleid with
.booby traps placed bY the American Division. To accomplish this, it!
was necessary to employ all members of the regiment so that before
we were in New Georgia. operation most of the . regiment was experienced
in this connection. They actually located and removed thousands of
tank and anti-poersonnel, mines. It, cost about two dozen casualties all
told.

Q. /o what extent was the 60-m usod w'ithout base plate?
A/, It

was not used to "aiy extent.

It

could have been.

We planned

Q.

on it, but we (had no need to employ it.
The action was not' so
fast that.we couldn't put up -the base plate and bipod.,
Could they keep up all right?

A.

They were right along with the, riflemen..

Vy

...

' ' .:..i4
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Q.

,Jrere either of' your regiments, the 145th or the 169th, ever in a
situation where it tool up an organized battle position in sustained
defense, a position that was to be held at all costs?

A. Exclusive of defense positions on the previous bases, each of these
regiments had one defensive set-up during the New Georgia operation.
The initial
The position was on the same ground for both regiments.
occupation and defense-was by the 169th, which was later relieved by
the 145th which held the position until the New Georgia forces went
again on the offensive, This.position was the high ground overlooking
Lambeti Plantation or approximately two miles north of Liani Beach.

)

Q.

Codid you give us the general set-up, including its frontages, depth,
FPLs 'PTA, wire, mines,
unit assigrments, curtain of fire, to include
AP or AT, artillery, normal barrages and concentrations?

A,

This defensive position which we occupied initially with the 169th was
more or less forced on us by the situation which demanded that we pass
from the offensive and wait until.thQ arrival and development of addiPlease bear in mind that we were preparing to
tional American forces,
continue the attack and expected to jump off any day after the first
The termination of the attack phase left us in column of
four days.
This regiment, the 169th,. a
battalions, the combat team acting alone.
three battalion regiment (each battalion at one-half or less than onehalf strength), was in column of battalions separated by roughly 600
The order from front to rear was 1st
yards between each battalion.
Upon receiving orders to hold
battalion.
2nd
battalion,
3rd
battalion,
pending the arrival of additime,
the
at
occupied
we
which
ground
the
tional troops, the second battalion was sent forward tO help organize
The resulting
the main line of resistance with the first battalion.
organization then was first and second battalions defending the forward
area on the main line of resistance and th third battalion holding the
regimental reserve area. The distance between the forward and rear area
was roughly 600 yards. The area occupied by, each battalion Was roughly /
Each battalion within its owin area organized for
300 yards in diameter,
complete all-around defense, establishing approximately the SOP combat
Around the perimeter of edch
bivouac formation of the 145th Infantry
Normal
battalion was olaced an interlocking band of automatic fire.
barrages of artillery were placed to the front and to each flank of the
ortar were sited to cover probable approaches within
orward area.
by individual riflemen was limited
the gaps of artillery fire.and Firing
a,few scleqted individuals on the inside,
to those on the primet-r
ITire communication was comdete to include company CPs and weapons

platoons.

Evacuation

as from battalion to the regiment,

aid station,

by regmmental medical personnel augmented from time to time by personnel
Evacuation from :the regimental aid station
from the collecting company.
was by the collecting company, augmented by returning ration and ammuniSupply was bath by hand-cairry. and parachute drop (At this
... tion parties.
point Col. Holland drew a diagram on the blackbord).
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'Q..

Did you use wire?

A.

We Used wire colplete: t othe companies andto the weapons-latoons and
mortar sections.'--i--

Q.

I mean barbed vrire.

..
.... ,I:..

h a,

b

t

h

, -w

A.

Used
qe no barbed, wire.
,Tehad none and if We had, I dotbt that we
could have carried it that far. We.used.a .trip wire made from old
c00Emunication w ire.

Q.

Did you ,use booby traps?

A,

WTe did use booby traps ifiproviJsed from hand grenades with-thelal5th
Infantry particularly. Ve put out quite a-number of them each night
and took them inoeach morning, preparatoty to the expected jump-off.

Q.

Did you take up the ones that were not exploded?
Every morning, ".e- put them out the laa!t thing at night.

A.

A man would

be given about three-and he*was, Charged with 'getting them iin the next
morning,

Q,

Did-you have any'mines at all?

A., We had no mines.

Q.

On firing of-mortar from the reserve battalion on ravines,
..aset schedule'-or did you fire -on sound o
9,

at

x.

,,

2,

g.r

did you .have
.

t

A. ''We fired no mortars at night unless attacked. The Artillery would fire
at irregulartperiods. ,A" might fire at 9 o clock an. the second t'ime
at 9:l5.
"B".might fire at 9:.05 an then at 9:55. It waa entirely up
tothe battery coinmander,

ata

different hour

just as.
as

In"

ng as ho fired twice each hour and
h-f-o

v

,

hur-.n

ach time#

Q.

You occupied a different positi6n azt night from: the 'ne' in daytime>
f.h
en did you shi ft?

A.

At daybreak the outer pmrim ete movede out,.,They loved down considerably
past the half way mark of the hill into one and tyro man f6xholes.
At
dusk they fell ,back toth- nigh:t perimeter. When they fell back they
would' leave booby trapi 'greaTdes i n the outer position.
In some cases
we took 03, rifles and. plahced theim in the ground pointing to a Jap route
sfapproa.ch; tyn
h
triggers with a :string back to the night .position.
That night when thKo Japs would start a 'nuisanece fire with knee mortars
We would pull' the stri n 6 .
For s ome. .reason this ,usu~ally stoppad the Jap,

Q.

W~h're was the 600 yards from .theu 300, 'yards dian'jtelr? 'Wsi~i thast a single
ring? ,,,.
:.
..
. .
.
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A.

Q.

The 600 yards is from hill to hill. It is not a single ring.. Each
unit is qug in for .all-.around dofense, starting with the. squad making
small rings within the outer ring of the battalion.
How a~s the artilery pla.ced?

A. Whrith each front line compafy is an observer. At each battalion coMmarxi
post was a liaison officer ,,th detai!, The artillery battalion
battalion
The arti1L3
commander was with the regim_ntal commander.
three-quarters
approxintely
Zananaof
southeast
itself was on an island
of a mile off shore from New 7eorgia. Here is an interesting feature
on communication. For the wirte comrmunication-across the water we used.
110 wire laid on the bottom of'tho bay, and it Stood up. It worked btter than thu big rubber cable they had going across to Rendova,
Q. iimagin that where you were, the jungle was pretty thick.
mutual fire support?

Was there

thinned out on the hill itself by
area was prettywell
A. Yes, This fire
before we moved in. At thebottom of the hill the jungle
artillery
commenced again. However, we specialized in close-in cross fires, even
with rifles, so the jungle did not affectourmutual support.

Q. Did you get any attack against that position?
A. WTe had a very good one the first night. The Japs ma d a Pass assault
on thea forward hill. On that hill ve killed 99 Japs and .v,,e also picked
up a wounded Jap prisoner.

Q. ,ould they carry their wounded off?
A. In their field order, which I read, it stated definitely that they
were to bring back, their dad and -wounded.'

Q.

In that attack was the supporting fire with normal barrages?

A,

Yes.

Q. Did they go down?
A. Yes.
Q. Did foxholes have overhead shelter in that location?
A. The foxholes were built with the rear Ihalf covered except where we occupied old ones built by tha Jap... They were cemplotely-covered.
Q.

Relative to the same foxholes, these twelve or fifteen mum yeu say you
lost, were those3 men in foxholes when they became casualties, or were
they moving around in the area?
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o

".:

.

Ai -Thefirstround uualy daugltJsomebody ot's ide but fafter that thcjy were
foxholes. ,I los-a,Cthlic-Chaplain nd a.doctor beusuallyithe

Q.

cause they wpouldn't Stay in the Coxholes.
The'-fi--'t volley.got twelve
or fifteen men and they jumped out of the foxholes to heip them. Before
the campaign w.s ov.r i got the doct ors''and Chala-ns to realize that
their work should be brou ht to them.
9time?
Did you have any dive bomber support diAring ths

A. Plenty.
.,

The Navy bomb divers wre on call..

at was"thcQeeralpln o-f

vn e?

Did the

oJap
rga.riiereverse

slop s -- ver., s ometimes, or always?
A.

We were fort'unate to capture th.e. Japs CP and along wiith that cme all
their orders, plans and maps and, Ipersonally. read the transcript of the
order for organization of defense, It direcd hthe organization of
mutually suppgrting guns and hills. It stated that whenev.-r a hill is
occupie..d other guns will be' placed so- that fire could ...
be brought on
both .forvardand reverse slo cs. I had the.idea th,.t Ve., would find
Japs organizing on the ravines, and reverse slopes but that,wcas not true.
They organized hills in Ne :Georgia' as wewould, Each hill had, another
hill which covered it 'by fire and it covered, the forward and reverse
slope of that hill.. Theyhad a 'loto
posiIJons
q
that ,%re not actually
occupied.
I mean by that, .tey were supplemental postions, available
for occupati'on. " They moved' fast from one position .to another, As sen
as thUe knew where we were going, they i Mediately. moved to. meet us.
M1any times we got on a hill without too much trouble, only to, get knocked
off by fire from a new position we didn't know about.

Q.

I think that is exactly as we would orgn-1z.e

A.

They are right along the-

Q.

That still comes within our principles. Did.-you have any trouble
keeping the men on t'f..orvard sldpes of the hill?"

tilitary crest of the hill
"What yo* can see
of the Jap you can lick. It's
only when he starts opening up from'
unlo atd positions
0
that you. have. to get* into troUble.,

A. No..
Q.

Isn't there a tendency to draw biack1

A.

You are assuming that all casualties came on the forward slope.
wrong. The mortars hit a1 I over' the Ihiill

Q,

on the reverse slope?
That's
.

ere there many cases of shock?

A.

Quite a number of shock and war neuroses-earl-y in-the action..

Q.

Could you tell
me how you remedied. this?
bring them out of the shock, or .what?

Did you evacuate them or
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Any case that was suspected to be unreal was sent back into the line
after a short rest. A real shock case cannot be sent into the line
I have in mind an
again until he has had a long rest and troatment.
°
officer on this same hill the first day. Two Jap mortar shells hit"
appearances he
on each side of him simultaneously. To.allTo outward
the observr, it is a
wasn't hurt,.but he was a raving maniac
ziiracle he wasn't torn to pieces. This officer was evacuated to one

A.

of the forward hospitals for two we ks, after wlch, on his own
insistence, he was released to go back into action with his unit.
Ho came by, an!J talked to me several minutes and looked perfectly normal.
're
do'ng-a
He got back to his company aboqt the same time the Japs w
again. He was
went to piecos retired
firing andsince,
gun and mortar
machine
little
has been
evacuated to the States and i believe,

Did you have any cannon platoor or company?

(.

A. Neithe r.

Q. Bazookas?
A, Bazookas but not aniUnition.
Q. Did you pick the bazookas up on the way out?
never had a cha.ncc toto fire
on Guadalcanal* ,to e use
were issued to. us
A. They
take
them end pl'nnd
tried to le-rn hou4oven one round,
them in expecting ammunition would be sent up, but when the final dhay
of embarkation came and we had no ammunition, we left them behind.
Q. Counterattack plan - inasmuch as, they never penetrated your position,
I expect you didn't use thm, but what were your plans?

A.

'

To planned to use th(D unoccucied battalion simply to restore the
position. We. had three routes roconnoitored anvd planned from the rear
hill to tie front, You might say, in gen!rel, our plans called forif the Jap came in one direction, we would go in right behind him.

Q. In'the night attack they made on the first niglht, did they knock out
any of the machine guns you had placei there singly?

Q. Wht plan hdyou made in the event that would have ha ppened?
,

A.

None 'other than normai replacement.

('

Wel where you were at reduced strength with only'200 men in a
bat talion, how long would you estimate the biggest hill is where you
battalion?
had your first
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A.

:The biggest1hill is roughly-'60 yards lQng.and probably 300 or 400
yards acrqss..

Q

' in four-rian foxholes, h ow much distance ddi" you h"Ve botwDer

•i.

Q

ithin the company

-75

about five or -ten yards; between companies

-

yards?

-as

iuch .as 30' yards.

:You- had during the daytiLie some scurity out in front? 2-man fxholies?
..

;~.

S.,

C.

ri,

nt

2-.

.

h

o

s

Yes

Q

Just .at. danthis inner pearimeter e&oanded to a daylight-.pe.rieter?

Q.

That's right.
That reserve battalioi> was it

1.

Yes.

Q.

Your idea is then that at night overybody should just

1

Yesd.As long as the Jap continues the tactics--!he used in

Q.

Yould they stay awakQ?

A.

One'half of th-e men remained ° awake.--

Q

.What about.a munition and other supply, where was it

ii.

Q.

The battalion came back to the regimental forvard' supplypoint. V0
would ,.notify them when wer had the .breakdown complot., The. battalion
notified would send back a detail, carry . it to'the-battalionarea and
break it down again f6r th
.comani
..
-In your perimeter defense- did'the battaion commander control the

A.

60iTh mortars?
He didn't need to.

s iilarly organized?

You have to be so organized.

H

There is no front line vith the Jap.

New, Georgia.

dumped?

sometimes put them on special detail but normally

vie left then oL the company, commCmnder.,.to use, in. ais

Q.

sit tight.?

,n isector.

You made the statement, befor. that you usually used single heavy
vguns
Did you split light machine
)..
guns too?
..
...

machine
A.

Ue found :that the siting of machirne guns ws the lo o te
batai,
commander and whenevor he split his heavies, practically always he
placed the lights similarly. ,Here we ha~d a good many lights substituting: for heavie s.
I would have had all lights except for the fact
that- wh~n I "first
issued .the- order, num ?rous -soldiers ase
tome and
begged to k~bp ,their,, own guns tha.t. they kne w, how .,to, fireese
I ,chanrged
the order and made it-optional.
,
''..
,
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Q.

Did the lights stand' up as well as the heaviCs?

A.

We had no firing that could: not. be done with thle lights.

Q.

In placing machine guns, did you give priority to sectors. or to final
protective line or did you cQnsider them of equal importance?

A.

Our machine guns like our rifles were rarely fired to the frout on the
defensive but al.ays in front of he neighboring unit. If a machine
gun, which in our SOP called for its position to be one pl.ce, could
not fire..... in front of its

:neighbor unit, it

waPs moyed to such a position

that it could fire in front df that unit (Demonstrated by. diagram).
sector of fire wasalways in front of the neighboring unit.
It's

Q,

In that terrain were you able to get final protective lines?

A.

Yes.

Q.

How long was the average one?

A.

They were v~ery short. For final protective lines we considered' anything
over 50 yards very good.

'There is always a way, to get fairly good grazing fire,

orders in attack or defense?
you feel about fragmentary
Q-How dothat
complete order should be issued?,
a ful

Do you

feel

A.

I don't believe either of
I think each of them has its place.
No.
I issued on the initial
,other,
he
them can be used to the exclusion of
-order: but, it would
field
compLete
days, to-each-of the two regimentS, a
have been a waste of effort to assemble all the comrnanders-arid go
changes
through a complete field order evry time we had some little
very well
suceed'd
we
think
!
in the disposition or plan'of maneuver.
to the
as
and
situation
in keeping our troops informed both as to our
If you do that s it occursete
enemy situation.
order is, in most cases, eliminated.

0. This SOP bivouac, when you took rn objective frqm the battalion
commander's standpoint, that was in effect roorganizati n on the'
objective?
A.

That' s right'.

Q,

How effective was the useof your light assault wire, or did you prefer
"
heavy wire for a fast moving situation-on the offensive?It will not stand up
day, we
under sustained combat and our expe..rience.'.was that 'on th~e first
If on. the second, day we ,found we were still
laid assault wire forward.
in that position and it looked as thouigh we would ,be. there, anothe.r day,
o"h
,.. division lad l lne
The
we laid 110 wire to the battalions.
•:.
regiment with 110 wvire.

AThe assault wire, i think, is tho only answer.
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Q.

A Primarily
4~
~ ~ ~ ~ by autohlttic we.pons.'
r

v

No

trpc

..

a..

V.

,*,

.,-.

.

,..,

.

ipiation?

nyY'.ys.or ill

Q 'Did you' have
A.

""'

.

This night attackthft was stoppe< wh t was. ,zt' st(.iped by?

.llumination. . However,, it was moonlight and moonli ght in the
1mos tlikeadayligh.'
is al
he

D' I y

any antitank< guns?
brought f-o...ur

of theP

up

A.

We had" antitank guns at the beachhead. ,'le
during oux 145th defensive period..

Q.

Did you ever use ..,canisters?

A,

We used-.canisters '.in. training but we had no-'occasion tp uide them ie found
We had no 37's during the big ,night.attack .
New Georgia.
in firing canisters they were good for 40.yards or.leess. -:hysmake'
targets effectively but boy ond that
a wide sheaf -,'nd cover the ner
-we don"t b'lieve they are, effective....

Q.

How.wide.,a sheaf would that cover?
wht"ws
t.eyZ0
thd ta tigt
l
a.pproximtl
that--was ,prxi
oerdatarget

'muAt
h art'e
i
yard~s
A,At20

low -muchfarthr than tha't it

"strike 'a
gt

went,

,e
r. s
arswie

Pt 40 yard", the

I don't know,

ery'thn.
t o, mortar an.:d arti. le T

podsgsubjected

at orefforts : were made-to.-'locate',the: dir-,ti.orof-mrtar and
an
A'Eer
effort.
iXe?
ar iIry
'

'

'

'ortr

''''0

f

q.
A.

Q.

I men,

.what
is the most

od' o
ff.oct' y eth.,

location?

t located
hwe-,7rd
ewould think
We didn't f0ind any efective method..
and send a patrol that, way nd usua.lly find sozp, o ... p.s.......n..o,.
mortars. Airplane photos were good in locating dual pr posq guns.
That position is b, good 15 .ect in dimeter, well dug, out and easily
located from an airplane photograph; but for rortarsihomseyes, we
didn't find any effective wayof locating them. Usually if'w got
-c.mefrom,e would have it
.three 'people to, agee-whioh-.. irpction th
photographed- and .,would .soot Arty ov.. the area, but weC 'never did
locate the mortars effectively.
in that
Did you have muhra trouble itn ikqping your weapons in oprtion
"..climeto': ov~r there,. ',.mh rust?.'....

A.

ri

'

'

,

a '.'ounv where. the .round is.,.always muddy,
Plenty.- Youmust ,isalie
whore it rains several tim.,es every day, often.allday,--and1a,..night.
,

.

•
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e rkingpart s
r'ust but you cankeepthe
You can't keep rifles free fromhave
a little cover, made out of. omething
clean and oiled. The Jpanese
like celluloid which keeps the mud out 'of the bore. After the first
couple of weeks .io.s.tf'ot' * i diers had one of those muzzle.covers.
Q' The matter of photographs -did

you.requestany photographic missions

and did they get them forward to you?
A. Yes.
Q. How long did it take to get one and get the photograph back?
A. You asked for one one day, it would be executed the next day and you
would get it the following day.
Q. Was any preliminary reconnaissance of the prospective area made by
regiment before you moved in on grourd that was Jap territory?
A. I used staff officers quite a bit in coordinating moves - usually the
regimental executive officer and 3-3. but no reconnaissance was made
of areas in Jap territorypreparatory to moving in. Ve always moved
in prepared to fight if necessary.

Q.

Uhat was S-3 doing?

A. I kept an S-2 and S-3 with me habitually. The S-3 was occupied mostly
with keeping abreast of the situation as concerned us and our other
troops.
Q. Outside of regiment?
A. Yes.
Q.

The S-4 wasn't with you?

A. Never at the front line. He remained at the regimental dump. His
assistant S-4 operated the forward supply point, usually inside the
regimental area.
Q. The S-.1, hat was he doing?
A.

He was up forward performing the contemplated functions of

Q.

At the regimental CP?

A

Yes.

Q.

What was the organization of your-CP?

A.

We had a standard set.-np which the CP used in either the offensive or
defensive, It began with myself or the executive officer or 8-1,

S-1.
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out the front and..the
donng location of my foxhole.
The artillery
Wient to the foxhole tomy left. tis detail'went rght in'frt
of
nhim
( plaind i nm-"hart),
To th
'iht w6n.the "Se2 ,
'3arid''the
6pers.tions sergeant." Jast to,
ht ofetha.t .went S-3personnel
or det ail. I h'ad'a dea il 9f fOur mer , a body-guard just behin d.me.
Theywere ,two drivers, one orderly and the stenograp ier., -To the
right front was "the. I.&R.Pa.oonwith its filter"center, t the
left front was the communicaitions platoon .and 'o .hesrear W s the
regimental headquarters company,-the 3-1,imessage center, aid :tation
and. the. Asst. 3-4 with the accompanying personnel of their sections.

4
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Q.

Initial security on the march.,c.an..you: tellus-briefly .what steps were

A.

taken that you. observed-in the combat zone -ith particular reference
to AA and AT?
th Paci-fic arep- i_-_snot a majpr factor of the-o -eraMarching in the
tinn schma rching as we did vas, along conventional- teachings,

out-

posts, flank patrol, Nith lateral security furnished, by the different
platoons dowin the colmn at, each-half.- The machine guns of the heavy
On road
weapons platoon wivere hand-carried. throughout.the marching.
halt.
each
at,
defense
antiaircraft
for
up.
set
were
guns
all
jmarches
Ho-, did you obtain distribution?

Q.

What did they -do on the march?.

A.

If you recall in my lecture, we worked exclusively, on the idea of the
A machine gun platoon followed each rifle company as a
combat team.
combat team on the move ,so that normally gave us a distribution of
machine guns and AT weapons throughout the length of the column.

Q.

Now then, the advance guard, what steps were taken to bring about
artillery support while on the march?

A

During the. road marches we made during.'the New Georgia. operation, there
was no artillery support.., I believe It."will elaborate, on this-a bit so
I personally joined
that you will get the picture I'm talking about.
It had been going ol
commenced.
had
it
the New Georgia.operation after
and they
New-Georgia
on
arrived
for almost a week before I personally
tactical
were.
made
we.
that
movements
Any
were in contact with the enemy.
phase
first
-the
of
completion
to
up
moves rather than tactical marches
it
but
march,
long
a
quite
had
then
of the New Georgia .operation4.-.,-We
stationary
been
had
7ihich
artillery
The
was purely an infantry march,
so far during the operation had withdrawn its liaison.units preparatory
to regrouping and moving into position for the next phase.

!.

You didn't have any roads,

A.

Just trails.

Q.

Could you get your organic transportation along trails or carry?.

A

It
By carry - everything by hand,
get 1/4. tons along themain trails.

Q.

What didyou do w"ith prime movers?

A.

Not until the Munda phase of the NJew Georgia operation was complete
did we get any large vehicles forward of the beach head."

Q.

During the movement to Guadalcanal from.Rendova, you were ahosrd-ship?
What steps did you take to protect yourself?

A.

With th~e exception.o persormel detailed to assist theNavy gun crews,
'we kept the men below decks...

just trails?
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There were plenty of automatic weapons manned by'JNavy p91rsonne.l,
augmented by our machine gunners,'to take care of any air attacks, and
wve felt that the best protection ,for.the-men. as W.ell a's providing
necessary roomifor 'gun crews. on deck, came by ke.eping.the men..below. If
enemy aircraft, I can
fr on
yot have in'mind the effect "of; smalearm
nearch-.whichI
during,,Ithi..s
hsone.qay!'s mrhhc
rel8ae ne :inc identvwhic h o6curduin
mentioned..awhile ago. Durin,,,the halt-.whie-.e were-awaitingorders,
we.went. into anassembly position near th;,beach, using our-SOP -combat
bivouac formation. ?hile we were there we were hit by three bombing and
strafing rrdfrom,:low flying planesin quick succession. Ihe first
one completed its run although our men fired on it. The second one got
throgugh althgh they. drew more.. firethn -the-first run,.. They. -made pne

A.

No.

ttempt , but thesmal"arms fire was.so intense, h.at they turned
mor
away short..of our.:position and dis,',ppeared.

/

What 'security did you have on-this] march?
Typical advance guard' We vere :able to- get.*Jfankpatrol.s ,out approxi mately 200 to 250 yards. Our security on the march was a matter of SOP.
,arch outposts and .flank observers iwere sen out during halt,s .and adista!nces w-ere,adjustatle ac"
vance guard with flank ers on the mrchcording to terrain.,"
.
Are therel :ny sket hes.)of-yoUr SOPavailable?
There are some:beingprepared now 6r. General onesteel's-use.
-that"if he app'rdves they wil be reproduced,-and- distributed,.

I assume

Did you-have-extra water

Q.

How did youma,,nage with.,water on these:moves?
cans to get wvate.r to the troops?..

,

We carried extra water in fivega lon weter cans. Each ma-n wasissued
two canteens. We filled them at the beginning of the day and that was
supposed to last all day.

Q4To per m
A. Two-per man, one. on his belt, and one on ,his-peck.Q.

Did the Japs make any effort to sabotage your route of march?

A. This particular route of march was made after v'1e captured Munda Airport'
and moved towa r'd-Bairoka. "The Japws deeatd andon the-run. We had
notrouble.,
.

A.

Did -you experience any air.ttacks

a-I?.

,

The one I just described is .the onlyOne during this march.
t
- .
' -sed_ possibly one -half hour. ..- timeall,-tp!d-,
S

-

-.

,
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.Q .! How many .planes did they hit .yoL with.,and howow did they fly?
A .Very.

wand

3Q to,,5 O

could have.been .the.."same.taree

Q.How

nd ingroupsof ' three.
planes -ora .t66l-of nine.
eet

They

did3' hey hit your c.lumn?.

during the haIt,,-a t which time we were in our combat bivouac
Te htus
They dropped-about..five-ibombs and completed" tvo.-st,xrafing
fomCioh
runs but caused -no casualties.
What could you say about air supremacy?
sl4Orema cy?

Q0

Did yoi feel you had air

air, but even if
We had it without question. We had control of the
Jap cannot comethe
that
mean
doesn't
control:of the air it
yoU have
in on a run,, nd he frequently did. Our planes were coming from Segi
were absent.
and Guadvlcanal, and the Jap usually came in when our planes

Q

Where did you makethis .mrch?

A.

Lambeti
New Georgia Island proper, from .north of :Muna,. to, Muinda, to
trai,..
then north along the iunda Bairoka

Q.

In the jungle or in the open.
The remainder was
The plain around Munda and Latmbeti was-fairly- open..
an intense jungle.
When you made your attack acrossthe peninsula nrth of the 'airport,

A.
,

were you in the jungle all the way?
A...Allt'he woay.
Q,
A.

.,

When you. were in

support of the Bairoka attack, 'that wa's, also jungle?

'over any open
That qas all. jungle. We., as a regimi'nt, didn't operate
west coast and movedb
grounds other than this march when we left the
through the airport, through Lambeti Plantatiofh and turned north.

Q,

Was the plain of Lambeti cleared?

A.

It bombardwas
airportCorps
It w"s partially cleared 0n Miund because of theand..Air
cleared around Lambeti Plantation. by. the Nava!
, ,.
.,
ment,

Q, ".I am.Particularly ij~terest ed.. in .bi.vouac"otpost3s.

What."changes do

have sentry
you ha.ve t .ma..e,".i ,the' jupgiei Any.V ba~gic changes? ..Do you
here?
have,
w^.e
like
rdeserve
of
posts, outgtiards, supports and "use

" A..

Except..as, or.;SOPB .comahat .biv,ouac ;arplied,

we didn'-t use them.
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b6 used. However, there is a question
nbt
not mean to say th''tt' he
jimerican soldier to remain quiet
the
of
ability
the
to
as
in my mind
need of
on an isolated sent ry post..We, foundno was
as long as ic relqited
ddubt whei the .Jap Vas Cbming,..This
inb
that because ther
arrival with
usually abort firteen minutes after dark. He announced his
mortars and we could follow his progress,. list'ering-to.his guide signals.
grenade
There was nc. secrecy about the Jap approach. We placed hand
could
but-we
booby, traps ahd trip wires- toIbe sure.tha t w.e - ere, warned.
usually tell from hearing the noise made;by the .Jap.himself.

Q.
A.

-100
How far from ycu.r sleeping bivouac would you place your security
yards?
at
We pulled our li tening posts intoour perimeter, beginning
No.
dark.

Q.

Do your perimc~ers, have organized' reli'efs as we know them?

A.

the -four-man. foxEach little group had its o -in. JAs far as possible in
holes, two slspt while two remained on guard.

Q.

W'louldn't the.

A.

have the opporYou soon get -here you can sleep very nicely when you
tunity, even in water.

Q,

Was there'ary depth to that defense?

be full of ,ater?

fires
A. An outer perimeter containing the automatic
riflemen.
with smaller perimeters of

-

the interior filled

and explained the
(At this point Col. Holland drew .a complete sketch
to clear
defense in detail, including the system of sniper stalking
the area at. daybreak.)
Q.

In the meantime you stayed in the foxholes?

A.

Until the "all-clear."

Q.

How deep did you have to dig the foxholes?

A.
Q.

From two to three feet.

A.

"

varied.

It

..

Did you have any night patrol?

-

:

the
No. night patrol. That was due to the fact that the Japs were on
was
us,
of
none
,
that
agree
e
of~fensiv.e 'every night, al i"Jght, and w
to move outside the fo~hbles,. so t hat ,nyone moving could be assumed
'"
-''
to be Japan'ese.
,

Q.

Did you fihd' it

necessary to set, up a combat patrol to. take care of the

attacks?
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a-c.e ti '
bxdde,'eete.,'.ih ppr.lasendde
I -vihrad
peedr. the
fire ofour automatiC wea6os,, 'mgu-r-o
cove'ring
rt arsdatleyt"tk
d bayonets
care of Japs outside the perimeter, and our rifles., kn.e.-/

.

YOU"didn't plan to move at. night at all.?

,,":.,i ....ha
Q:'.

no'.be

-.. That's right 6

in the

y
1,
.
,jule ...would

".,pe~t
i .,"..

,i
ha..

On f ixeCd lines.i
all~

A.,

Q
A.

Under- a.ny terr in, nder.ny,,conditon,'at any pce, unti4.Ies.qonit
,,'uL
1d. 't,
,I
"..ot..'tVC•r
eis a better-way
,.nc.dd
th
pr
in the open'with the s-m e 'Close inter-vals ds in -the jtg e.
betw.een
terV....
.
sewth
c
f-.irly
nts
ana..er
of
keep the formation
, t he
i9
h co
heefctof
units much greater; dpndnao
0tocover
tar
ndro
er
'welsa't
Putomatic weapons..and,ri fl1es
fd
inyl<Wl
stuclythfom
you
If
S
the interval's betw'een -unit
only'
.wi
th
fr
thot*an attanfroanyiec.ti.on:Is
m
o I g
the movemeit- of halt' the a'utomati c gunswicr-nss
perfect
't.permjits
pos.tion.-.Furthcr,
supplemntal.
nthe
the-Primary -to
f-t-'d'.of'"et".to a.ttackw"endesired,udl
r ,oI b.e
Hrowevef
efc oetor
uhe
'aeaon
eaenin
unes mc ray'er
,Bnning.
Fort
a,l -. rn -u"
i ' !'teot rraii
.
ton
Tfo-r
that
.a0s.
Didyou
trdito!eeyansmortarsitotiovsr
to
sapoatoris"r
li.vtot~thi
with
ws.
.
.
man. inere
p et
.itn
posito;Frh-r.
rtc
emntl,'r
forun
knmay~o of:e
ton
Would you recommend that we teach such i'formation indefenrosfbear
I did. Theinitialdev.Iopment ofthis.
nning
a cote
the Fourth Diin.her

SOPlwacsed

hni

en-eon'6ne
aeuik
stynis.ng
st
etisthe'betay
Mip horolugh
Itsthe
quickey-it ompltin
is
kofor
1'if
nareethod..news,
:the.estfo
tgroun
and co.t
guns,
thi aftoan
-t,'
nL~tfo
rg
tre
Weof
as tion
tele
of actaihn- compni, totl
s nays.i ationsis
always"d0m on tieoght
nou
tw
:ft
and.s snst.ithatlea Did
,i,,.!,
..
o.n;

Q.
A.

Whe did

Inith
yu

TheldyurecspltWMend

viweayoany:ft

'etes
u

e

eacinm

?

numbe

wirth te

fw

I -was],i ith
spplfrhr
e-
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The gr.ea t er
.attalion .sectin were.. wi- .. er.bata!ion.
.in-"the r ea
ain
head-t.-be
:,bea.
fhe
rth!e
citd:. a-re.
pft
" in
n t be 6r6oldbea

siipp..y:

poi~nt-

Q. Was the formation you describe ever.. subjected .to -artillery-fire--heavy
artilleryfire? Wht 'effec-t did that have?
A.

If the Jap had used artillery as we used it,: we would .haye been.forced
touse larger intervals between platoons, companies and battalions.. I
'
don't believe the basic prnciple. Won d-have changed

Q,

Did you-try to have them.mutually.supporting?

A. Each unit jwas-.self-sufficient.
fire around its own perimeter.
were mutually supporting.

Even the patoon, could place automatic
However, terrain permi.tting., al units

* Can you give a rough estimate of how much area was covered by the battalion in. this.,dense formation?.
Three'to five hundred .yards in the jungle.

Q. What is the estimaste yhen subject .to artilery,f ire?
A,

Fom eight hundred, toa thousand yards"

Q- That seems pretty dense to'me.

-abot.

double.

Are you-talking about.-circumference or

diameter?
A.

Diameter' We took advantage of the. Jap hesitancy in employing artillery and mortars in sustained co ncentration-

Whydidthey go in for four-man foxholes, rather than individual fox,'4
holes?
A. Then a Jan commando raid is in your area you should remain vy quiet.

Q.

*

If-f you, have:.tomen sitting at
If.you d.on't, he'l toss.a grenade
in each direction, nO
with one observing-.
6f a fo hle.
op3p6site endshecessary"
That,was the prin ipa!reason;but then it has
movement:s
always -been.abelie.f .. rin tIat a single sentry is almost as bad as
hone at 'a.ll. If".yo..ut .two individuaLs out there- they usually, stay,
whereas one is liable to .get. a little hysterical..Still another .reason
w
that1
found that the best. wayto-dea
1e
,with
the Jap on these:.raids,

'was forone man to...gra'b him while t he .other.worke.. him pover :witha. knife,
'..
. .
:
......
bayorlet, orc ub,.

Diyuuete bayoet very.much.
A.

.,If. :a.. "Jap is .moving
limitations...
.the
bayonet, but it,has,,.i.s..
..
We: used
by a foxhole,.a man muSt r seup to use the bayonet, whereas a long
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knife (hmachete) will go out a yard or a yard-, and a:.half.without
change of,, position..,

Q.

W1,Tere there any "mihesu.nsed-'in -the,New Georgia operation?

traps only.
A. We used hand grenades'. .(.bobby'

Q.
A.

You could have used mines, couldn't you?
Personnelmines would have been fine. The only point is that by using
hand grenades, we had almost the same'effect, and. each man on the per-p
imeter'knew where the #grenadeswere, so that in the morning he-went
out and got them and used them; in offensive action later on -s hand
grenades.

Q.

Was the Jap attack, preoeded by artillery preparation?

A.

By mortars and some dual purpose guns, Usually the. Japlet us have.
about.three volleys of mortar or dual purpose gun fire and then
stopped for awhile.

Q. Did the Japs get up and charge without folloving close behind their
barrage.
T,
r,"theyi
weren't too far behind.
J.So
However,
AThat s_right0.

Q.- Did the .formation correspond to ours?
A.

Q.

that
I couldn't see much of it. However, from the reports I gathered
the attacks werein groups, a1,l coming at once..
SOP formation on the deOutside of the close formation which you call.
fense, 'did you have the.units in contact 'ith the enemy on a designated
M.L. R and a Reserve Battalion? A regular-lihe?' This seems to be
S
an isolated defense, an all-round defense, say for a bivouac.
willsee by'this
around the other
orthodox defene
squad., be capable

A.*

Personally, I make no distinction. (Drew chart) You
placing on the chart of a V. L. RP.and a Reserver Area
Battalion, with boundaries, between units,.,you.have an
picture. I would insist that eaCh unit' including the
of all-around defense.

Q.

Did that include your comaid post personne?

A.

That included command post personnel'.'

Q.

Did you organize then, into.combatgroups?

A.

We had a standard way 'lo~r th' CP to .go ifnto. positi.on,.which provided
"
'-"'
-,
..
4il.around .defense.: (Drew dialeram)

Q'Ws

h

defns

o

te

I..!'

giment CF furnished by the Battalions?
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A.

f.nt'd),

By a securi-ty platoon-within headquarters company, but not included in
draln from the regiment at large.
.and
its TO
WhatJia's the average strength in that platoon?

-- Q.

A.

platoon.

The same as the rifla,
e

he

cn

dl

Q

.Did the battalion have a similar organization o'r did they depend on
organic assigned personnel?.

A.

believedthat the battalion CPs should
Organic assigned personnel. ,e
be up where the fighting was going on. If I found at any time the CP
was back more than 500 yards I pushed it up at once.

Q,

Ahere could you operate best. with the regiment CP?

A.

'WTe kept the regiment CP close behind the battalions in contact With
the Jan.
n
a.i
t
e-b
,o

,

.h

-

It seems to me you-could 'only
it

Q.
A.

control one battalion if you were wivth

cormand.
I was usually right behind the leading battalionta'with,.the
came the CP pert
d
Bhiand
tthe secondbattaliion
"h "

oth.
ge thGmr
ch
group -.wh en on

sonnel.. During action, th. regimental CP.ormally set up behind the
center of the attacking echel]on,.with th. uneng'riged beattalion, just in

y ear.--

You were just a few hundred yards behind then?

'Q,

.oo

M

el restnaw-y

,.

600 yard,s was. the fur.therest aay.
hundred -yards-,

Q,

You had wvqire?

A.

That's right....

,

You had a very narrowI

r/ e

t

a

w

ortr

Normally not more then two or three

4
"

front, didn't you?-

A/

About 500 yards.

Q.

What would you do i.f you were assigned to some of the zones of-act ion

s~/ch as Italy or Africa
A

-

a. zone t hre

or. fo.housand yards?

Iwould initially keep essentially the same forrnation, as close as
I w~ould not' 'let my battalions get-so
would permit.
' enemy artilery
far awa y that I couldn't control them,. I believe the best way is tO
ie
y hitaioad
go ahead as compact as y.oU are peimitt e

you do op .n, out for mneuvers, alwiays. havb a definite objective in
view,

where the r~gegn,? t

w'ill automatically regroup,.
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Q.

WYlhat use did you make of your I and R Platoon?

,

The I and R Platoon was organized along the line of the filter center,
It was represented on most patrols, but it was mostly concerned with
obtainingevaluating,and disseminating information from all sources.

Q.,here

did you get your liaison officers?

A.

We used them as assistants,
Our T/O provided for three liaison officers.
to the chief of
assistants
being
in
trained
were
They
S1.
Sand
32,
to another
adjacent
were
we
where
cases
all
in
but
section primarily,
as our
headquarters
regiment
adjacent
thea
to
sent
were
regiment, they
liaison.

Q.

You didn't have liaison officers vith the Battalion Commanders?

A,

No.

Q.

wwould like to ask ibout .documents, did you keep a journal?.

A.

In the filter center wie had tho clearest and.Piost complete -diary. of
what happened you could imagine. .Qachsection kept a daily log of
its activity and at the end of each 24 hour period, this was sent to
the S-1. for extracting and placing in the unit journal.

Q.

You didn't keep a journal as such?

A.

The journal was brought up to date each morning----at the end of every
We restricted it only in that each section kept
twenty-four hours.
its own diary in full detail for entry later in the regimental journal.

Q.

They vere submitted to 8-1 as a section journal?

A.

You 'might call it that, we considered it more as a section diary.

Q,

You don't use the .actual section sheet because much of the material
WVhat is the objection to the way we teach it? We
is of no value
and battalion keep only one journal. That racy
regiment
a
teach that
not. be the best set-up. We have the Sergeant Wajor' receive all messages and after the officers read them., they show what they do about
them, and the messages are entered in the journal. If a commander
issues orders we have someone enter them in the journal; also telephone calls of importance made by the staff. We are teaching that one
journal is all that is necessary and 'that everything centers around.
S-I .section as far as recording copy goes.

A.

let's take the
One final journal is all that is necessary -however,
what he is
,get
never
will
you
S-4,, from two ..miles to .ten mi les awvay,
doing."'

Q,

We also teach that S-4 has a representative who releases information

You restricted it.
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or requests information and gets it. inthejournal.

The work that

av
ay_ -he - keeps notes of and brings them when he
S-4 does- ,hile he is
goes, back to the comnd post..

A.

Q.

I can't say why but in my .own headquarters that wouldn't work.It would
e found that
work after a fashion but it would be very incomplete.
and staff sections.
nd
comma
by.
kept
b
e
could
records
and
notes
complete
very
- and the. r6utine breakdown of
asindividual activities, without ff.rt
this into the regimental jou ria ga,,ve.us an. accurcte. and complete docum.
mentwhich otherwise was.impossible. The regimental commander will have someone with him m6st of the time
who .,lill keep a record of what-he does vjhie he is away and he will turn
it in? You consider that feasible or unfeasible?

A.

I had a stenographer keep a record of whatI did

even to shorthand

notes -of official conversations.
in

effect the same then?

Q.

Your system is

A..

Yes,

Q.

Were replocements

A.

From unit reports.

Q.

How did you receive replacements?

A.

They arrived as a group
dark.

Q,

if you lost a machine gun or Jeep or something like that?
Whet happenedhandle
replacement?
How did you

A.

We didn't get any jeep replacements.VWe did get all the machine guns -we
theassistant S-4 that I wanted mrachine guns and
needed. I would tell
telephone and they were sent up with the
by
he would call'the S-4

•requested through unit reports?
Based on daily strength.

without roster or classific.cation.,

justabout

..

ratiMons

a

difficulty in

Q.

You had Very little

A.

We hagd no difficulty.

0.

Did, you have much transportation?

A.

Ten jeeps.

getting replacements of that sort?

,".

! wqould, say one-third of those were on the deadline,

con-

tinually,..
'..

Q.

You had no opportunity to get replacements?

A"

That's right, and - no parts., We w ou-ldtake parts from a wrecked jeep
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to make repairs on others.
early part. of Agust,,..
Q.

This improved after we finished;.Munda, the

to S-1, S-2 and S-4,
You.spoke of using liaison officers as assistmts
+
time brQken down
.was
did you have warrant officers in your T/O? HEw
with other units 9
have
in the work? How much time 'did the liaison officer

However,
A. The 110O. acted as assistant and took turns with the officers.
their
with
I found that-most of-the.time they we're., needed concurrently
were
S-4,
assistant
the
for
The commissioned assistants, except
chiefs.
used as liaison when necessary..
The assistant S&-i went out as liaison with the 172nd Infantry early in
the operation., Sometime later the assistant S-2 went out. to another
regiment, Both remained on liaison Until-after Munda,

Q.

How about the. liaiSOn to the rear with.division headquarters?

A

When. necessary,-the assistant 5-3 (not a regular liaison officer) was
sent to the. Division G-3.

Q. You would say t'hat staff sections are undermanned rather than overmanned
with the amount of work?
4

I u'sed the minimum number., of men I needed tco do the job and. it
A. Yes,
over the T/O,
Q.

was

Did your o~ficer replacements come in the-second lieutenant grade?

A. We had captains as Well as lieutenants.

No field officer. replacements.

Q.

How did the ,plaloon that you organize.d around the command post work out?

A.

Swell.

Q

It wasn't necessary, to put out anti-aircraft observers?

for the 'command post and
A. This'defense platoon furnished those observers
also furnished t.he CP patrols.
Q.

Did the Bn CPs. put out observers?

A.

We required each bat talion to furnish personnel for a regimental op
Each CP also had either
in their area and we designated the location.
single or double .sentries, according to the SOP.

Q.

Was that to guard against ground infiltrations?

A.

Both ground and

Q.

Was there only. one 'phone in the filter. center to- handle outgoing
information?
RE$TRICTED
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"

-

Not exartly.,. . Informati on,wntoUt. toOPs over the OP .'hone; to
battalions over the S-2 'phone; and to the regimental S-2 over the

A.

sound power 'phone.
Q.
A

Did you :get.air..alerts
'

Yes,

,fxomdivision?

but usuaily after we had received them from our filter

Q..

Vas

A.

During the figft, emergency convers.ations by voice radio were usually
Tinessages were coded when secrecy so demanded
the clear if possible.

Q.

Ye]didn~t he

all

,radio.commrrn-Cation

center.

in. the clear.?

a pa~ticular'odq to broadc-,-st,

such as ."bal

st,

nort he st"?,1
As
Q.

Yes.
They.had code.s s ch as "Bogey, Angel 7,.225, clr6sing."
Al .the lateral, comrnmnica tion tyingin..,Wit-h .otha rig naies -was. bedause
u couldn't get satisfactory service from higher': pla. es ondown? The
division wasn't tied in to give the information?

*'A

That's right.

Q.

How many extra .radios

A.

Four from comercial radio parts which we assembled.

Q.

You dId't
have'300 sets, did you?
4, 195, 436, 511 and one in
Not that I know ofi,245, 288,

A.

did .you have to. arrange for?

the 60.

series; I be.lieve the .6Q9.

.4

Q.

Did you receive from 150 miles away?

A.

Usually anything that. far away we received' frota other 'sources.
We.'used
one radio for searching for such messages, with more or less success.
Howmany men did youhave in communications?

Q.

A,. The regular; communications platoon ..at. headquarters.. In the companie's,
special men were trained tohendle their company-telephones.

/-Only

in a supervisory capacity,

\ ,regimental OP when needed..

Q.

except for the establishment of a fourth
.

...

:... .:

Did you get a chance to question any prisoners?
A.Wa
h

A*

any OPs?

the I and R Platoon operateI

SDid

potntr

u

olnttl

We had the opportqnity,, .bu t couldn."!t!,.talkA.,

ote

"
e~uew

a

o

ttheM. be'ca~us newe had no

interpreter.
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r you got in the. filter center indicates you. got it
Q. The .informatio'.
Thee are quite a few wire channels involved
through radio channels,
in the operation of a normal filter center .by the, Air Corps. Did you
have occasion 'to use the Air Corps .filter cehter?
A.

Q.

A.

Q.
A.

Afe received information by wire from Cl's, OPs, etc., as well as what
we received "by radio. We .had a line to the radar and a line to the
air operations office of Munda Airport, after it was established.
Have you any suggestions for the modification-of. our umpiring system
any particular phases of it which resuted from your experiences in
combat?
of
I don't believe I can give you anything helpful. My impression
were
they
gcod
so
not
was
U.S.
the
past apiring, on maneuvers in
always far from the battle realism, Umpires seem to have no imagination, and mos't maneuvers 'So.oner or later.ended in a race from point
to point.
That has been one of our difficulties, The junior umpires didn't have
background aid their imagination is not sufficient to make up for it.
Most maneuvers ame permitted to run. entirely too free&.y. They get to
:be what we called the "rat race" rather than-a process of instruction.
In general, I cm opposed to"free" maneuver. I.believe the lessons to
are presented
be taught should be studied by the instructors before they
and the whole exercise ccntrolled so as to bring out those points.

Q,

Our manual provides a system which has been utilized in many-different
feel
ways.Some have been sucQcessful and sorrm unsuccessful. Do you
.
observation?
your
from
system is sound
"this
that

A.

I used it

in

the junglas of the Fiji Islands,

Q, You. do not think that system needs.modification in. the jungles?
A.

a problem of applica-As far as umpiring is concerned, no. You do have
Your distion of umpiring in the jungle.,. as opposed, to open terrain.
down to
umpires
used
I
umpires.
more
need
You
in.
tances are closed
re left
controlled.
severely
were
exercises
my
all
every platoon, but
would
which
decision
a
made
he
if
but
do,
to
a leader free to ddcide what
make
to
in
brought
was
situation
some
line,
of
out.
throw the exercise
him change it.

Q.

Did you have umpires, down to platoons'?.

A.

In the, jungle, yes.

Q.

Did you attempt
I want" to ask about the records set,-.up in the battalion.
.:
:
.
regiment
in
as
battalion
in
to keep the sanie records
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A4

Y'Ys,
Our batit4..iJn staffs .were .as.. nearly, duplicat,es .Qf;..-:regimental
staff
s,possible exCepA .tha.t,thero ws;aTn-filter cnt-e .. They had
less prson el than-,regiment.and naturally their s.t,,tp. could.nt be
Othe:rwise, itduplicated.V.reg.menta.se.t-up. We trained
as elaborate
them all in the same schools.,

Q.

any
Did. you, in. setting up yourtraining for staff groups, place ..
emphasis. onkeeping..ecrds of what went :on?,

A*

We.did

Q.

What was your training preparatory to combat?

.

as now written?

Did you follow FM 7-40

How about FM 7-20 & FM 101-5?

-A. W e.followcd them as closely as we..ould
We weuld:.read .every-article
we could. on jungle fight'ing.,. After such study w-would,,adapt the
teachings., of manua1!s to jungle-cq di.tions-and try-them out' in jungle
exercises,-making such further adaptations as were indicated. I sent

offi.cers to Fiji commando Units and they lived in the field with them.
-We hQld round., table disc ussions, of. what they learned and theresult of
all this was a.typqd.do'cument, .which we.used as our treaining text.. I
borrowed two platoons of non-commission-d officers and officers who had
been in service in Guadalcanal and used: thm to augment our school staff
in the training during the.last two mont'h sin Fiji. For this period
our.. raining wa. divided into three phases. For onq9 phase, a battalion
was-actually ..
in jungls .on rogimenta..contrclled.problems, The'second
phase wes that of attending regimental conducted sQchools, muth the same
as here at Fort Benning, Subjects included: Scouting and patrolling,
map .r.padIng .p1I.,. .weapons - to inc1jde -a.ctual firing of Jap.weapons,
anti-mechanized defense,.communication etc.. The. third phase consisted
of battalion tactical ,exercis.es to' include, air, ground.-.
hnd overhead
firing by all supporting weapons, I be2ievC we .follojed the recognized
training principles v ry deosely,.
.
Q.think you were pretty clo,&seto it.. I don't, know whether this s fstem
should be includ-ed in our books. Is a copy of your SOP available?

,11

ul

b.e
,

or.

b.....

A,

I do not ha.o one with.me.

Q

We have a problem which runS in the: school - runs for tWo .dys. We are
now working..up plans for map maneuver,, preliminary.to the ..other, and it
will probably be a battalion, right along ..The plan in-,favor now seems
tottalion level, to be staged- in one of the Pacific..areas.
I want to get some .ideas as to the most valuable thing to-teach these
officers, What do you suggest?....
.• -.
,
,
,

A,

I'd get an airplane photograph .of ground I knew.wasstrange-.to theni and
give them two days' rations (to last three-days), individual water purification equipment, a nd a pack. I'd 'draw up.-an exercise involving a
directional, advance and requir e .the .different groups rlepresenting, a
regiment and three battalions to nmove repeate'dly, one group forward, the
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other.two on' double envelopment and moot-at successive objectives.
I'd tr F,. to have a photograph of country wihore there is no easily
This can be done in waves so as to
recognizable terrain feature,
The advance should, be about ton miles.
include a large class.
Q..

You would do that on the ground?

A. Yes.

On the ground.

Q.

We are faced .-with the problem of giving them much preparation in mass
order and a lot of'that is just staff function - pretty much routine,
Nevertheless there are quite a few instructions which would apply to
the jungle problem.

A..

I am speaking purely from a jungle standpoint,

Q.

I have sorr2 questi6ns on the pre~problem part of the build-up'- a
modification of organi*zatipn and .equipment - the organization for
advance in the jun le, frontages and depths, the heavy weapons detachment totHe rifle company. Whrt I am getting at is that I gather from
your talk that normally there was an SOP for the personnel equipment
carried in jungle combat, which has a direct bearing on the supply
question of what was the disposition and use of irti1!.ry. Whit was
the use of the anti-aircraft automatic weapons from the landing stage
to the advance in the. interior, the. use of the 75-mm or 37-rm .
anti-tank -guns, the use of.the 60-mm and 81-rm mortars, and the normal
amunition requirem nts for rifles -for one day's fighting? It.isnt
,,e are using a-map which is
a problem to learn how to read a map,
personnel equipment, ammunithe
weapohs,
The
reasonably easy to read.
Take for example
plan.
sup,,y
the
on
bearing
tion, etc. have a direct
Mount Austen,
around
advanced
Ihfantry
35th
the
during Cuadalcanal When
definite
one
have
short,
reasonably
while
Movements of that kind,
objective. Would they have certain equipment for a mission of that kind?
When we waere fighting on small islands with heavy jungle, the artillery

A,

was landed and held under group control at the beachhead where it supT
ported the initial action. Vhen the time came to move it, it was towed
by prime movers to its new position more or-less as contemplated over
here. The 37-mm gun is a very nice weapon if you can got it up to the
The saxne thing is, true in the cannon you
that is a, problem able
front, but You
get the 57 or 105 up to where
to,opay
seldom will be
company. You- seldomhatneeI believe that any weapon that needs
could use them as antitank .weapons.
Our equipmcn
track.
.Definitely. not ahalf
a motor.should be.full track
However, I
is too voluminous for the jungle and should be maodified,
believe this modification can be standard fcor all jungle operations.
organization would -you suggest for jungle

combat?

Q.

What modification in

A.

I w~ould replace the cannon
I would cut down arnd modify the transport.
I moan humans, not animals.
company A.th a carrier or. Pack company.
This should be an organic, part of the regiment. The thought of innumerable natives being available is nice but does not work out for icombat
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.Your initial advance i ntothe jungie is

the roads

ta ke all

you can't .ven

suraced and..- raded,

hIave beoqn firly

by hand carry, and until

.both because' of shipping. .imit.tions and the fact
your 1/4.. ton trucs,
that only so. many jeQqps .can occupy one.trail.
.

truc.

-yu14.tr

Q.

How did you get your supplies'up?

A.

Initially, by carrying parties altogether,
cook., bandsmen, antitank , etc.
You made coolies out of them?

Q,

drawn from the service company

A'Yes.

Q,

Did you use any pf your band, to supplement the medical detachment?

A.

o had tQ calb on the collecting company
Not the medicel detachment.,
for replacements "The litterQpartis' going to..the rear weire augmented
by the carrying pa ties ontheir return trip to the'b!achhed.

Q.1"What was prescrib edasyour unit of fire up there?.
can only recall that it

ws 100 rounds for thio"riflo.

A.

I

Q.

How did you Ieep yourrecords dry in the CP?
for them.

AWAl'e kept them under Our raincoats or inside special covers 'mad

Q
A.

Did.you Ih(ve she!te tent 3'?
pup tents.,
No, not fy)r Q..-

Initially each man had a shelter, half

but during the fight no tents were pitched.,
Q.

A.

.,

Did you keep a s
.Y bs.

tuation map?
..

...

Q,

Did you have a map board.,

A.

We -used improvised Ones of all- kinds end types.,

Q

You.don't. recommend that those things be.mad.e

A.,

Yes,

"Q,
A.

if

it

is

'sim~oe,

'

etc.?

covered,

Did you have mostly mosaics?
We had a 'h~f'

and about tI).

articles of issue?
size of a desk blotter.

Map photographs?

'

..

tone r eproduction of on airplane photograph with A&grid

scale on it..

Q,

You didn't attempt to kepcp

ordinates' secret?"

,
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A. Only in that we used all kinds of improvised codes in telephonic
conversation with reference to locations,..

Q.

How were points designated on the map?

A. The grid was numbered on the bottom and at the side.
Q.

Among your items of supply, you mentioned, hand grenades. I believe the
T/O prescribed 150 grenades per company. Did you use more?

A.

'll
we could gQt hold of, ,e gave:each man two-grenades and
We. used
carried extra boxes when we could.

Q.

Any smoke grenades?

A.

None of that at all.

Qn

Isthe grenade good at night?

A. U" used thembut a lot of times if you don't know where you are throwing them, the jungle growth is so dense, that. they may bounce back-to
you.

Q.
.

Q.

grenades. woqld have been desired?.
Do you think smoke- ..
NO% we had no use for them.

I mean the typo that throws off a cloud of smoke.

A, 'We used smoke for screening but you don't g t close enough for using
smoke gren-.des offensively, and the candle is better on the defense.
Q.

You didn't need smoke dovn in therc, did you?

A.

Yes. Wo used smokb for scre-ening,
d6signat ion.

rangingand air-ground target

Q. Did I understand you to say thrat even though avilable you couldn't
rely on native bearers?
A.

Using them meant guarding them
a few occasions.
only on even
them rs,
saw snipe
Ifrom
then they dropped their loads and ran at the
but
fi-rst sign of trouble.

'Q. You 'recommend employing your owi personnel?
A.

That's right.

The natives are best employed byr the Service command

for labor to .buil4 warehouses,

Q.

roads, etc..

If the battalion was .Sent in,what would be the .formation, generally
-...
,
speaking?
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A..

They would go in with an

Q.

How broad a front?

A.

Usually very narrow column but still

Q,

Do patrols"Jnd units-use existing trails if any?
That dooan't woik out, -A smart battajion wil stay off the trail.,

A.

,dvance gAar,,

in the advance guard,.

Flank patrolsare unable to pace a
A patrol wll do the same thing.
column for any appreciable di stanc bec-ause they soon titre in making
..trail.
C.

You wouldn't have enough replacements there?

'

A, That's right,."
. Wh at-do you think, of taking a 60-im tube only and leaving the base
plate back?
A.*4Weinclud'ed that in our preparatory traihing before "we went to the
New 'Georgia operation-, but in. no case that I 6 know of did they actually
use it in that manner,
They didn't use the 0-ram oftenanyway, but
when they did they Used bas e plate and-all.
Q,

Did you use the 81 more than the 60?
"-

A.

'

I

io

Ith

eao

Much more. I don't say the 60 isn't effective,
! believe the reason
we used the 81 more was because in traini ng we didn't, have any ,ammunition to. fire the 60"and the company';commanderso, .-whose weapon i-is,
weren't familiar enough vWth it to use it effectively. It-was used,
but not as much as the -81.

/

C. Did you have any movements long enough that you had the problem of
the heavy weapons company keeping up with. the rifle ".troops?
A.

None.

. In Panama we started with the battalion in certain formation with
rifle companies ahead of the heavy'weapons company.
e never arrived
at a successful mann r of equalizing these.
A..

We never had weapons marching other than as-a .pa
of their combat
team_, The going was hard but we didn't lose distance.
We made the *base
of a march at the head of the support,
Al!. guiiding by units ahead of
the .support was to. the rear.

Q.

Did you split your command po'st?

A'.

No

Did you have forwr ,rd and rear CP?

only during .an advance .forward -when the so-called ",advanc.e.
echelon", of each Section went forward to establish sl new CP.
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Q. With the heav j weaponS company on the move, what was the breakdown?

A.". One. machine gun platocni followed each of the two leading rifle
companies.
I,
In direct support, or attached?
A. Attached during the move. They were actually in direct support but to
all intents/and purposes they were attached Until, initial development
was complete..

Q.

They were responsible for any supply-of ammunition?

A. The mxnch-ne gun, platoon drew its ammunition direct from the battalion.

Q.. What was the breakdown with mortars?

4

A.-We kept the whole mortar platoon together under battalion control.
It marched habitually, behind the battalion headquartets company..

Q.1Al were employed as a obatte?

.

on
A. Normally, yes., There might be somo distance between sections
chief
the
was
mortars
8!-gu
occasion, but the sUpporting fires of -the
..
.
controlled
way
e
were
se
,60s
The
-,
ocompany cormmander.
"
.
. ..
duty of the.,heavyweapons,
by the rifle company, comm.nd(xr-in thstmeway.

(

Were..youable to keepell of your 81s firing?

A. There was no continuous firing; usually just preparatory and' requested
supporting fires.
Q. You took all' those,.with ydu?"
A., That's right.-- irhon we reorganized th~e two. battalion regiment into
three battalions,-we left each battalion with Only, four mortars.
Q. What distinction did you mrkebetween the signalling for suspension
oft-artillery fire and supporting infantry weapon fire?
artillery-fJiring when e' couldn't
we do either
used i ofsignsn.
We mortar
didtelephone.
At xo time
A,. ,handle
it by
Q,

You never had.a special signal f'or one particular engagement?

A. We had it'to use it.

a Very pistol, pf some kind.

However, we never, had .occasion
.

.Q," ThNen ,you used.artillery fire in your.preparation for- the: attack, did
'
', ".... you also ,supplement .that.by -fiCe: f your. mor.Vr.!,rs andrmachine.c;uns
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,

Q.

Yes.
A very good exaiiple. of that was at Bibilo Hill. Our 105
artillery began about 300 yards out, which had it begin 8n top of the
hill and include the forward slope.
e used 81-m4, mortar beginning at
the top of the hill and including the near slope. TJ had the machine
guns scissoring the top nd sides of the hill.
You were moving forward during that period?

A. Ne sat tight during most of the preparation but when wie did advance,
the supporting fire continued until the troops reached the safety limit.
Q.

Who called f or it

A

I did, based purely on ny observation of the advancing troops and -the
strike of the cnncerntration.

Q.

In your talk the other-day, you said that the intelligence officeroperated much according to the SOP.
Would you mind elaborating on that?

A.

Our °rganization of the 3-2Section called f or: Regimental OPs manned
by battalion personnel at or ne
battalion r
wir
w
n .'achdd
tional OP to be manned by regimental personnel ard located as the
situation demanded.
It also calied for, jvh-.re possible, telephone
liaison with nearby air operations, radars, and PA units. Special radios
were assigned to listen in on air-ground and intdr-pla e communications
Onc radio searched ,the air freely t'o pick up stray information either
friendly or hostile. Liaison officers were assigned to remain with
adjacent regimental'headquarters
nd also with any nearby division'headquarters including our o
All
1 information gathered from ,these sources
plus our own patrol' reports was assemblad, ovaluated, and disseminated by
the 3-2 filter center.

Q.

W,here did you get these men for regim6ntal OPS?

to stop?

A. From battalion and from companies.
"
intelligence sections.

We didn't take them from battalion

Q.

Did you receive any information from the iir

A.

+"Timn the Air Corps was within a few miles of -us, we contacted them and
made arrangemelnts to Mve access to their infora.tion by statioing an
OP at their operation office.
I say all this was SOP. By that I mean,

Corps?

this net of information was establihed and maintained whenever possible
without any specific instructions from me.+

Q,

In other 'words, you used the intelligence platoon as OP observers and
not as patrols?

A.

No, +that is not correct-.
The I. & B Platoon manned the filter
center,
sometimes manned one or, often had representatives With front line
units and other Ors, and en occasion performed special patrol missions.
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). Did you have extra radios?
A,

extra, commercial radios, adjusted for short
:
Initially we-' ha.about...four-..

wave receptiorn"
Q, Did yeu. make .a practiceof announcing essd tial elements of-information,.
A. Yes, but even that was in a great part standard in that all information
whic.h might affect us was sent in to.
or enemy movements
of air raidscenter
and every effort was constantlydevoted to getting
the filter
.A great deal .as
that .information,. Some of our.. sources were illogal, :.
standard. Usually my directives for ),E.!.s were given informally to
the regimental S-2,

Q.

Did you use your 3-2 to try to find out probable enemy intentions?

A.

Yes. On many occasions, when wc th ought the Japs were trying to come
around our flank., withdiPawing, or reinforcing theirpositions, we made
',
determined efforts to' outguess: them..

Who ordered the patrols, ctc. for Obtaining this information?
A. ;I merely told the S-2 what I wanted to. know. .nd he used 'his own'methods.

Q,

Q. How did yoq decide what you wanted to know? In most situations wasn't
.ittrue the enemy had one of several thing's he could do and your problem
boiled down to which-one of those things it

going to d.o?
A.

loored as though'. he were

'.

I don't know that Ican answer.tha.t.'
specific I called my S-2,

'When I.wanted to know something

During. tho-.initial steps'wo had, fairly

definite locatiqnsof two strongholds ,',vhich affected us very much.

Q,

The

thing about the one on the south was that attimos it seemed to bQ
thickly populated and at times very quiet. As I recall my instructions
to th S-2 wQre something like, this, "Get somebody dovn the-ru ard find
hadsome indication
usually
i
In other _words,
out what is going on."
do not. r.ecall any occasion
as to thre enemy.action or capability, .
-.However, the .2 vork
3threcilies,"
where, I actually.called 'for the-,
Ssheet had the -three standard. cap abilities printed on it together with
It ,rgamained f or the S-2 to select 'those
normal specific indications..
applicable, and designate the means for determination.
"When-you told your -S-2 tQ. got-somebody,.down there) wht actually ocdurred
-thereafter? You mentioned a minute ago tha.t patrols weDre gqnerally rifle
pcr.sOnneal7
.. ow -did you got-;t.tathn
patrols headed up by-'.s.enior non-cons.
The S-2.called the battalion ,comnmander who Iwas in position to furnish a
patrol,

Q.

The SOP of the regiment?
with that?

Did thq,.batta-lioncommandor haveto cbmply-
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,

,

A'S,

Yes.

Q.

-officer.,were fqllowirg
Did you ,find it thep rctithat0-yoUr eior
out the prescribed teaching in giving..field orders..-.
.
:,, ,D
,.c

......

.ry."

l

f•

A." 'to
An that
initial order ini each case:with the 14 th'Ifantry stuck as closely
as.,pssble -. Usually.it was a very goOd example of a
five
paragraph i,.d.i. order,'

Q* 'W14at'ab'out

batt.aisis and c~ompn ies?
fclowed.it' prett ycllos ely...

The orders initiating' hittack

A.

Q.1.14s .it: the-practice .tP ,,ssue subsequent fragmentary orders?
A.

Yes,..

Q.

How much reliance did yOu pat or

sketche ?

"

A.Quite a-bit.- Initially ,ihirgs .were so complicated that I wasn't able
to getfar away from te0P
and most. of my-ideas of terrain came from
..ketchessent back, particularly panoramic sketches.
Later I had the
opporturiity .to go over- the gro' nd . ad I f.ucd that I.had r.ceived a. very
good' picture, of the terrain involved.

Q;

To start with did, you ha e any maps?,.."

A,

We had no maps at any time. W!e used a half tone reproduction of-an
airplane phot-ograph,
How much was thescale? Approximately?

Q.,
.
Q

A.

"

U....

H'

.. Appr,

j

°, :a',.

I:'beieve it was approxiiately 300, yards to 1 inch,
exactly.
i•o.

ly.up

own:

.-

I donIt recall

ma.o

maps?
obuiltuyur'own

You practically

A. From..observatiqn, sItches,,and from'pat;ol re'or 6 s, -we contoured to
-show: ground, forms :and ran'traight baselines to verify locations,
n)P _Ip
Q
r-1
c , OA
,
-I i n • " )I n -- "
I"" Iel
"
Q. Were
these
sketchesc • .",Iuse~d
in conjunctid:n with field .orders?, .- "L
,
:

A... * ,Those
A,:No.

Sketches "were ri'ore fqr terra'in vstLdies.

-' oVerlays. entirely

Q.: It
A.

~to-accompany our, orders...

'

we used, operation
:.

...

just roughly gave ,directifons and distances2

Yes.,

However,

specific directions and distances we're nered in

whenever, possib.e,.,
Q.

1

'

orders'

:*,.

Do you know whether S-.2 kept .a work sheet?

; .:..
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eever seen.,
A,' He kept the most complete work shee tlhave,
Q, How did 'yu"dist-inquiSh

as kcforce.from combat teams?

A. A task force, as we knew it over there, was a force of several arms and
services set 'up for a particulr-operation.'.It usuallyincluded enough
.air,, marines, army, service and- base personnel to initiate, complete
'and .c.onSolidate a-ontemplated: oporation.
The. c.mb at. t.-....
A. The Combt toam'as'weused it in,,ther.egiment was a.combination of a
rifle unit and its suppoiuting weapons. For example, a rifle squad with
the BAR, a rifle platoon with the light ,machine-.gun,-a rifle company
with its caliber .30 MG platoon, a battalion with a battery of artilleryetc.
f.'time. I mea

Q, That Wa's stan'dard for ope atingdver a long period

for

more than one operation?
an arinal operations.hThe attachments were more apparent
A. t" t'was tdd
thanrsal,. because as soon as development was completed' he weapons
went into direct support Under the battalion .,nd company commanders.
The initial disposition of iieapons depended enti 'elydn therifle company. Thcn as soon as possible - usually in avery short time - weapons
units reverted to the control of their commander. His initial order
:always

.

included the use of his weapons.

Q.

You foUnd it desirable' in' the-jungle 'then t-o break artillery dowin further
than. anywhere else?

A.

That.' s "one, exception" to %the,.SOP breakdown,

All our marche s-we'remade
present long
with 'the c6mbat team artillery*marc hing as .aunit..The
range does not require itS physical -divis ion.
'

Q. As'a..rough estimate,
SOP?

ho-w' much bf your operation would you say became

including everything except tactics which could lend itself to'
A. SOP
standardizatin to include development for combat. It covered such

. -.

-

activit iets-as.
ovement into route column with advance guard, giving normal order
1

of units. and distan-es in the colu
(subject to change by specific
-instructionS), security, rates, halts, and control.
S"2. Moverient into SOP combat bivouac (which was also used" as. the forma' tion for theattack position or assembly areas,-for reorganization
upon capture of an objective, and, the basis for organization of a
'hasty defense). It covered initial: dis.osition of units., issuance
and distribution of orders, CP arrangement, liaison; intelligence
sanitation, communication, supply use. of vehicles When present,
and security, including warning sentries and patrols,
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3. Staging and' embarkation.
hostile shores to include the establishment of the
4.. Landing0n
beachhead.
initial

Q. Were prisoners of any use.to you?,
A.

Initially there were two Neisi Japs sent with us to question any
prisoners but unfortunately they were wounded and evacuated early
so we had to wait until the division irfterpreter gave us tha information obtained from prisoners. However, scme prisoners, could
speak English and we obtained som information, not much.

Q.

Where did you do that?

A.- At the regimental CP.

Q.

How much information did your OPs get for .you or did you get most of
your informati6n from the division G-219

A. We got most of our. information from the OP and' surrounding connections.
Q. This information from the OP, was that of actual enemy employment out
there in different strong points?
A. Yes.

Q.

-as the, latter
OP also.
You said you had a battalion OP and regiment
OP to supplement battalion or was. that OP for regiment itsf?

A. Our SOP called for regimental OP manned by battalion personnel and one
by regimental personnel in locations designated by regiment. Each
battalion was required., in addition, to have at least one OP reporting

to the battalion CO and such information of importance was relayed on
to -us.

Q, The regimental OPs, did they report direct to regiment?
A.

Direct to regiment.

Q.

Did you have much difficulty rith discipline among enlisted personnel
and officers?

A.

No.

0q. Did you receive replacemnents during action?
A.

.Yes. We received some 300.

Q,.

In.what state was, their morale?

.
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Q. What percentage of casualties resulted from sick1ness?
A. About 50%"
Q. And 50% by enemy action?
A. Yes.
Q. In regard to .t1j.e use of light' tank.s, did you have anything outstanding?
A. Our only experience -with tanks in New-Georgia was with eight light tanks
brought in by the Marines about the middle of the operation. Two of
these tanks broke down immediately and six of them joined the Infantry
in the southern sector in the attack ofa dugr-in Jap position. They
were able to advance probably'a quarter of a mile before they were,
turned back by Japanese resistahle. At the time I was told the Japanese
used flame throwmers, I have no verification of that and do not know.
I do know, however, that they did turn back. Four Of. them were sent
up to help the regiment on our north. flank over ground that was thickly
jungled and quite wet .andswampy. Two of these fourmired down within
100 yards. The other two withdrew and Wre brought-back. 'The two
mired down were not salvaged uritil we passed on.. The remainder of the
of
and used in the-final stages of the cle-an-up woods
tanks wore assembled
unda Airport. Thisara :was a low coral plain ith very little
and low marshy places that could be located quickly and avoided. The
procedure was that the tanks Went along just a few yards in advance of
the infantry, Initially, it was very successful. It was funny to
-watch a -tank get up. to a little Jap.pillbox, point the gun down-its-,
throat and fire abdutb ,five Shots. The only trouble was in the -final
stages, when tanks ;endangcered our own troop-s"who had advanced beyon.d
them and the.tanks had to be'stopped,.
Q. Do you think theycould be used vdth small units ,....platoon or. .company,
in areas-like you described or in areas where thOre aro connecting
ridges?
A. I believe that the use of tanks in the South Pacific Will always belimited. However-, I believe that-a small number of' both medium and
light tanks should be a part. of each task for'ce ju t forsuch places
It' Will' save the .lives of
as-Lambeti Plantation and Munda Airport.
alot of men.".,.

.

'

Q.

Was the Jap antitiank defense as good as our~s?.

A.

The Japs had the magnetic mine which, if I understand correctly,-is
placed against..the side of a tank and sticks 'there dntil.it. explodes. .
They. als.o had their small arti-!lery pieces apd'their ?dual pu, pose guns,
either of wbich .will stop tanks, However, I didn':t notice any elaborate or intell!igent placing of these guns with reoference tp antitank
.A

-

"
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defense. 3.2t. med.'gs,,:thdh,.the..Ypdidi.t expect 'any-tank atacks.
They-used no antitank .mines as far as-I know-,

Q

C
Changing the sub.ject, how did you use the reconnaissance troops, of
the division?. Were any give n to you for use with regiment s frcm
higher beadquarters?

A. The reconnaissance troops of our-division were held for use at the
beachhead and arounid the division comrand post. They werenI't-attaohed
to the regiment for any purpose, However part of the time, we had
.. :.:"a
section ...
f the native-Fijians -with:NewZealand officers and NOOs.
,Didy.

use any pack.animls Withthe regi'ment?

',

lA.
e did not.

Q. "'D you--think they could b6.used efficieftlyr?..
A. I

do 'not.
e r.e,
b"we ""Qwon
to .NewGeorgia,' some field exercises
with th artillery pack 'iJit st
on.Guadalana!
'e.ouind that
'""most plces
.where
yo . ,oUld
.eta
.e and his peck you couldget a
""
."jeep"Wf-titS-ald, .and sonp plaeSyou.coulid get-a, jeep ith-,its load
where ,yoi cLdh,t' get a mule with' his. On wet slipperyhillsides
esoecia. ly'theiule 'woUld slip and fall. The- joep woud slip but not
fall.. Pradti ally'.sceaking., in the jungle..yohave to clearthe; same
S
aspace..for a mule.,ith his'pack thnt'you' do for a .jeep.
). ,How about .vegetation?'Was there any a mule.coul 'live on?

.

,.'

A•

A.

e

e•i

so

.;a

'

to.
.

_.

There is plenty of 'veg~etatior, and
* number of .animals. .saw

agras'to support ,practically any

a number of swmi-wild cows

living on it,

but whe.ther or .not our ,mules could dige tiit J.,!d-onTt kn-wI :ow'
I saw
quite a bit of 'hay brought. in 'for our,animaLts*..
,n.'

You'" spoke -the, other ,,day' of- your 'SOP;. 'Cou,,ld....
yo4 give:any "outstanding
examples, of things you -took-out' tha'"didi'it work-so well
anything
regarding supply, bivouacs, marches or developments?

A

Vie used SOP-'to,inirude development.f,.br .combnat, ebither dff nsive. or
defensive; -from- there .on.we depended on the' situation and the decision
of commanders. 1 don't. recall anything .prescribed.in SOP Which we
eliminated,. I.do recall seeral things'that ',e added; for-"exam"le
the standard
arrangement of the comm and .post

Q.,

,"

How did a new officr'fit into the scheme.'of;1.th .'SOP? Did it
very long to get on to it'?

take .him

'A,.."It takes a"'long .time'to",perf,6ct it ,b~It a,short time ,to get enough of
-. the fudamentat.pinciple soS:that ,y u dOnT ~', Qcon lost.

Q,'i in-qthexr wOrdS:,: if. you . e'ame .a. casualty, soP would :Sti

functioen?
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A.

perfqctly possible for enough of tho key
That's right but it's
that it would gradually fade out.
be
replaced
leaders to

Q.

You didn't mention very much in your lecture, except indiroctly, on
liaison with air. On what ground was liaison maintained,?'

A.

The liaison was maintained through division.

Q.

Did the ground units maintain liaison with air units?

A.

That was only down to includo division headquarters both ways.
Division would send liaison officers to air units, especially if
contemplated air action Was involved.

0.

How did you maintain communication?

A.

Wi
.e had occasion to use panels for location only. Wb made no effort
occasions
to mark the actual front line but put up panels on several
V had bomber. support on
marking the center of battalion areas.

Did you use panels?

several occasions and we found that the best method of marking the
One particuarea for the aerial target Was by the use of artillery.
bombardment by
lar occasion artillery was combined with a preparatory
at 300 y'.rds in advance of thu lea&dive bombers. We began artiller
Th last volley was white
ing riflemen, and walked it out 300 yards.
The dive. bombers circling overhead started peeling off and
smoke.
bombed the area just beyong the smoke.
Q.

That goes for Navy planes-

A.

suoport there was Navy diVe bombers.
Practically all ourbombing clos
The heavy bombardment came from Army but that was limited to specific
objectives' such as an airfield itself or definitely located installations.

Q.

Did you emphasize getting there as quickly as you could?

A.

We moved as quickly as possible.
That is the only way.
Get in quickly.
Even if planes just'
The Jap is scared to death of aerial bombardment.
circlI-9-over him he runs around wildly.
hat
LQ.advantage; is
'

bombing to a ground unit comn.nder?

Other than the
nA morale and the lucky direct hits, none. The, morale angle
However, Infantry cannot cover
w/orks both for us a~ndagainst the enm.
That is why i
the 600 yard dista-nce in time 'to take advanta:ge of it.
said, my personal opinion is that bombs are better used.on definitely
One reason for the apparent ineffectiveneSs of the
located targets.
bomb is that the ground is practically a quagmire. Bombs would-go dowTn
The slightest delay on the fusd would bury them
10 to 15 feet in muck.
in-the ground and the blast would go straight up. There was no side
I personally was within 20 yards of
blast unless it hit a solid rock.
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a 500 pounder when .it ,explode,
(.

t

-shook
me up somebut that'wa sall

Did you use any depth chargos?

A.

Not that. I know of .
effectively.

Q.

Did you have any roconnaissance planes

A.

The information we, received from the air came through channels fro,.
division:- . It.was posibe for ,the regiment to call for a mission,
and Ii did, on tv'ioi.:occasions.. i caled.both for photographs and
bombardment.
Usually the c.1 vould
w,
go in one day, was executed tho
next and pictures received the fo.ilowing day.

Q.

Some officers from the $oLuth Pacific f.ound that sound of pianos is
good recognition. Did you .find that, out?
Yes-. It is remarkable that after..ou.have-been theare over a period

A.

Iunderstand -they.pd t. "&J"can"l
oGue
.

of time, 90% of the .time yuC pick out a Jap Plane by the sound of the
,
motor, due chiefly to the 'fac thrtnte twinmtorc
nes in high.
I
don't believe a ,single time did ve miss recognition of ,thetypeof
plane when .we ,o-uld har it ,but a .good, many times wq got :exciod over
our own: twin ,mot_
ors.Q,

Were there instanc-os when you fired on our -ow,,n planes?,

A.

I have heard of them. I saw but one instance and that was an accident.
The artillery was doing some high overhead firing n0d a couple of our
purtuits flew across thearea.
One ,of :our. artillery,shells-hit a
plane a--.nd daestroye d, "t.

Q.

What specific training did you have in airplane recognition?

A.

17e had silhouette chart,s such as were oput out by the

ar

airplane recognition.

Q

Department on

DId thK'ey do any good?,

A. They must have done some gocd but I don't believe that to be the answer
to airplane recognition.
Our mro' didn',tbegin to reall!y recognize them
until they saw them in the air. By the end of the campaign, our-observers could ,identify.
every type .and. o.ke. of. our, own
,a. pta~ne, , T~hoy
memrized the A.rmy,. Navy,, etc. by.,sound, and many.-times cquld namfle them
before they, could.. see. any. distinguishing :marks,,- ,Onde...in the. combat-zone
it didn't take l!ong. to .gc~t a. effective working khowl.1.dge .of plane

0,id e n tific a tio n ,.
.-

,Q.

.

.- -

...

. .
,:

. •,

.:,

. .

.

,

.

.,.

,,

.. :..

°
You mentioned observers
"" :,. did'you • h-ave"-:earticuia]r ,m,

Sob server s?

•

. .. . ,: ,.

.

.. ,.....

.

. . : :.

: .., .

. ..

:spec6if ied as
..

...

.

.
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A. Our OP personnel and CP sentries wiiere particulary trained in air
and ground observation. Those men could not be rotated -ithout my
.
given.,,..
personal-authority, whi:ch .was rarely ..
0. Did you see any use of s oke other than signals?'
A. We used smoke with artillery and mortars for, registration and to
designate targets to dive bombers. On the day of the relief of the"
169th by the 145th we used smoke as, a screen.
Q.

How was it delivered?

A. By 105s and 81-mm mortars. It worked very well. I didn't have-a
single casualty out of that daylight.relief, and we were within 200
yards of the Japs.

P

Q. WiThen the smoke would hit it would pillar?
A., That's right,
Q. Did you see any flame throwers used?
A. We used flame throw^lers but there's a lot to-consider in thatconnection.
It was hard to get a soldier to carry a flame thrower. Usually he
signed his owin death-warrant when he took it toward an enemy position,
A good use for it -was to shoot a column of smoke up for location of
units in the jungle., However, -e did take a few up and send them'against
pillboxes. The last few yards you hare to make is usually where the
flame thrower crew gets killed; They're so obvious and clumsy, they're
an easy target. One objection we had was that in about ten seconds it
was emptied'and keeping fuel tanks in reserve was a problem.,Another
objection was many failures to ignite,
Q. Was there any arrangement wherebyartillext handled so many smoke
missions and'mortars -certain other missions?,
A. No, except for the day of the relief of the 169th Infantry. I don't
recall any mission oth er than fire adjustment,..where smoke was handled
might have used them more had the ammuniticn supply
by mortars. WATe
problem been less-acute.
Q. As I understand, the other day you said the artillery was emplaced on
surrounding islands.

"!,_,

A.

That' s right....

Q.

WSere they. aole to support the infantry from this position.?

A.

They were. The last mile shells began to wobble a bit,
•:
over the maximum effective range,
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Q. You Still .ha~;155'ra rifleS that ,could,lp you?
A. The 155-mm rifles were,, not ::.used rin.close support. .They-were used on
distant bombardment mis'sions; frequently on Villa, Arundel and Bangi.
Q•

On that ps

Inid supply have any difficulty?..

A. None.
Q. If that fail away. from you, did ydur particular'artillery battalion
commander attempt to maintain personal command?,- Did he try to stay
with you?,
e was vithin five yards of ameat.all

A.

'times and he maintained command.

Q..

He did personally stay with you a rd plan Out your artillery support?

A.

That' ,right. Toward the latter phase of the operation the artillery.
commander was called back to higher headquarters preparatoryto, shift
of supporting teams and while he was gone my artillery shport lefta
Jlot to be desired,

Q.

He didn't leave a staff of ficer w ith you?

.

A.) He did, but thestaff officer was a captain part ofthe time and a

lieutenant another part of the time and the eecutiveofficer was a
major, .hile
there was no friction and no unwlillingness 0n, -he.part
of the major, there stll wasn't the productign
on t
t

Q.

It was going back-as a ,request for arti.ery fire?

A.

Thatts right, and the veto came .from the executive off-Ier and was
definite.

Q.

Can you give me "any instan ce when he might give a reaso n for, ve-toing
your request?

A.

Usually toop.. saft.

Q.

In other words, he didnlt have front
is

A

ines located accuratelyenugh,.

that right?

He elt that it was dangerous to shoot, or contrary to some instruction
as he saw it,, whereas if the battalion, commander had been there he could
have ordered fire.

Q. °When that:.negative report came ':back to-the ,staff officer, .did he go to
higher headquarters to see if permission could be. given?
A.

That I don't know, I know, from ray angle, "'that artillery for two ..
or
more days was not working satisf'actorily,.
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Did he have a liaison officer ,-in the section .with each of ybur"
battalions?

A.

That's right.
Can you give me some .idea, Qf ,the forward liaison-system .used?,

A.

We had a forwrard observer with each: front, line, company, Usually two
Their lines cam e in direct to. gAh-e ,switchboard of the arcompanies.
was with
with detail
.A.iaison office,,
tillery, batta.lion ,commande,
the infantry battalion commanders. The artillery Switchboard-had lines
coarnder,
direct to his .battalion and alsolt -oi the.. division .- t-ery..

Q.

Laid underwater with cable?

A.

The wire was ordinary 110 wire laid along the bottom of the. bay.

Q.

ere they able to mainta..in Wire cormaunications?

-loss of Cont-act in a y
A. Yes. There were very few instances when wehad
direction.longer t.hana couple of hours,. Then the artillery used the
infant ry.net..
Q.
Dd - tiliery. in this situation have.600 series radios?
A,
Q.

Ofthe opinion that .artillery had 284s ,and. that was a..'all,
oam
I
Did the" battaion commander.have one at your -.post?

A.

Yes.

Q.

The 284?

A, Yes 4
Q.

The forward observers didn't.have radio...communications?

A. No, not unless specifically- provided.Jin soe c-ific instances.
Your liaison officrs with battalion commanders, did their lines go

Q,

back to the artillery s 'itchboard

.

..

".

.

'-

A.

That's right.

Q.

calls v~ere going
Were those calls received by somebodly so he knew, what
..

A.

Habitually.

through from the various liaason offiers?,
.The

+batntalion
cmm nder or

,ear. twventy-f our. hours of . !.

.. s.3had-a

telephone at, hi

aym,:,9yf.jlis !er n g.. ir on, all gal!ls concern ing
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q. You say.the S-3? "Visho -Ih" th -b tt.li6hi commndsr a grat part. Qf
the time?

f

Q, Inspiadc
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a
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0

-A,,Na-...reciabl.
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Q,

I imagine it .wold be difficult to .pick. up. from airplanes?

A

The dual purpose was ea'

Q.

Did you usemudh air burst?

A.

We used fuse delay ard. fuse.quick-50-50; three volleys of each,
.
The delay dug the Japs out "and thc quick caught them.

.

tAhe moftaLr

Wjiras the jungle -such that you wer,:

ere difficult

..

getting air bursts from tree bursts?

A.

Yes.

Q.

If you used fuse quick?

A.

That was answered by using delay first, until we "cut the grass" and
dug a few out of their 'holcs. 1,hen this concentration came down the
Jap usually came out of his polo and started running around, nd was
a good target for fuse quick..

q

Did you .'get pretty good fragmentation?

A,

I am convinced that by far the greater number
It was very effective'.
of ca~aitieS among the Japs came from artillery fire than from 'any
other source.

Q.

Was there any, time when you wanted additional, artillery?

A.

Several times. Sveral times we had it and several times -ve didn"'t
It depended on the situation. It works just as we have been taught
without any trouble.
did you get 1.55

Q.
A.

Each time .you. "did get it,
Several tims,

Q.

Did you noticeany outstand2_ng effect?

-

lows?.

A. The outstanding feature was the greater affected area.

We could locate

by means of a photograph suspected bivouac or a dual purpose gun and'we

scored several successes with medits.
Q,

Did they have any .griddod miaps or photo maps?"....""

A.

rtlr
P fra
Yes but it couldn't, be used as a fire. cotoa
sheet of
-. blank
ia
woiiav
j
ustias
might
he
concerned,
was
cormmander
points.
rerenen
as,
ds
gri
the
of
value
t.he
for
except
paper
w,°hIm' so" they would have
Q.Ddti'comman.der" keep, a .surveoybffice.r."up 4t
.. ,
definitely located. pointS:ff thie fire::'' ad.o.. bd,,adjusted
obsexved?,
be
couldn't
you fire on targets that
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A.

I would aay thatwas moreoor:less by,-sound,and smoke adjustment,

Also

on azimths and estimated ranges. Undoubtced ly in distant artillery
missions we wasted :some ammunition, but we more or less figured that
no round fired into enemy territory could. be definitely classed Cas
w rasted.--'
. .i
. ...

Q.

You wouldn't, know artillery destroye d the position ,until after they

A.

Not definitely.,- We could assume datmage however
continued to explodo after the concentration.

Q.

ThQ artillery in this action, of course, had none of the organic
liaison aircraft?

A.

No-

Q.

Did they ever get, at any time, air observation?
So far as I recall, we never req ested air observation for artillery.

A.

cleared?

._.

when the target

T doubt very much if we would have had any 'luck with it. Up until the
latter phase, the Jap anti-aircraft was pretty effective.
I knov of
one ad probably there were: more th-'n one of our photographic-p!'nes
shot down..,

Q.

I read a report on that operation which stated that ,at one time the
service section -was asked-to help out the fro
lines. Did that
happen wi h you?

.. . No..

.

Q,,"/ -You moniitoned in your talk about yrour SOP in, jungle f ormation
yo'u
might have had it on your. chart but I don't recall it.
Did you; ha ve
your artillery figured in there?
A. No.
The artillery positions were usually back in th6 protected area
of the beachhead.

Q.

Did the artillery commander plan

ith you.the supporting fires for.

the bivouac form tion?
A.

That's right.

Q.

As soon as he wrent in .he knew what yrour foriation would, be?

A.

That' s right.
Our.. barrage SoP called for one battery t o ,the front
,
:and eone on: each, flank.
If our. own troops were on eijthcr flank, that
gave us anothcr battery .to put in-on the front or Pther, flank.. 'Theartillery CO starting about four in the afternoon would "begin adjustments.
As soon as comple~te., he would show then to me for. an O.K., then .he would
'order. the night barrages.,,,,...
.
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out the gap9

Q.

He knew what he needed to give you to fill

A.

That's right.

0.

In box barrage, do you have any idea of the amount of artillry
tion necessery?

A.

No,

Q.

Did it

but it

ammuni-

required quite a bit.

completely box you in?

AWe were not completely boxed in. The big gaps occurred normally to our
right flank and left front. We tried to place artillery on what would
be the Jap approach. Most times we got it right.
Q.

In planning final protective fires, did you put your artillery in the
gaps of the weapons.?

A.

There were two independenit curtains or fire. Our automatic
Practically.
Probably' no part of it was over
fire was close in around the perimeter.
60 yards ahead of our troops. The artillery' at night wasnever closer
than 200 yards to our troops.

Q.

Were the artillery observers pretty successful in adjusting by sound?

A.

However, if we wanted to box in a strong point, we
Very successful.
Then we did
would fire out at a safe limit and walk it in by sound.
so, you
or
whet we called "cut the grass." After the third volley
could see fairly well and then our adjustment was by direct observation.

Q.

What was the most effective Jap artillery piece used on you?

A.

The 90-mm mortar.

Q.

Did it bother you a lot?
Yes it bothered us an awful lot.

A.

If the Jap just used it

in the same

quantity we used ours it would have been scrious.

Q.

How about the dual purpose gun, was that effective against ground troops?

A.

Yes. Very.

Q.

Did you find the Japs were sufficiently stunned by artillery that they
hadn' t manned their weapons, etc. ?

A.

If we got proper artillery concentration and closed
Tht' s right.
However, many times
promptly we got ontheir strong point ° every time.

And with the proper use it

would have been more so.

The

Jap seemed to have certain areas he had targeted in and when he not icd
from three to six rounds and
any movement in that area, he would fire
that would be all.
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we were driven off byr Japs supportihg that stron
prqviously unlocated position.

poin- from -a

Q.

Would they drive you off by firell

A.

Yes.

Q,

Later on did you work out protective fires by shifting, artillery from
the flanks?
,

A.

Whenever we. could we did, but usually those hills Were too 1c05e-to
supported hill to permit usto fire without withdrawing troops first.

Q.

Then would you send your reserve t o knock out one of those hills?

A

'Th at s riglt, usually supported by nMortars .and artillery,

.

..

.

tkt

'h

t

was the effect of the 105 Howitzer on pillboxes?

A.

Direct hit,:no pillbox,

Q.

Usually delay fuse,

of course?

S..

(. I imagine it
direct hit?
A.

"Q.

required, quite a bit of time and ammunition to get a'

We did not attompt to hit .any one pillbox.. The Jap .pillboxes w re close
together emd the forward observcr handled it very much like area fire.,
It was.veX effective,
Would-he attempt to knock themoyout.by having one -gun or the entire
-battalion placed on a hi l?
"

A.

le usually arranged to have one gun from each battery adjust.
He partic.ularly -did thct whenhe, was close to our-troQpS, It wastoo dangerous
to gamble, so each battery was adjusted, in turn: and fire for, effectwas
from battalion.

q.

On area targets, .you didn't try to take them out one by one? -Could-you
give an estimate of how long it would take to get artillery concentration?
That depended on wtether or not it" had been previously-fired,
UsuaJy

A.

we-had registration points well enough in advance. of our troops that we
could go close to it right away.
To adjust on a completely new field
.often took as much as .an ,hour.,:.,
,,
Q.

What would your troops do then?

h.

That's right,.

were they "pinned do ,n?
--.-

.
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Q. Were there extreme changes of woather between day and night that might
effect artillery fire?
1, It didn't CQm ,to my attention. In night barrages we uLsdally'allowed
.fth gun."sa.it cooled.
50 yards. rfo.the c.eep
Q.

1.1.

ias divisio

'artillory CP ornowGeorgia?

It ,was ,,n.New"Qeorgia

"
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Q,

What use did you make oOf strictly reconnaissance patrols?

A. We kept out about eight patrols except during actual combat. These
patrols were charged specifically with Obtaining information, negative
or positive, as to areas both on Guadalcanal and New-Georgia. During
combat our patrols were almost solely used to determine the strength
and disposition of the Japanese forces. However, you can send a
patrol to a known location, find it perfectly vacant, even find guns
'unmanned, at ten o'clock in the mrning and then hit the position at
three o'clock in the afternoon and find it full of men. That is due
to the Jap practice of having a long arc of organized positions and
moving rapidly from one to the other meeting what they think is your
thrust.

Q.

Would you say that the solution to this would be for you to send a
patrol and then have that same patrol hold the position they have
taken while they send a messenger back with the desired information.

A.

Yes, that would be a way of solving that problem.

Q.

How large were those patrols?

A.
Q.

Mostly eight men usually With an officer in charge.
Did you ever send them out on extended marches so that they stayed out
over night?

A.

Q,

Most patrols stayed out for a week except-when we wanted information
immediately during combat.
What did they do at night'? How did they function?

A.

They took up a small perimeter defense and dug in. Those that did not
take up a defense position and make arrangements for local security
usually ran into trouble. They did no moving at night.

Q.

How about the supply of air photographs?

A.

We had airplane photos.

Q.

How small were the units you could get those down to?

A.

We had ample for the battalion. There were enough available for the
Company Commander. They were neededl, but not universally. The squad
and platoons 'didn't get much.

We used more often the half tone reproductions
of airplane photos upon whiqh they had placed a grid scale.
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Q. How about Maps?,
Ad

No maps.

Q.

What formations did your patrols use?

A.

In column. Scouts preceded the squad leader by usually 75 yards or less.
Flankers stayed out' 50 to 75 yards or less.

Q.

How large were your combat patrols?

A..

The largest. one was the size of a rifle platoon
approximately the rifle" squad.

Usually they were

Q, What type .missioris did you give your patrols?
A. The usual mission was Clearing the line .of communications, or opening
A new one., You might say that fifty percent of our combat patrols
were accompanying wire parties, laying a new line of communication,
The other fifty percent were re-opening lines .of communicationsand
supply which had been -closed by enemy a.ctivity

The interior patrols.,

which I told you about, worked during the hours of daylight when we
were stationary. At night they did not move.
Q,

Did .you find any use for scouts-as platoon scouts?

A. We did not use the scouts in a single line preceding an advancing
platoon., We would advance in either column.or:in what we called
the SOP approach march and found it was impossible to handle a
line of scouts but easy to handle' them if they were assembled as
a patrol. We took only, the scouts from the leading. platoon.
Did you find that you lost too many well-trained scouts that way?

.

A. You lose scouts, yes, but it is not necessary to ue .the same men as
scouts habitualy.
Q.

Did you have any-men specifically trained as snipers?

A. Not in the sense .that the Japs-are reputed -to have. snipers.. The
nearest approach we had was the"interior patrol., They were not
specially selected men. All riflemen took.a.turn at it, and they
usually got what they went after.
Q,

Do .you think that telescopic sights on the rifles would have helped?

A..

Yes they would if they 'couild be kept serviceable over there.

I think

,ield glasses will serve the purpose.
y
Q.. is a Jap sniper a highly "trained sniper or is he just a run-of-the--mill
soldier?

"'

..
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A.

I have read all kinds of stories on Japanese snipes ,,ut wles uable
to distinguish' a sniper from what we ordinarily term a rif leman., The
Jap in the tree was the exception rather than the rue.- Theyhad a
practic.e of trying to slip men into our areas when we stoppedfor the
night;. Sometimes you would find them in a tree, or perhaps just in
the. brush. They would lie there.very quietly until a good target was
in view. I have' known a Jap to lie quietly up until nodn.. The men
would'get careless by that time, and'som of them might group up and
all of a sudden the "sniperst would cut down on thorm....The Jap Will
,6 especiblly if he is
die but he usually takes sever l along with him,
armed with a light machine:gUn.

In. the rifle Squad, is the squadleader able to control his,; men in
that terrain?
A. Yes, he-has to. +f he loses control for a second, he loses his squad,

Q.

Q.

How does he maintain his-control?

A.

By narrow frontages and successiVe limited Objectives.
another...-It is

the onl

This must be

Hemust go frpm one-cl ose objec.tive to

hammered on-in our-training.

th1ing to do-.

.

anyneed. forfdistributed fire? -Did you fire to keep the
Q, Did you-,find
enemy pinned down or did you fire at definite targets.?
Y.

A.

nned o

..

Yes, however, we used a rifle very very little for this purpose.
Rifle firing.was 'done usually only at very close range. We used
machine guns, mortars ,and artillery, quite often, particularly
'daylight.
$o qn occasion,to make.,.&
when we wereto make a move.
distribution of arffiunition or rations, we would use ml'chine. guns,
mortars and artillery.

Q.

When you gpt off in.-the attack, 'did you ever use your ,rifles or BA'R.
as a base of fire?

A.

Habitually we used the mortars and machineguns. Th e usual-scheme.
for an attack, insofar as concerns the rifle battaliot -is somewhat
'as follows: A base of fire was set up with the heavy mortars.and
ommander. Then
the heavy machine guns as directed b1ythe .battalion ...
and light.
mortars
with
your rifle elements moved forward, complete
fire
hostile
first
machine guns. At the time they came under the
or approached near "enough't 9 the objective, that they should .have.
beenunder hostile fire?. m6rtars ;and light machine .:guns set up~to
form a company base of"lire. (Always, of, course, :provided'.the terrain and visibility po ermitted.) The light machine .gun more often
than not, was unable-tofire effectively .t this, timer and one gun'
usually 'followed each of the maneuvering platoons. These 'maqchine
gunners were particularly trained to..be on the. alert To~r-targets of
opportunity to lay fire down in:frontof the envelopinfg platoon and
vice-versa. These light machine guns always took position before the
assault was inaugurated. When the platoon developed'for: 'the final
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closing in on the position, the BARWyk0ed.:eact-ytheSameas the,
"light.machihe.gun,.. It, fpllowed the rifle sqiad untilit wa" profitmade
•
,was
ssault
po.s it.iot1
take alone,
reminng
BA :usually.
eBAR
remaining:
un posi tion.
,"th&
q', ,ong=s,-an-dq,}.,
4h.a..
mahie
m
c hin
iight
the fih
ith. Thb'by.abf
riIldmen
the'"beginhihgoforgenization on-theobin f ring. position.until
new poSition and
heir fo
jective' ~atwhich time .they.moved 'quiqkl
imediately.tobk up a position in readinessfor repelling counter-w
.-

...ack

.,.

, ..

.

. .

Q, Wha't was your average range for grazing fire?'
We. efelt that 50 yards or better was prettygoo. Our irectin of,
fire was always across the front of the neighboring unit. Wedidn't
care What the. range.wa.s to"the .front a longas., we could fire:across
the.froft .of,. the neighboring unit' Ifw couldn't see, W.e did -ade to.,the .effect.-of-the artillery
e
little clearinMg. Mos.tQof -th timeard mortar fire -thedisibility.'was.fairly good: in and around the

A.,

4

~os ition
1,

:r

,

fl

m

n..rr

,?

Q, How mant..rounds..of armunition.,did your .riflemen carry?
A.

100 rounds.

Q, How about amrmunition for the Browning?
A,

They carried a*full unit. We had no trouble keepin.ammunition for
the rifles and BAR as we had very ittle expenditure. An average
of 30 to 40 rounds a day was a big expenditure,"-

Q," How,many. gr"enade laun'hprs did you:.have?
squad carried by the ","second., in conmand, with an 03
A,. We had one in -a.
rifle.

Q.

What kind .of targets did you use them against?

A.

We used them against pill
got a-iucky, hit.

Q.

What are. the comparative merits of the M1, the. rowing and the catbine
'..
in the ,jungle?,.

boxes.
"

They were not effective unless we

"A': Our experiencewith the carbine was very very limited., We had .only
.
It is..
.sho.
one. in. ,the Regirment and Ithad it" :-. fired, one. hostile
Th&: ammunition for .it Was a'nuisiahce..
a light, ,convenient weapon.
'i carried mine in a sock, in my pock~et, The Ml Ri'fle iS"definitely
back. x.p bayonet work.
" queen: of. the .jungle. It- is,heavy, enough,.to ...
Except for use, with .grenades' I !saw nothing. deirabl2e .about the 03
at all,.

RESTRICTED

RESTRICTED
TRF-TIS GROUP (Contd).:
Q. How about. the automatic rifle?,
.

..

-

.o. 'b

.. ...
ap

.- ,, r

f

A.

t is
wonderfulweapon overtere. You don't"need long sustained
Lire.
.t is
Mverymaeuverable and:.very effective. It.is very serviceable. also adwe had no comPlaints on it at-all, If your unit knows
how to use the' Tmmy gun, itis::the' handiest weapon .in the world for
assaulting a position or for defensive, use. on the interior ofyour
during 'osition
a Ma0or" Jap attack, I think our distribution was
just about right. Each squad leader had one. Each platoon. sergeant
had one, also the chiefs of various units such as the radio, wire,
and so forth. 'I ,believe the clip had much in its favor over the-drum
for carrying ammunition.

Q.

With regard to chEllenging, did you use the form set down by WD Circular?

A*.

We

used adoubie challenge. The.-prty challenged gave the first 'rt
of the countersign and the party Challenging gave the se on.d, Part
The party! challenging was to wait, ten, seConds,
If he didn't receive
the second part .he Vas to att'ck,
owever,. we didn't move during the
night in New Georgia so the seound part.didn't apply.

Q. Did you find- it necessary. to dig .these challenging parties .in so that
when they spoke in the American tongue, the enemy didn't shoot at them?
A.

All parties were dug in at night.

91 RIFLE GROUP
Q.

Did you use any Hip Fiing?

A?

Practically all of the' firing in the assault of a position was of a
very hasty nature
snap shooting.
I do not recal4 seeing anyone
use actual hip. firing with other than the Tommy gun-and the BAR,

Q# What were the most frequent stoppages encountered with the Ml?
A.

I don't know of any.

Q.

Did you use more of the Thompson Sub Machine Gun or the M3?

.A. Mostly the Thompson-.

'

Q. Was the pistol-used by any of your personnel?
A.

Not insofar asI know, thQre. were not many pistols present.
of us carried them in. ddition to other woapons

Q.

Were .there ,any unusual methods .,that had. to be emppqyed, in cleing or
caring. for th sall
arms,. particularly the
.M-

A few"
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(Cont.'d):

...

"

.

.

A.

The weapons were cleafied whednever the.,opport-unityoffered. by,field
stripping and use of the thong. If we had any cleaning rods, I"never
saw them.

Q.

t'4.eM1lhad: to. -be specialy lubricated
Do youknowwhethero
because of. the salt. spray orirain?

A. Yes, during the. b-oat trips wb issued special orders to put an ekxtra
coat of oil. on them. However, dUring actual operations we.kept
-them oiled about as we do here. The rifles did get rusty on th&
outside'but"the,, busineSSpars wee 'kept --le-an."

CT RIFLE'ND"E

Q.

OPNS. PLATOON.:

Were these bunke r ,positions or pill' box ..posit i.ons in.itialdefenses
or did they have bunker positions on each of these successive positions?

A. They had them on each position, Each. pill bo.was.mutually,supported
.andeach. pillbox was surrounded by from 4 to 6 riflemen each five or
. .
sixyar dsaiay.i. a f6xhole.'
number of .firing aperturs in these pi.lbxes and
S ,. .hat is th eusual
..
whatIwasthe UsuaI method of employent? '. A.,: I have. seen themwithas many as three,.,',Iould say-that .most of them
had only one, -The Jap machine gunner.in.these positionshas.a bullet
to stay there until he is
-, proof vest .and he is Stuck in that position
. w ""geqeived something of, the..Jap proc edureinthese matters
.:,-killed.~i
...

''

For example, when Jap officers
frQm sme.Prisbne's" interrogated.
realized this position was fast- going, they told,the .machine:gunner
to stay where ,he was :andthat they would .go, back to get some new
troops .After the; initial enCounter we got very few Jap officer.
'.
'That bullet,,proof vest vas a canvas affair with .8ix pockets.in it..
"In -each pocket fits a little sheet of. steel. very similar indesign
andwe.ight to our entrenching s,hovel.,

.

"-hat..weapons did you us-efor reducing those pill.b.oxes?
8lram mortars and the105mm howitzers ar e the best. The flame thrower
we.used wasa.washout. ,In the first-place, -you.can,'t keep the flame
was not. particularthrower's crew alive long enough, The,.ri.fle.-grenade ..
to get favorable
order
in
You have.to have a lucky hit
satisfactory,
ly
.
.. .,. ,
..,.results., 'There' is not enoeugh"blast to it , ',

A,

'

'

,--.Q,. What was the method used for -locating.those pill bq.xe9s?......
- ,.,
A - Unfrtunateliy, mos tlof "these' pill

.

:boxes ..were located by stumbling

them and .:.having.them :open fire.•,upon.
.

',',
...

.... I"- .
'

Q. Did. the" snipers ,in thie / p6..'i~noeP defenses .withdraw into the pill box
or't~dihey stand. their"posit.ion?.'.. ,..
,, when attacked7" Or.
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(Cont'd)

They generally stayed until blasted-out,

Q. Did you use smqke to assist in the attack?
A, We usd smoke for. two purposes -- adjusting and screening.

Q. Was the smoke projected by -lmm
A. Yes.

ad'10mm?

We did not use smoke -grenades.

.

Q, We have been given to believe that the Japs employed, fixed fire with
their automatic weapons alnost exclusively.
A. They apparently used fixed fir.
There are numcrous instances of
individuals being fired on by a Jap machine.'gunner and being able to
roll, tw6 or three feet and be completely out of danger.
.

What methods were used in reducing the pill box after the area Was
fired on by 8lmm and 105mm?

A.Handgrenadesbayonets and flam, .t,1hroQrs. This is an. example which
position, . A soldier would
'quite often occurred inthe assault of
go directly over a box without knowing it was there. After he w..,ent
over, they would open up..It
-was then a very simple matter for that
man to drop a hand'grenadeon it, use his bayonet or use his rifle.
Most of these pill boxes were manned by Only one Jap in the first
stages of the assault.
Initially,. the Japs. ere continually on the offensive
They had two
kinds of offensive action. One was harassing raids, made.by commando
units composed of-well trained men., They tried to create confusion
and.hysteria inour lines, They executed one night attLack where
they attacked Inimass from several .different directions.-The attack
began and ended in a mass -charge toward our position. They had no
finesse, The last offensive .aCtion was th 'attack somew.here arou4d the
14th of July after which we buried 99 dead Japs.. When yOu consider
that the Japs had strict orders .to carry away their dead and wounded,
youf can guess that- they must have siffered quite heavily when they
couldn't carry them all away,

Q.

Did they appear to use any SOP man'uvers or did they create..maneuvers
as 'they met the .situatiqn?

A.

I think the only. approach: to SOP were th se commando raids. After the
thiid night, you could forecast Just ab'out what was going to happen
next. The raid was usually preceded by a short burst of mortar fire
and then you could hear them moving in, guided by the clicks of two
sticks being struck together or of. the clicking of two small nuts,
very similar to our. walnuts, which had been hollowed out. The clicking..noise was made by striking them together. - This was followed.
Sbyhand grena~des
then automatic fire .and completed bY individual
cat calls, yelling., and calls for hel.p' etc.
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.
,.gain
order,,to.,
.approach-in
o'f
n"ethods
di.,ffeireht'
irinvariabiy'.us~e
Did'Qthe.
.
.. deception as vie are lead to believe?
A.

'J
in my"ar.a there wa~s no~.h6iee;'There .Was .jungle in every. direction.

Q,

a
Iidw cd-the jt use the"Machine Gun? "It is re pute d: ,that-:they have
,.::
4.ght,..mdchine gun 'in each r2ie,sqund.,"

.
.have coVered about' all I know,:on t;he use of. their machine gun.
...
A.',thihk.-I
achine gun,,was .mat'ually supporting an~d protected,by four. or five
..- ac' "-igC
riflemeni ',!specially :along trails, and ,on tLh positions.," Their little
.move in
S light Nambou machine gun was very mobile., Sometimes they would
stay
woud
,It.
.darkness...
duiring
area
up .,in your"
' "-a si .le.gun 'and: set it.'profitable
,a
on
up
open
hidden the next day until such time as they could
wait,
target. Sometimes they would let'.the first of a party go by and
defensive..-pQsition
the
hills,.
on:
.ain'"g'r6~p. When they.fought.
" Ifd' th& 'n
hill. It
....
on one hill was always covered,by an other group on anoth.er
positions so that
was a strict rule with them that they must org'.nize
.fory.:ard
on-.both~the
fire
to
able,
'and
it
. ... ot.her'.'poSition'.s'.are iovering
.
.
'
.
.
.
.
...
",slones
and rover.6

Q

Is a normal Jap defensive position, with. o shortage of personnel,
... ,.
, ,
With'i platoons all. around the poQsition?
-- -".gani.zed

or-

complete
' .ic-afi.t .answe in detail. ,Each position ! saw was set up.with
A'k
or
hill
a
of.
crest.
military
all-around defense, .usually around th6
pill1
those,
of
Most
arouhd,.
al1l
'ridge. ,But it was always completely
1
covered.
.wore
trenche~s
those,
often
and
... .boxes,we'lr,, cohnected by trenches

Q. Are their positions echeloned in considerable depth or is
picture' '

""A:,.

ohe

In'dept.?

def

of liea

.

hsen?
'

':.

'

I
.,.~,

.'

-.
'i.

.

,.. .

'.:

the big.
'

,

,,: ,.L..

~es the
Vgs, 'the,Jap defense on, New Geor~ia ,one'.of Irobile- du~ense ? Wa:'effectiveness a result of inflexibie '.,ihd strongly fortified. positions
or in their ability to. eXecute rapid counter-thrusts?
tiro0ps to.
A. It was mobile in that they had more prepared positions than
-and: they moved- rapidly frQm-one. position. to another.
'occ.upy,them
",

Q'.

'".Q,
A.

"How"did' the Japs defend the reverse side..of. a hil'
using
.In New.-Georgig-'th': -Japs ..organized a "hiill lmuch' th¢ same. asw,,e do;
The big difficulty in iattacking, these. positions was
the military crest.
the Japs would open up 'from~
that when we would get on top of one hill,
. . s' ault
hill.., .
' ingt h.. .first
s
stil
while we were...
another- hill
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Q.

In an attack -on an island, 'how:,waS the H Company organized and hoW
was it controlled?.

A.

I speak now only for the 145th, Inf antry., Our infantry unit combat
teams landed together. Thhe leading, LCIs carried one rifle company
and one machine gun platoon. When .we executedan SOP landing
operation, these HWs went right with the rifle. unit. in direct
support.' These machine gun platoons were attached to the rifle Co
until the-initial.beachhead was completed at which 'time they reThe attachments
verted to the control of. the battalion commander,
loading
of
the
boat.
wiere effective prior to the initial

Qb Is-the.battalion commander given ,'much choice in the selection of his
wea:pons?
'A" He follows strictly the T/.
However some modifications were made
both .by the Division and the .Regiment.

Q.

Do you think the' inclusion of-a light: machine gun platoon in a rifle
company would be warranted, or- that the inclusion of a light machine
gun section within a platoon would be warranted?
o

A.

I do riot. We hare, all the weapons we can supply-. ammunition for. now
We, however, do need something for the jungle like the bazooka, capable
of putting high explosive on a point target.
I believe the present
organization: meets all requirements.

Q.

Do you think the capabilities of the heavy machine gun make it
valuable weapon than the light machine gun?

A.

Yes, but I believe, for jungle operations, each combat unit should be
furnished with a supplemental light machine 'gun for each heavy machine
gun.. In offensive operations, the light machine gun Would be carried
and the heavy machine gun left with the regimental transportation.
Immediately when .the offensive changes to defensiVe-', the heavy machine
guns could replace: the. lights.

Q.

Did you have any experience withethe p4ck 75 mm howitzer?

A

We. had no cannon company, at any time, -We

a more

did have experience in field,

exercises on Guadalcanal using pack artillery.to haul supplies .

It

was unsatisfactory for the reason that a. jeep. can go in almost .every
place
that a amule
mule trail
can. or:
Also,
there
is noVery
essential
preparing
a jeep
trail.,.
often difference
a jeep can in
operate
Swhere a mule-cannot.,
..
..
,'..-.
.
'

Q,

Did you'make .any,. use of ro-ckets?

A,.

I have: never..seen any .of them.,
no ammunition, for it.

,

..-

°

We-did .have the ,bazooka

but we had-
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How was the antitank platoon constituted?'

Q.

A. 37-mm.
Have you had any experience with the 57-mm?.

Q°

A. No.
Q.

Are you in favor of a pack type'light weight weapon like the 37-mM
rather than the 37-mm?

A.-

For the New Georgia operation a portable 37-mmn would have been preferable,

Q,

Was the 50 cal. platoon included in 14?

A*. No.

The 50 calibre weapons remained with the regimental trains.,

Q.

Was the.attachmentof the \AG made in approach maarch or was that weapon
retained in company control and attached to the rifle company for the
defense of the rifle positions?

A.

The FIG platoon, even ir base camp, was closely associated with: the
When the unit moved
rifle cbmpany to which it was. normally attached.
gun platoon%moved
machine
,the
whatsoever,
reason
out, .'for.any tactical,
compa"ny through
rifle
the
to
attached
It-was
with the rifle company.
of the
completion
upon
Immediately
combat.
for
the development
dev.!pment, it went in direct support of the rifle company but
reverted to the control of the battalion commander through'the 14W
company commander.

Q.

How much battery fire was employed by the mortars?

A.

We used the mortars in groups' exclusively. However, it is. not what I
believe you mean by battery fire, We did adjust with one gun in a
group by actual firing and making the corresponding.corrections on
the other guns.,There. was no effort made to either close or distribute
the concentration., Covering thearea target was done by shifting the\
entire group.

Q,

Do you think the mortar platoon might be included in the battalion
headquarters company to facilitate -controlby the battalion
commander throug-,.th.e platoon leader of the unit?

.
A.
.-

*

.

Our' use of mortars might well
I do not believe ,that is necessary.
have been accomplished in this manner but I aft thinking of thethihnk is b,@tter met
administrative .and the training angle, Whch

thp.with
present set-.p
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Q.

How was your antitankcompany and antitank platoon used?.

A.

Mostly as carriers of supplies andammunition.

Q.

Did they droptheir weapons?

A.

The weapons were set up around the, beachhead,
minimum crew. Purely defensive.

Q.

How-effective was the canister?..

and-manned with'a

A. We had no opportunity to use a canister..other than in instruction., Our
conclusions as to the result of the canister were that it would be
effective at ranges less than 40 yards.
Extremely effective on a wi de
target.

4

Q.

CPn you tell me about sighting the gun?

A,

I cannot.
I do recall-there vasa crrection to. be made.
something like 300 yards" for a range of 40 yards.

On the. sight

Q. 'How about the-new 37-mmn tha.t-.breaks down to'5 loads?.
s. sweet little. gun if
A, -We did not hK.ve, one., However, the 37-rr gun is
for no other

eas.on than its use in sniping

get the gun forward it

is

,., pil. boxes

If youcan

certainly worthwhile.

Q, What was the averagedistance behind the. f.ront lines for firing, mortars?,
A.

The average distance was probably 300 yards.

Q.

What methods of adjustment

A.

A Weapons Company commander'aided ;and .betted by the battalion and
regimental commanders usually; did it by smoke, sound and observed
adjustments. ,We found it a general rule thatwhen the. time came to
use. the 81-mm,.. we were using an ara
previously covered'by the artilery'wich gav,.
us some observation.
"

Q.

how about the ammunition supplies?
spoil did you have?

A.

.

did you use?

How. did. you get it

The ammunition ..supply for the 81-mm is a,' problem.

4

up.md-what

However,

under normal.

-.. usage of the el"-mm, you can keep-an .ample amount up with, you in .offensive situ~itions:_ You ,do have some trouble with. your 'increments an~d
you will .drop one. on your. own tro6ps occasionally.. We..had such an
experience.
For that ,reason, it .'shoild be a principle .that Whenever
possible to avoid it., never fire over your own troops,
I had a
narrow escape mayself along those lines.
Fortunately it hit on its
side.
Whenever we could, we fired through gaps.
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Q. Right now they are.working on new.container which is" ter;-proof,
weighing appr.oximtely 507'punds 'and holds 4 rounds ofHE light4. They
tel.:u, .it.is e:ing usednow. Do you think they will be .carried up
to the mortar position'in the container or do you think-they.will
take them out of the container at the °dump?
We 'took the containers, up to the position where they.were to be used.
fe did not take them apart oh the' bea€h-

A.

the fir*Lng you did with the , 81-rnm, do you think that some ,tactics
could be adopted to fire by platoon7

Q, o

We often fired them by platoon, that is,
.location and they vere fired as a unit.

A.

al. in .one
we assembled.them
At times we did firea

section alone but in strong preparation-when wo were trying to dig
the Japs out of a hill, we grouped them.
.yinir.

ir'

em

.

Q.. Were'there ever any cases where you Would employ indirect fire7
A, No,,we used no indir ect fire,

Q. Did you employ overhead fire at any time?
A.

Yes.

Q. V,e hove had.onsiderable difficuqlty -with the-excessive.amount of play
in the light machint .gun. It doesn.'t seem to get a very definite bite
you-get as much as 50 mils play. I was
and .fter a little whie.,
inaccuracy.
would*cause,.-any
this
wondering.-if
It

A.

c'used us no.difficulty.

Q. Did you, at any time, use your guns in night firing?
A. Yes--but only in defesive w ork, and -the guns were coordinated for
interlocking fire before dark.
Q.

Did you, make any use of. tracer ammunition.

A.

Yes'

Q.

Did you have any occasion to engage aerial targets with smll arms?

A.

We'.,had a standard loading or two tracers to five, both d:y and night.

We did. Our SOP here called for the second section of each MG platoon
..to be ° S:e-t up primarily for anti-airc raft....

Q.
'A.

Did you have any success?

'

,"

ie knocked down one zero, and broke up, ,for c.ertain,
": ....
. ..

strafing raid.
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A,

.

7*.

...

They", wer'le ft: :- t ..thebeaIch-4eaaf rmtiairc]'c£t.,.e.
d no.,regular
v -.m .t ,biqh..wap s heav t. ap .
uld not be
mount so we imprbvised a
moved ensily,

1

Q.

Did you have,:any success wthnem.aginst

A

We .used,them,-. ,id'-"sombody,. brought.. down., th.
50's were b6th fired at that tjme.,

Q,

Did

ou. have any'.t.occasion

z ero .1 mentioned..30's and
, .

aue.
a ilngle

h.t-with.thamaohine gun?.
So far as I 'know',.they w,.ereia , - smll.burst-,, The gunne s sta ndpretty
• .

A.,

..

:~

- ': .

.

,

close to what they had been taught.,
If 'you."had any .incendiary .bults.,
the tracerS?

A.

No. Nothing on New Georgia would burn.
very well.

'

.

Q.

.

.

.:.. "

,

.. .

. .

would you ,v.o

used them in

place of

Trc ers, answered the purposd"

.

.

Q,. There is. a new tree mount which' is just out,
of use to the-machine gun?
A-

.'

Do, you think it

vwould be

i d-rxt khow -what it looks liket
(nplanation)
onto the tree
and the MVachine gun is mounted-on. it.., -The.,iweight itamps
is. about 18
(Continued) Something s hoUl:dbe .done to-.... redu.ce the weight ,O- :the heavy
tripod, but I do not" know if you..-will always have a tr-ee- { the place
you want to put thegun. The gun itself:is at, the ,problem.
It i-s the
mount.. I do not believe you'need such a heavry MG base for the type"
of firing w e .did there..

Q.

Do you thiknk the,.A6 will-be-of quitQ some.value in replacing the -A4
in the light machine giun? The A6 is the lightmachine ga Vwnth the
bipod and shoulder rest which can be carried by one man-inst.e a,c"of-two.

A.

Off hand I would say, the tripod is the one I would Prefer-because
ou.
can set"it'u' for:night, firing and-,eave it ther.
I can't see much
advantage-of the LMG with bipod over.an6thera;utomatic rifle.
.

"CANNON GROUP:
Q.

In

your .opinion,

howitzer
A."

.

either

Unquestionably

the
back

protected
in

a

there

.any place

from

"a~use fcor: it,.

are
rear

the
. of

in

,
warfare-,for

'junigle

self-propelled?,-

ithere.is
use

"different

is

:towed or

...

"

contiemplated
the

protected

field of activity, there,

advancing
area..

in

but
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think

,it.

is

.going: to

Unles's. it",can ,

elements,

Fowever,

that it

.1

one.

:the-" 105-mm
.

it

it

will

will

have

remain

haVe: to
a

very

be very
wit~in

.be left
important

can be used as a part of the bcach-

,
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heed defens s and in most of, the situations-, as I saw them over there,
from that position they can give some direct support to the riflemen.
it definitely should not be
It should be full track, self-propelled.
a helf track or towed weapon.

BAR, BAYONET AND GRENIDE GROUP:
Q.

has not been used. Can
BAR bipod
your cexperiencewtthm
Some reports have • come to us that the
: 'Wivt
with them?
ase
ht
you tell us anything obout that?

A.

We used them. That is a question of discipline, Some soldiers will
throw it away if you let them, because of the weight.

Q.

The Jap bayonet manual teache.s defenses against our parries and thrusts
,ught your men defenses
and butt strokes. I am wondering if you t;_
against those strokes?

A.

Yes. Before we went to Guadalcanal we borrowed all the veterans we
could who had experience in Jap bayonet fighting and they showed us
what was* reported to be the JaeP method of attack, which is-more of a
We did
slice, usually coming from the bottom rather than as we do it.
considerable training in combat fencing,

0.

Other than teaching our men disarming tactics for morale, do you believe these teachings have any practical,use in combat?

A7

They certainly do have an opportunity for practical use.

There is

a use and a need for that kind of knowledge when these Japs
,," 1
especia.ly
make a night raid on your position.

Q.

Would you make any suggestions as far as changing our type of bayonet
training 'or, perhaps, adding to it?

A.

I m not f:miliar enough with the latest methods to say. If it covers
the basic moves of bayonet fencing and eliminates the old mad dash
down the qualification course and substitutes, therefor, a lot of
We stressed
fencing and combat bayonet work, I think it is all right,
opponent.
afn
on
up"
"ganging
very much the

Q.

Did you work out any special type of grenade throwing?

A.

trcuble with grenade was the enormous undergrowth, and
No. Our chief
they often required throwing up hill from the prone position but we
developed no new. or specific technique in this respect.

Q.

here any offensive grenades available?"

A.

I don't recall having Seen any.
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Q. What about the effectiveness of the fragmentation grenade?
A.

It'jS effectiVe if you cnn get.,it there. By that I mean that frequently
the men had to climb up steep in clines with the result that when they
reached the top they were too exhausted to throwxa'ccurately: Often they
would have to rest under cover until they were able to thrw the grenade
far enough that if they missed, it would be sure to explode before it
pulled in, fo' our daytime -perimeter,
rolled back. At night, before we
we would lave out two or three booby traps made out of grenades. This
would act as a warning and sometimes we got a few enemy casualties.

.Q. A number of months ago one battalion commander told me he taught his
men not to pull the pin on the grenade' ,)dallov the safety lever to
fly off prior to throwing the grenade. Because of erratic fuzes he
lost a great nriy of- his men. Do you believe our fuzes have inproved
so that this can be avoided?
A.

I don't know.

4.

1,,,
e didn't have that troubl.
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Training Management C6mmittee:

Q. As a result Qf.your combat experience, if you had to train over, what
more emphasis to? For example, would you put
subject would you -give
t
tie
more on booby t'raps or more on-SOP?
* A.

Iwould like to have had more firing.experience with the 60-mm mortar,
the light machine gun and the BAR.

Q.

Did you have an opportunity to rotate all your. riflemen through the
firing of all infantry weapons?.-

A4

Yes.

I believe that if I give you a rough outline of my training,
you will have a better idea about it..
Initially, we specialized mainly on disciplinary subjects working
gradually-into standard procedure .for practically everything that
could be standardized, at all, That included"road marches', jungle
marches and development for combat, reorganization and certainly
everything that smacked of combat administration.. We developed as
much SOP. in communications, liaisoni and combat intelligence as it
was humanly possible to do. We became unorth6dox in the use of two
or three of our sections-such as in the security platoon, the I&R
i am-not certain how close to the manuals
platoon, liaison, etc.
but we had an SOP distribucQmmunications,
we stayed in regard.to
and EE8 and of our radios.
poqer
sound
tion of our telephones, both
tempo gradually. The same
our
increased
In training for our SOP we
two months before we
About
exercises,
field
is true of our jungle
three training
divided-into
was
left for the Solomons, the regiment
and organized
control
regimental
under
strictly
was
groups, Training
battalion.
school
a
as
designated
was
battalion
One
about as follows:
a per;that
Benning.in
Fort
miniature
a
through
went
This battalion
sthool,
Weapons
a
attended
men
enlisted
and
officers
centage of the
which included all infantry weapons of our own as well as the
Japanese-- . -

Q.

These men came from all battalions?

A,

They came from the school battalion. Other. schools were: antimechanized defense, chemical warfare, communic tions, scouting and
combat intelligence, etc.' The senior instructor at
patrolling,
each of the-schools was the regimental staff officer whose, combat
He was: assisted by especially se'lected
duty cover'ed that activity.
specialists from the regiment at large
noncommissioned
officers and
and officers

borrowed

from

other

units

and division

headquart'ers.

All schools lived on loc ation...
0
Another battalion went, qn jungle combat training. This battalion
S wouldl be moved into' the jungle and lived therein continually during
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This course of instruction included a
the period of the school.
46-mile round trip, cross-country march, carrying all weapons, one
unit of fire, and rations for the.j urney, .
carry,?
Q Waas-that 41-,.by
..
h,- -t,
"q..

s....

OM6,i
.

.

conandos.
,-uritwe used Fiji
A. Yes, and working withIs
as instructors and to represent the enemy. The remaining battalion
These maneuvers included
went on "re.gimentally -controlled, mae.uvers.
overhead firing by artillery., close.. support by infantry weapons,and
We developed and perfected a means
close support by air bombarcdment.
of air-ground target de.signati on,. for ,use in ..the jungle,
These battalions were rotated every two weeks. The schools remained
-.,.on location..The troops moved.rfrom one sdhol .to. another in turn.,
,Q,

Could you give the average size of these schools?

'A.

personnel
The different Classos in the. schbqol kattalionnudd,
plus replacements .,wh,'qose activities wererelated to the.subject
Some .c6asses ran. over 100 and some as few as
taught in the .schQoo1-.
24. The weapons, was-the largest school and as split up into the
Eac h student was given instr.uc-ionin all
different.weapons groups.
This also included nomenclature, ,functioning
weap ons and instruments
The
that we couldgt.,our hands on.
and firing of all Japanese weapons
special units had their-own sdhools for all .key men nd .pecialists.
went on
This was not a. part' of the battalion set-up. When a battalion
the combat exercises, its omplement of the regimental service units
went with them..Thtat was SOP.,

Q How4 1ong a period did. you have,to put on these schools?.
A.

I had two. months.

Q.

W&,Ta.sthat in Guadalcanal?

A. No,
Q0
Aj

that was in Fiji.

On the Suva side of the Fiji, . slands it.i,s, hilly, ,but are there
jungles there also?
,Ye's,

there are jiungles,

-worse.

jungles than on Guadalcanal or"

" New Georgia.
,.Q.

How,:ft any, bandsi did you have in your division?.,i

A.. Eac-h.regiment .had, i-A.s own band.
Q,

'

..

,.

..

Did you give them any training in indiVidual cooking?
-In..the first place
beca~use it gets at
the
front,
I didn't permit individua! cooking

A...I did'.:not'.

.[

feel very strongly. on that~ point,
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gave our -position
-b-egan to'build fires, which:
out of hand'.;: They
A column of smoke goes
I tried it-at first and. took it-out.
away,
I do 'not-believe hot food is
up and the Jao mortars come in.
essentialuin

Troops do nt.

tropics.f

use as muchhhefood-energy

in maintaining body heat.as they do in colder operations.. Hot
Hot food cooked in the
coffee, if convoniently handled, is.K.
rear areas under the worst of sanitary conditions is.not only a
problem in distribution but is a health hazard. We werenot
bothered with dysentery-untilthey started sending hot food up to
the front. It seems to me that the answer is for the development
of a cam similar-.to the 41C1 ration can with'a false bottom filled with
heat retaining material ancd a chemical which wfould give off heat
when exposed to air -or wter, This could]e.accomplishod by means
of a key opening similar to thd..method of opening th. can itself,
and thus the individual ration could, be heated in its ovn container with neither smoke nor flame.,
Did they cook Ulp C rations .or B rations , and did.you have any
fresh beef?

Q.

,. ..

-

.

,J

o.of

-bo
h

.

o

~

o

h

A.

We had no fresh beef. We hsd.a mixture of both B k C for the hot
food sent up from the rear,

'

, Hc- manyof yoir men. do you esti r.t.
up supplies when you. moved in?

were concerned with carrying

joined the 169th Infantry'regiment, I don't know
*I
VW7hef first
what they had on the frot , but it. seemed to me that they had

A.

probably one-half of the available combat troops carrying sup-.,
That was the first thing I stopped.
,plies.

Q,

Whero did they get the troops?

A.

I was told that they vere dravn from reserve elements,

QC
A.

It would get out of control then?
My impression was that it. was completely oit. of control,
In the 145th Infantry, combat troops were not permitted to, the,
Our carrying was done by
rear except on coba.t missions.
antitankers,-etc..
drivers,
bandsmen,,
elements,
service
Did you bring the supplies up to a certain place,
the battalions come back for them?

Q.

and then would

We started the
Our main supply point remained at the beachhead.
to the
forward
supplies
thing in the morning shuttling
first
the advance
.at
S-,
Assistant
The
advance .regimental supply point.
the forward
in
neceded
was
what
to
as
supply point informed the. S-4,
the,
and
area,
rear
the
leave
.. area. "Me' Would not let the.S-!4
.night
By
ar'ea<
forward,
the
in
remain,
to
roquirod
as
"" assis{ant 'w
on.e~.half units of fire-and ,two days&! rations
e"usually- had. oen~d
we
•
A.

-
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in the foward area. This was brought-to the--center oP,, the
regimental: area ard broken ddwn for -battalions. Each. battalio
ised its .-pioneer. -and AT platoons to .carry. -supplies to the
battalion. area.- on o.caionis we., would ,help battalions by augmenting
their parties with regimental details.. I would -ay that the distributio. to battalion swas usuallytaken care of between 4 in the
Qfternoon and dark.

Q. W-hat hourswere from daylight to dark?-A. From approximately: 6 tp 6.

Q, Did you have ma'y administrative troubles., paper work, etc?
In combat was .there any'in1terference?

.

A. No, our adrninistration worked very satisfactorily.
Q. Coming back to that'point of training men. in weapons other
than those with which they are armed', don't know, if it is
true in the jungles, but we teach that they should be trained in
all i' entry weapons.. Is that true?
A;

I don't think it,is expecially necessary to make super mortarmen or
machine gunners out of riflemen, but they should hove a practical
working knowledge of all infantry weapons.,

Q. 'Isthere a greater percentage of casualties from the mortar group?
A,

The greatest comes from the Tlame throwers and BAR men,.

Q.

You had the Bazooka, is that right?

. Yes,.. but did not take it into action because of no ammunition.

Q, You"were not bothered with tanks much, were .you?
A..We saw no Jap tanks at al.Q.
A.

If there are no ta.nks, are.. the mortars'morenimportant than bazookas?
I d'on't agree. with that, provided that the bazookaproves to be
' effective on Jap pillboxes.

Q.

How about the AT .grenade?

A.

No, it does not have enough blast.

Q,

I have seen a demonstration, of it, and I,.think the control is good;

A.

You can't..see these pil~lboxes any toowell and can't tell exactly
" where. the .bull' s.eye is. !you
If
had somethj.'.ng with sufficient blast
and.as maneuverable as the bazooka, you would have a better answer..

'

.,;
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Q.

Reference drinking water,

I guess there was ,olenty, wasn't there?

A. -Plefity. 'Even-when cut off-, we. could always get water. E.ach platoon
.ergoant had a cahtcen with strong chlorine solution in.it which
s-. passed fromma1n t o man,. each using one -canteen lid full for a
cant0en of Water. We used the iodine method on occasion but did
-not' favor it when the chlorine solution was available..

Q.,

What did you do about company property before you went into combat?

A.

Ve- had no company owned- property. We left all- the -TBA eauipment
not needed initially in Guadalcanal with. the Division and Regimental
rear echelons'. This was later brought on to New Georgia.

Q.

Did. you make any inventory before you-went into combat?

-

There
and packirg lists were kept :with the.field desks.
A. Yes
combat
of
beginning
the.
from
was no property accountability
until the end of-actual fighting, buit this ;actually affected onlyindividual, and unit combat equipment.
Logistics Committee:
us a brief statement of your combat e .erience?

Q.

Will you-giv

A.

The first operation that I was connected with was Rendova.
from Guadalcanal. to Rehdova and thence to New .Georgia,

Q.

W-e

A.

We landed with five units of fire and ten days. rations which we
stored in a regimental supoly point within the. protected area of
the division. ie tried to keep a unit and a half of ammunition.
and twrio days' rations in the regimental forward area. The initial
transport of' those supplies forward..was by ha'nd carrier 'using
all drivers .not operating a vehicle, all spare cooks, cooks helpers,
the band, the AT company,-except for the minimum crew which we
on the beach defense, and, such other similar personnal
maintained
Once
from the service co.m.any and other units as were available.
few. nativa
or twice in the New Georgia .operatiOn-we were given

W.,e moved

are at present in the process of preparing a problem of supplying
onder if you could give us you' idea of. what we
jungle operations.
should cover.

carriers for specific trips. They proved unreliable, ,particularly
aS they approached the regimental forward area, w.here' at the first
As the operation
shot, they dropped their loads and scattered.
the engineers
of it,
phase
last
the
during
certainly
and
progressed,
were able to keep a jeep road within an average 'of a half mile of
This, of course,- shortened the haul
the regimental forwvar' area.
by han'd the"'corresponding distance.. The r egimental 8-4 was required
tQ stay at the rear supply point where he w,,as in charge of the local
protection of our regimental rear area and the protection of every
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.

iteim of supplyr thsat"was, not tied down. He had an assistant $5,.
the grade of ist Lt., who remained in the regimental forward area

and supervised the.at~ail breakdown of' supplies to- the battalions.
He was also -charged,-wVith keeping the. regimental S-4 continuously
He
informed as1 to, the needs of the different items of supply. who
"hd with him aft AToplatbo plus service companydetachments
wore avilabIe for gtiarding, sorting and aiding in the distribution of the supplies within the forw-ard area. The delivery of
the supplies from the regimenta,l forward supply point was, by means
of the battalion ammunition platoon supplemented by men from the
In cases
batt'alion such as driver's not operating vehicles, etc..:
whe.re an unusual amount of, supply was.to go to.-a particular unit,
was supplemented by regimental details from
the'bitt'1ion'det'l
parties. That vs the exception rather than
carrying
the regimental
the rule. It w-as. continuously attempted..to rlefrainfrom using,
combat troops for carrying.' Under our prticular situation, that
'wns possible. However, other regiments that I came in contact
iwvith were using their, reserve rifle units Ifor carryipg purposes.
This resulted in .los'se s of personnelwho.beca=e lost or otherwise
did not show up again on the return trip. In mAy own regiment, at
the back or rear part of the forwvard area, we established a-straggler
post composed of non-cormissioned'officers from the AT Qompany.
They w uld keep anyone from going to the rear of that point unless
authorized.I believe that regardless of the'division straggler line,
the regiment-must in addition-hove its own straggler..post forward of
the division line. It is not necessary to have a regimental line,
becautse a post ill suffice in the.-jungle. The. men will follow the
ration, or supply trail.. If they attempt to ,go nround, they will. run
into snipers.
'Q, What communication did y6u have betwieen S-iI-and, assistant S 4
other than" runners?
A.

Telophone.

Q,

How many .additIonal telephones

A.

hadour. TBA riginally,.Iam
V1We
of the oper.tion.

Q, R'adios iiv'r

did 'you have?
not certain wxhat we,. had at the end

not CTffective at all?

'A.' Thelarger .sets were effective.
Q. Whe'e was the service-,company commander?.

-.

'A. The servrice compazny commander, remained With the regimental 8-4
' in"'thv re r area. Hi chief duties along the..ii&isof Supply
8-$4 in the oactual prO'curemewnt and
were those of assisting
•- tradnsportation of supplies. In a landing operation, his presence
there .'is very necessary.
.... ,..
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Q. Our teaching varies in that we teach that"S- r shi ld,be fo.iard.,.
I am wondering if

you thought that will functiQnin the jungles?

A. No, the S-4 has the contacts necdssa,.ry to"procu resupplies, and it
• is a full. time job -just locating supplies and seeing -that they'are
asS mb"ed, nd disptched t.q."the front.
I believe this, ,applies,
",
aso".inother tha- jungle 0peration.
'
.the suppies to. the rear?
- Who d'delivered
.,'

A. They were drawn.from the division quartermaster.
Q.

They deliver them at the. beanchhead?

A. Yes, our division quartermaster sup-lyupoinit was near. by.
Q

What type of rations were the 10 days' rations that .'you.started
out with?

A. C-rations.
Q. Wete'thyysatis f catory?
A, Yes.. The only objection-to the C ration is that itis in a"
round c'n and contains a little bit too much.. I beiev6.2/3 of,
,that amount would be sufficient and' tiat.: it preferably should be
p acked in' a,.squareccri.
Q.

Did you ."use-any other type r?,tions .during this operation?

A. We received several types exclusive of Aand B.

c,.received .K and J,

but we received these during the. time that we ware cut off and our
supplies came by. pardchte,

.Q

.

'
o5in 1,.satis factory?
.ration, but there is 'too much.Wasted.whenused in

es the 10 in

A. It is 6,gd

the frontline.
Q. Did you operate your cqmpany kitchens as kitchens in using- the
re.gular field xations."...
the
up fairly
was brought
field
gasoline
The regular
A."operation
would
,Theyin
point, early
rear supply
regiment
the range
loft 'with'
-and
cook up hot coffee and stew and send".up to" us by carrier;.
Q.. Did they -ever ge.t :up .tothe front?
. No.
,A,

. ,

.".;

..

.'

Q. What type rations did you ise for the hot meals.

11-i

"

.,

,

.-.

..
:.

.
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A. Modified B plus C.

Q.

Did your nfen-develop any method of Cooking their C rations which
was successf£ul?..

......
io

A.

Yes.

They

,, .n

used C ration.cI,-

"
-w

.g

.n

s. ..

sandand a little'gasoline or

wit

We heated some of our rations with not much trouble
stay-way.
But where the
because w e had the Jap on the run most of the time.
issue is still
in. doubt. and the Jap on the offensive, any light or
smoke is dangerous.

Q.

fhat did you use for your convoy?

A.

We had about 8 jeeps.

.Q

With trailers?

Ai

Some with trailers.

Q.

Did you use any big. trucks at all

A.

None at all
Mun da.

Q.

Any horses or animals?

A.

In Guadalcanal we tried a field exercise using ,animals. from a pack
artillery unit. 1ie found that when we had cleared a trail
in the
jungle sufficient for a mule with his pack, we could use a jeep;
Also, a jeep could go some places a mule could not. The mule is
not the answer.

Q.
A.

On water -where
did you get your water?
We got the majority of ou.r waterfrom the engineer water points..

one ton or 1/2 ton?

--

forward of the beachhead until after the fall of

During the time.

hen ue .w ere cut off, we got it

wThere

w'
e could

find it
in shell holes or stre-ms.
,-used the following
purification riethods in this rriority.
Each platoon lhad one
canteen chlorine solution which was passed from man to man to
nteen of c.hlorine solution
.In cases-where the ca.
use n his :canteen.
us
.7n

-the

.o

i

was lost we would use the iodine method.
caused by water to my knowledge.

-

" e had no sickness

Q.... YOU made Thsolutely no use .of transport for troop movements at any
time? ". ,:.. :•

". .

-'

,.

A.

No, the jeeps with super-structures for evacuation Of casualties.was
the nearest approach to it.
"

Q.

Now did you do that Colonel?
by side?
."
. .

Did you double deck or carry them side
..
-i
...
-
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A.

We put them side by-side.

Q.

With reference to that movement -to the rear what coordination .was

A.

The coordination-was done by-the regimental coaander through whose
,zone the troops passed. They did not come back under my contr'ol until
the attack had started.

Q.

Will you state briefly the method of movement used?
SOP for jungle movement?

effected in moving this battalion through the adjoining. zone for
the attack7

What-was your

A. The regular advance guard with such flank.. protection as was practicable.
0. Any prescribed distances?
A.

We depended more ona prescribed number of connecting files who each
were to maintain a maximum of 50 yards from. its base file or unit as
the case might be. Our SOP called for three sets of connecting parties
between the point and the advance party. They could get a maximum
It, of course
of 50 yds .but they must stay in sight of the next in rear.
varied With the visibility. There were five sets of connecting.files
between the tail of the advance party ahd the head of the support. They
also-could get a maximum of 50 yds between connecting, files, but were
required to remain in sight of the next in rear. The support set the
pace.

Q.

Did you use the same procedure betwuen the support and the main 'body?.

A. That is correct.except that the distance was doubled,
maintained from tho unit.in frohat."

and distance was

Q. Whbt type of formation did you use?
This trail was sufficiently

A.

Columns of files on each side of the trail.
wide, being an established jeep trail.

Q.

In your SOP occupation, what type of ground did you look for
particularly?

A.

The ideal terrain would put each battalion on commanding ground,
I am, .of course-, primarily thinking of
preferably a ridge or hill.

S defense.

-

Q.

Did you make use of an SOP advance quartering party?

A.

Yes, we had a quartering party, with ample understudies,, especially
W
,henever Possible
trained in-the selection of the $OP bivouac area.
this party left the column at the last halt and went ahead by motor.
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Q.

What was the SOP composition of the advance party?

A.

All S-ls, one non-commissioned offic(r from each company, and a medical
officer,
If it were necessarY, we took.-part of tho I &-R platoon
for guides, but this"was unusUal.

Q.

About how long. did your quartering group normally devote to reconnaissance ofareas?

A.

The selection of the regimental area was
Not more than30 minutes,
made promptly by the. S-l. -The battalion groups departed from the S-ls
We were chiefly intterlocation "of the initial: point of its" area.
points't-o the unit areas.
ested in routes from the initial

Q.,

You used this method in
actually in combat?

A.

Better to say we Used advance parties where there was nb probability
had only one occasion during this operation to use,
of. combat. ,We
advance quartering .parties..That was When-we wer-e moving north to
position after the fall of Munda.

Q,

When did you make your halts?

A

In the jungle- we tried to be workingon oir hosition by 4 o'clock.

Q..

How long' did it-take'you to establish .your-SOP.and bivoUac?

A.

Two hours.

Q.

Will you giveus briefly the types of foxholes you used?

A.

The daytime, outside perimeter,was composed,of one and two-man,
foxholes with standard machine gun emplacements. The inside
perimeter or the one occupied at night was normally the four-man

I

going into biv.ouacs when you.were not

Did-you stop long before dark?

type,

q.

What did you find a suitable area for your combat team?
Could-you give approximately the area?

A.

In the jungle about, 300 yards to 400 yards -diameter for* the battalion.

Q,

What provisions did you have to curtail noise?

A.

At dark all noise, smoking, etc.
The Japs took care of that f'or us.
If you violated that, you were apt to be hit with a rock
stopped,
from the surrounding foxholes, even if the .Jap failed to .notice you.

Q,

Did you habitually have :your bivouac, together' or did you have
battalions bivouac separately?

A.

Many times one or more battalions would be separated from the' regimental
.bivouac.

-I04-
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Q. Did theybivouac with considerable distance between the -battalions
or did they close,_up in, order to get the al-around protection?
A. We close.dup.whenever:possible.: :,During ,the time w were.in column
of battalions,..tbhe .battaliOns were separated by.an.average of
approximately 500 .yds .'

Q.

In connectiob withbiouac and QP installations, did; you follow. a
,trail ,or not?

A." You never follow an: established trail j-f' it can be avoided,. In!.
moving into an."area,,we preferred to move into a.virgin jungle.
Thus, our trail will. end at -the end of.the regimental area justabout where the. supplies are.brought in. .Our communication was
usually by wire and radio. No nnners were used during darkness
except, in extreme emiergency, and then. the'runner had about 50/50.
chance. ofcoming"throughalivei.
Q, What tentag.e wasused in the. bivouac' area?
A.

We stated out equipped with mess,kitIid,'spoon, shelterhalf .and:raincoat. The men were permitted to use' their" shelter over 'the rear half
of their foxhole. There were no.blackout tenths, etc. brought forward
during actual combat.

Q. Did they normally use the shelter half' for cover?
Y .'.

A.

,hen. time permitted,.

.

.

Q. Does the-jungle afford sufficient protection against..rain?
stay .Weto. Agx~elt part of the time
A. No, you get wet very early and .you are sleeping in from 1 inch to 2 irqhes of water.

.

Q, Did you try 'to set up latrines in this bivouac area?
A.
Q

You have to.We required them in each platoon area.,
give! 'us the .seourity setup'of.the SOP for-iYour biv.6uac?
1 .Willyou

A. In the daytime, each outside squad has two men posted as listening
posts. Each command post beginning with the platoon-'has a CP's entry;
a double sentry; each
each company
sentry;
a single
platoon posted
a
A sycstem iof interior patrols
sentries.
of double
three sets
battalion
operated as follows: Platoon, 3-man patrol leaves the platoon CP, visits
the QP of the platoon, of its company,:next on its.right; visits its ,
right front line squad; its left front line squad; the CP of the
platoon of its cornpany on its left; returns to its own OP. The company
with a 4 to 6man patrol visits the OP of the company, of its battalion, ne~xton itsl right; the OCP of -its right front iline platoon,.
the C? on its left•front line- platoon, the OP of thecompanyof its
In a battalion
,battalion oh its left , and returnis to its company.OP.

"I05ro
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Logistics Committee (Contd):
a .6to 8-man patrol visits the, ba ttalion..CP of the .battalion of its
regiment on- its right..- vis-its .the:OP of its right front line. compahy;
CP of its left front line.company; the OP of the battalion.of its
regiment on its left; the regiment.al S2 ,and returns to its battalion
CP. The rule of thumbas to how often to send out-patrols was e'ch
CP would send out its patrols asroftrsnas required to prevent the unnoticed entry into its area, of a unit the same size as the.unit
furnishing the a.t.Lol..These ptrols and. sentries, "in addition to
arn ing, were charged with elimination of any snipers. who might
have infiltrated in the area, and with the enforcement of bivouac
disciPline. In New Georgia,."they began operations just at dawn and,
ceased operations just at_ dark. .N movement other-than the patrols was
pefmitte'd in th ,bivouac area at daybreak until the report of all
clear came through channels to the S-2 Office.
• .
, .
Q.

Your patrols did not, movo at-all at night?

A.

No, but I don t believe that should necessarily be the final answer.
It so happened in New Georgia. and Cuadalcanal that it worked., The Jap
came to. us. He came every night and he lost about.20 to our 1, and
we figured we -were-doing all-right that way. If the Jap Qver gets, to
usng artiiley as we Use .it, the system .wont 6ork; intervals willhave to be.-increased and patrols, mayhave to b9 used during darkness.

Q. The bivouac area did not draw .enemy artillery fire?
A. We received mortar fire, but the ,Jap only fired about three volleys
and then would wait awhile.

Q.

You spoke of being continually.wet-, which meant, that ,your: clothing,
particularly shoes, went to pieces very often. How wouldyou effect
resupply of clothing?

A. Normal channels - just as we did guns which became unserviceable. We
would tell the .assistant S-4 we needed so much clothes or shoes of
certain sizes
He telephoned back to S-4 who got them somewhere. They
usually cama 'udp in a day-or so.

Q.

Did you try. to salvage the old-clothing?

A. Yes, old clothing was s--nt back to the rear along with other salvage,
Map Reading COmmittee:-

-

,,.

Q.

Did you ever us e half ton¢s ?-.•

A.

Yes ,'we had, similar ,mpso.-",

Q.

What-miaps. w;ere available and..ghati scale was used?,i

*A.

I don't recall the, scale .
arbitrary

We. had half tone~i photo maps with"

grid..
' 106-RESTRICTED
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Map Reading Committee(Cont' d)
What grid was i'.d ont'.e phbto.M aps?.
A,.

It was.the standard numbered -grid.

You.don'tknow.the scale of the photo-maps?
A.,No, I don t. , believe it was approximately 2" 'to the .mile.

Q.

Q. Can you think of' any particular instance where sketches were
used or might. have been used to advantage?
in the New Georgia campaign continuously,
A. We used sketches
Panoramic sketching pas big.dividends. I ffoun~d that my mental
picture of the terrain,- which Ii ould not see in New Georgia, c~s
-gained from the .airplane photographs and the panoramic sketches sent
back by my commade'rs, was amazingly accurate..
Q. Were the aerial photographs available in advance of' operations?
A., Yes,- nd 'also during that tme. Theonly photowew anted and could
not get was -an'oblique photograph .taken from over our position.

Q. Were thQ photogiaphs_ youused :contact prints. or half tones?
'A. , They were both.*:We had half tone with the gridand also ,6rdinary
photographs.

Q.

,,Were the

overlapping pairs available f'or stereoscopic study?

A.

Th- higher headquarters had the stereoscopic"photos

Q

Your headquarters did not have the stereoscopic photos?

A. 'No.
Were vectographs used in your campaign?.

,

A. No, but the vectographs would have helped a lot inthe jungle.

S',

-as the m n have sirficient knowledge of the.
Did 'off-ic -97s
subjec.t of manpLi0dn?,

A.

No.

Q"

•. . .....

.

y
Q.. What in particular werethe .lacking':in.?"'.....',

'":":A,'

The atiit

y to .Yeidaerial photogr. :hs.;

-:".-

'iQ. What Wais..he ,role of' the photo inteorpreter?'..

... "":

A., We had n6 special interpreter.. The photo {nterprdter ¢i s.at division

headquarters..
lnr7
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Q

You think we could use these photos advantageously in teaching map
reading in the.school?'

A-

Yes.

Q. Should officers in that theater be acquainted with the metric
sy,5tem?,
A.

Not necessary in New Georgia.

Q.

Were interpreters at regimental headquarters?

A.

Yes. We had twoNeisi Jap interpreters initially, but these were
specially detailed. Normally they were not. permitted below division.

Q.

You would encourage that all officers be strictly familiar with
foreign languages and foreign maps?

A.

I think it desirable but not essential. I believe that the're should
be a section in the division,
charged especially with rapid translation of foreign maps, symbols, etc. into maps and symbol1s which we
are accustomed to using. It is 6bviously impossible to teach all of
a wartime army to read and understand foreign maps,:etc, and unless
all understand alike, there is likely to be confusion.

Q.

Do you know of any occasion where an operation failed because an
officer was unable to read maps?

A.

Yes,

Q.

You believe that aerial photo reading and sketching should be tiught
to all officers?.
Yes, especially panoramic sketching, but don't stop with the officers.

A.

There was one outstanding example.

W

The noncoms should know it also.

Q. Do you believe all of this can be taught in the classroom andpartly
on the ground?
A.

I believe the majority has to be taught outside the classroom, I
would like t6 say here, however, that I don't believe you are going
to be able to teach them to locate themselves on air photos by terrain
features in the jungle.

Q.

Is the answer to that land navigation?

A.

Yes, that is right.o However, we did a lot of location by intersection
and° resection using flares, smoke, etc.
I don't believe the odograph
williwork in jungle because of the lack of trai1s and wheels spiznning
in mud .
Every of'ficer should know what his stride is and should be
-

checked on frequently tq sere tt~at hie is not forgetting it.
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Readin4.. ~e
Q.
A.

-

6,.

ont, d. :.-

...

."¢..,... :

,"

.. ".....:...--

What use did -you"mke .of ridgelining and st re amlining on your photos?
We did' t. ise ..the .ridge line ..so -much..-?.s the.ontpr. tO.: show ..ground.
forms, but we streamlined and contoured complete 'as our information
.,.grew,

Q. Vcas the principle of elevation-by profile.,used on thei, contourrmaps?
A., ... No, we could no.t contour. with,.that amount .of accuracy,.,

Q. Would it be wise for every officer to k-now somqthing..about
colestial navigation?
If an officer can road his -compass --and-follow..or determine
a base line, it will be sufficient.

A. No.

Q.

Did you come across many officers who couldn't use the compass?

We had very. intensive training
A. Yes, but not.in my regiment
both officers and enlisted
-in that subject before.we went in
Q".Did you .:ever .make.:an .initial. beach landing,?.
A. Not personally.

Q.

Someof-the battalionsdid.

Could you state whether or not the first troops ashore had good aerial
photographs -of.. the- beaches.

A. Yes, we had both ,.vertical and off-shore ;obliques.
.Dd you have to interpret photos like -this?.
Q.D
A. We didwhat vwe could, "However,. higlher,headquarters made. official
and sent. them to us daily.
interpretations

Q.

The map reading conmitt e is called upon to suggest military%symbois.
The manual does not include military symbols covering all outfits.
What military symbols.did y6Uu1je in your outfit? Did you use a
language of your ovm?

A. N.

Wje used the standard symbols.

-i09
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TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW OF COLON&$LWEI.&Q...O. 4AN'"
OF COICVIVUNICATIONS SECTION
BY ,BER
Wh

.

d

ou +etbark£zm .wh

ta + tihg f6re' New ,ergvia?..

1....6

A.

From Guadalcanal-, landed on Rendova and from there to New-Georgia.

Q,

Did you have anyz action 6n Rendova?

A. Very little,

Q.

Could".o

Jp.

i.ew
n into

give :is.a picth'e'"of

riflein ahd were attacked by.air.
he initidi landing?-

was not present at the initial landing, The 43d Division landed
h-antiairci Lft and Navy base .personnel.'
tw6.'regiments 'with
Q,

U!ow, vas the unit loaded with respect to the number of transports used?

A.

in echelon, one battalion and regimental
WWe eadquarte'rs
moved from Guadalcanal
on-destro-yer transports.By that I mean the old'
h:
The remaining
destroyers which had been+- converted ,to carry troops.
two battalions moved to Rendova on LCT's and LST's. Our standard
loadi ng where cargo space permitted, was one rifle company and one
machine gun platoon with' their' rations, ammunition and ;other .supplies
per boat. This particular landing vwas effected by unloading from the
The transtransports at sea and going 'ashore in small Higgirs boats.
ports remained a'mile or more off shore.
ith respectto Munda Airport?.

Q.

Where did the unit land

A,

Munda is on the .southwest corner of 'New Georgia:. ,The initial landing was on.Rendova Island, from which we moved by small landing craft
r New Georgia island.
to Zarnana .Beach on-the east coast. of the g're.to

Q* Approximately what was the distance from th"-point of-landing
to the strip?

'

'"

'A. Approximately .12 miles,
Q., What was the compositiont of, the'. initial force going ashore?
"
teams,
A. Two infantry regimentali; "combat

Q

What was the setup for communication between elements ashore and
transport?

A.

Radio.

Q.

What type radio?

A,

I. don't know.

1

'10-
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Q.

Did they use any flag signals?

A.

No, the Navy used their blinker system between the mother ship
and the landing boats.

Q.

That was all that was used?

A,

Yes,

Q,

Approximately what was the distance from RendQva to the beach
on New Georgia?.

A.

It is about 10 miles.

Q.

About what was the lapse of time frcm first unit's landing on New
Georgia until the entire regiment was on shore?

A'.

Between three and four days for both regiments and the advance
division CP. It was completed on the fourth day.

Q.

During that time, those three or four days, when did the headquarters
of your regiment move from Rendova Island to New Georgia?

so far as I know.

A. On about July 20th. -My regiment belonged to the 37th Division. The
I was temporarily
initial landing was made by the 43rd Division.
placed in command of one of the 43d regiments shortly after their
landing on New.Georgia.

Q. What was the setup with respect to communications as soon as you
got ashore?
A.

The 145th Infantry, in all amphibious operations, used an SOP, which
placed battalions on what we termed an initial beachhead consisting
of an arc of 180 degrees extending from shore to shore and approxivmately from 300 to 500 yards in radius per battalion, Our interior,
The initial
advanced asbkpre.
were laid, as the troops
communications during
the ch-rge ashore was by radio, distributed as
communication
follows: 536' - one with each battalion commander, one with each
company commander, (each battalion on a separate channel); 511's - one
with a regiment commander and one with each battalion commander. 'From
the regimental commander to the division commander was a 609 radio.
This radio communication was used, if necessary, during ,the initial
Usually at the end of 10 to 20 minutes our
minutes of the landing.
wire communications were complete-to include trunks from the regiment.
Sound
in all CP' s.
We used EE8 telephones, through swvitchboards,
heavy weapons platoon OP. Sound
power to company CP's, and to each
power from regimental S-2 to each thre regimental CP's. -I
covers it.

think that

Q.

Do you know the approximate manning' of those 3 OP's?

A.

The 30OP's were manned by one noncommissioned officer and seven
privates furnished and especially trained from each battalion.0
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The initial telephone line for this OP was laid by.the regiment
communications platoon.

.

Q. What type of wire.was used frQm regiment'; -to'battalion?.
A. Initially, it was always, a 130 wire

Q.

What communioation did you have with the next higher headquarters?

A.

Initially, it was radio followed by the signal company"s laying of
two. 110 wire trimks. to the regiment.,

Q. What

communication, in addition to telephone, did the S-2 have with
his OP's in-the battalion area? In other words,' did 'he have a-radio,
and if so, why?.,
A. He had the. 195 radio .which was, except for-very short -anges, very
unsatisfactory. We tried the 511 which also proved unsatisfactory.
Q. Why were they unsatisfactory?

-

A. As'Iunderstand it,. a short-wave on these instruments Wotild not fOllow
the folds of the ground or the contours of the vegotatibn close enough
to be practicable for use in. this" terrain.

Q,

Did you have as much trouble- with the-511's as the 195's?

A.

Initially., we thought the 511 very good, but-soon after the operation
began we couldn't use them.at all.

Q.

Do you know the reason?

A. No, I don't.
am of the opinion that the same reason applies'to
that as to the 5,36. 4nitially, for short ranges "they would answer
our purposes wonderfully, butthey soon becameunservicoable due
to excessive moisture.. and rough handling. The signal 'fficer blamed
-it on our neglect-of. the radio... V. gave our radio all the-hareyou
can expect soldiers-to give..'themnunder those conditions.?"The small
.portable, radios were never satisfactory except for distances of a
few 100 yds.,
Q

Did you know 'the. condition of- the batteryUdsed in those sets?"

A.

It was not the fault of the. battery because we made quite an extensive
investigation~into ,interchangeable..parts.to try to keep them'-serviceable.

Q.

Did any sets become wet going ashore and consequently become'usisable?

A.. No, not particularly for that reason,
or less wet in that climate,

However, everything remained more
'

Q°

Could you. tel]. us where .the 1.95 was used with respect, to your. regiment?

A.

They were. :used in Nu , Georgia'-and Guadalcanal by' the S-2 in his patrols

and OP's.
" 112,.
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Wh.t

during this3: period of time?
rarer dmde'.of

se was

.A.Very liitle use of runners was made, except in case of-radio or wire
l
handled
failure or'messages which"Vequ red transporting. These uses were.
our training..
in
-just as contemplated

~
'Q
Did you have

yany''Viehde

.

in the landing?
rashoe.

ton Cp&

.dozen
A. No, However, we later brought ashore about a
and the.- ton C. & R ;,dontaiing, the 245 radio.

Q.

R. cars

Did you use "light signals..duri~g that time?":

A, No, thqse communicatidns I -Phave dQscribed to you answered our requireI don't believe that the distribution T mentioned
'
fully; althoughj
merits
is acdording, to the TBA.

Q.

How did the 130 wire stand up in wet weather?

than a day
A. We could count on it for 24 hours, if we .stayed longer
10,
replace
or
frequently
130
new
a
or two, we had to lay either
with 110.

Q. Was all,ofit
.

laid oh the ground?.

Overhead when possible.

Q. Did, you have regular patrols on-any of these ! ines?
parties
A. Not regular, ,but almost constantly patrols were out with wire
missions."
on maintenance
Q.

wiring parties?
Did you.,on Occasion have to furniSh, patrols going'with

A. Always.

Q.

This setup going in

were,"they more or less scattered all around?

A. They were scattered-according.to a very definit

Q.

pttern.

Were your wire parties trail bound?

A. They followed the unit.
wire?
Q. Your rifle cornpany cnmmander hld no direct communication except by
A,' They had the 536 radio,..
Q,

•

,

..

""

How far did "the 511 Qut down to?
ever 1000 ,yds.

'

A.

We coUld not use it

Q,

sets?
What difficulty, was,-experienced in: supplying batteries :for those

-!13-
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A.

None. We got elerything we needed.
of batteries.

Q.

Did you have thd. new

"Each operator had his own kit

or the old boards?
sitchboards
wtype

Ai. We had the same oe we used over- here, We had two switchboards to a
regiment and a Single one to a battalion.I -don't rycall the nomenclature, but each had twelve drops..

Q.

What method did you use in supplying wire?

A. We figured we needed 8 inits, ior each unit of advance.

Q.

What size elements, regiment or battalion?

A. This was the regimental average upon which the communications officer
based his Cupply.
Q'.

Were t.elegraph instruments used?

A. Yes.
Q.

Did you have any contact or knowledge of the training they had? You
had no code sets beyond the regiment? Did they use code at all or
was it all voice?

A. They used code on practically everything that went through message
center.

Q.

From the regiment to the lower units most messages were sent by
telephone?

A. That is right. Most of the. routine was given. to the message center
and delivered either by runner or handled by telephone, radio, and
at times by messenger.
Q.

Did you use any authenticator code?

A. Yes, we had a special code issued by Operation Headquarters.
Q. Did that change frequently?
A, It changed each day.
Q. Did you at any time encounter Jap interference?.
n troule'o teradio, but you can be pretty certain he
A. Wehad
was tapped in on the telphonec.

Q.

Did you use any authenticator on the telephone?

A.

W,e Used the same thing as on the radio..

Q.

Did you have any of the hand generators?
-114"
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A. Yes.
Q. Did you. find it disclosed your position?
A. Yes, but there was,nothing we could do about it.,
Q. Was any effort made to waterproof your radio equipment prior to
,
making your move to the beach?
A. Ve made such improvised canvas covers as we could.
.Q
What provision did you have for replacing communication personnel?
A. We trained as many spares as possible from all companies before the
operation. I ran a continuous radio school for operators -a class,
usually of about 500.,

Q.

Did all your officers feel they were qualified to speak over the radio
and did they with confidence?

A. Yes, all officers had special training in this.
Q. Did you notice any tendency towards the officers' wanting to carry
thQ. messages that they had written? Was the message center used
as designed?
A. The message center was used.,
workable?
Q. Do you feel that in corfbat the message center is.
A. Yes, I know it is.
Q. Did the officers know how to write messages?
A. Yes, although they did not always have these nice printed forms to
write on.,

Q.

Was there at any time need for moving .the location, Of ,your CP?

A. Yes, we had standing-operat.ing ,prqcdure for that. When the..time came
to move an advance detail from-each section 1nd. Headquarters Company
moved forward and started the installations. They had the advance
and enough intrenching tools to commence
telephones
foursoon
switchboard, As
as possible, the remainingehelnwaslioved forward.
operations.

Q.

Now, soneone coming from, the rear-- how could they locate it?.

A.

There were tixmes when we needed a guide to be left behind .
times it was easy to follow the wire lines..

Q.

Wihat method" did you use in shifts of personnel to man youlr communications?

A.

We put in enough extra men over and, above the T/O,.to do it'..
Sto do chiefly with comnunications within the smaller units.

-.
wl..-151,-
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Q.

About how many additional men did you have to have for the coftinnications
platoon?

A.

We did not have any.

Q.

In the battalion, -di'yoi haVecpafo

'A.

N&., not- particua'rly.'

Q.

What use did you make of the signal.projector?.

rg e*'ough personnel?

A.,. We usedit. freqiently, It was necessary to have'signals forlochtion
of Units, fbr tactical S2grfa1s," a
ell as'signaIs for dropping sup.
plies byair'on ocqasion.

Q

D,
Do you rcAliwhat signalwea pns youhad besidesthe Very, pistol?

A..

The ground signal projector was all.

Q.

Did you have any colored smoke of anykina?

A*

Q.

We had the smoke c m-die
Foxr exdrpiwe used a ihk smoke to mark
the parachute drops.
What was your Signal for callingtor'-artilleiy fir& in color?

A.

I don t t

0,

Do you recall men c oding messages using any particular device?

A.

They had the M94.

recall,

"

WTe followed the SO1,.

VQ.
What use did you ma-akQ of smoke i±any?
A.

In addition to the pink smok~e for. parachute drops and adjustments
df fire, we Used them to mark airplane bombing targts"oi. at least.
three. occasions, and for screening during the relief, of.the-169th
Infantry bY the I45th-Infantry.

Q.

At no time did you'have ground-air communication?

A. Yes, in" the diysion,but hotin ther regiment'.
Q. 'How didyou use youreiion
Officers?
A.

Q.

I made one assistant S-4, one assistant S-i and assistant 8-2 and
whn th occasion aros-e, theyrwere usd a-4sliiaisonwithi neighboring.

regiments. ,:
,dnot
d
use them withl the battalions.
Did. you have any air missions 'performed directlyinsUpOrt of your

,,.. .regimet'"

A. Several, both photo and bombardment.

" ,
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Q

H
Row was that handled?

A.

We would make the request to Division one:day., The, mission would" be
performed the next day. In the case of photos; we would receive khe
pictures the -foAlowing' day.

Q,' How did"it work?
A. As far as the mechanics are concerned, it worked perfectly.
Q,

Was your. regiment up to T/O in strength?

A, We went into the cvmpaign approximately !00 men short per battalion.
Q. Did you have any replacements coming to you during the operationon
New Georgia?
A.

of the
Once between the ,end of the Munda phase and the beginning
No
day.
the
of
Bairoka operation,. -They came in about the end
classification-

no roster.

Q. What would you say was'your best means .,of com,nication?
A.

Undoubtedly the telephone. The 609 .rAdio between mysoIf arnd-the
division commander worked excellently.

Q.

Could you give any estimate as to which of the two .means,. r adio or wire,
handled the most traffic?

A. The telephone.

Q.

Do you remember using the. W.D. code book to code.messages?,

A.

I personally don't.

Q.

Did you ever got any 300's at all?

A.

The radio which I used on the channe directly to the division
commander worked according to that principle.

Q. When you are moving forward, did you always maintain contact with that set*
in t he underbrush,
WThen going forward Sometimes
we always maintained contact.
A. Yes,
it wa~s
it was torn down usually but set up at stated times,
necessary to resort to relays, but at no time were the regimental commaronders out of touch with the division commander.

Q.

Did you have much trouble with your men in your regiment cutting your
own wire?

A.

Yes, we stumbled all over it. Usually when they laid a wire, a trail
over
developed and then the carrying parties and runners stepped all
it if it was on the ground,
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Q.

Any tanks on that operation?

A.

We had eight light Marine tanks.,

Q.

What did you do towards tho recovery of the wire?

A.

It
Nothing.
operation.

Q.

Did you encounter any mines?

A,

We encountered plenty of mines but they were not installed*

Q-0

How about booby traps?.

A.

As for booby traps,
ourselves.

Q.

Coming back to the talking on the radio
habitualy?5,

A.

We Used improvised codes for reference to
Habitually in the clear.
Ve had within our regiment an SOP variable
locations and individuals..
leaders .nd units.
code for all

Q.

You don't know of any occasion when the Japs listened in

A.

I assume they did,

Q.

Did you notice any jamming?

A.

No,

Q.

Did you do any jamming?

A.

Yes, we did.

is

not worth anything then except for, salvage after the

the only ones I know of vere those we put out

did you talk in the clear

on the radio?

as they listened on the telephone.
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F OOE
NEVE
TRANSCRIPT O
BY MiMIBERS OF AUTOMi tOTIVE SECTION

Q.. ;Didyouexperience any trouble-with salt. water getting into crank
caseswhile carS were being trans-ported on boat s?
A. We did not-tran-sport many'Vehicles .on boats. <ehad..notrouble
with this in going to Guadalcanal. We did have some trouble with it
later on for this reason: The plain -on the East eoaost.of-.Guadcanal
is almost sea-level.. Salt water of the tides moves inland up the
streams for half a mile or Sot. When it .was necessary to ford the streamr
we often got salt water in chassis, but that was more :o less eliminated as soon -as we got bridges in and. did not have to do so much
did have to cros's stream, it was SOP for.-drivers
fording. 1henWe
(after fording streams)-to deadline vehicles for repacking,.
Q, Did you make amphibious landings?,
A. No transportation was involved.
Did you have much trouble with water.-in gasoline?

Q.

A. No water in gasoline noticed.
In what size containers was gasoline received?

Q.

A. Gasoline was delivered entirely by 50-gallon drums.
Q, Did you have any trouble with vapor lock in gas lines?
A. We did not have any such trouble as that. There are no long hauls
to be made there. There are many, many short ones. We had no
trouble over and above ordinary operational troubles.
Did you have any scheduled preventive maintenance or regularly
scheduled 1000 or 6000-mile. maintenance services?

Q°

oI

A. Wje carried out the same preventive maintenance as. you carry out
here. We specifically emphasized first echelon, We enforced,
that in my own regiment by keeping three inspection teams on
the road daily. The practice was anywhere, anytime except during
emergency runs, to stop vehicles of regiment and make. a spot 'check.
These included all points of driver checks.
Did you find it difficult, to remove mud from vehicles-after, they
•-had been in muddy operations-in order. to be able to get to. the
:"
fittings and properly lubricate? ".

Q.

During actual combat o~eration maintenance W'as carried on as best
we could, However, the general rule was-tt:.ttas long-as a ,vehicle
would run, it ran. When in contact with the en'emy, we had to make
' out as best we could, but otherwise,-we had a very elaborate and
.. -"
strict check on maintenance.

A.
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•What was done about supplies, repairs,, and spare parts?
A.,oThe supply of-spare parts was spasmodic and indomple.te. C"uite often
it was necessary to salvage.from several vliies in order to keep
one in operation.; When-the parts came,.we replac.d-them,. To..get
a better picture of Guadalcana1. you mist remeinber that.the trans
portation we .used there had been through previoUs campaigns with
lArerical Division and was in pretty bad shape even when-received.
Q, Were .Vehicles used,mostly frtransporting ammunition and casuals?

A. "During operation the vehicles were used to transport supplies of
all, types forward arid transport 'alvage and casualties to the rear.

Q.

Canyou describe the-mcthod of constructing the .rck for supporting

litters on 1/4-ton for transporting Wounded used at Guadalcanal?
A.

We had a superstructure, built on several of the 1/4-tons which
permitted the carrying of two litters (side by side) on top, and
one litter on the body of the vedhicleJitself.

Q.

Do you mean, two above the! driVer., side by side, and one below,
directly alongside the driver?

A.

Yes., It was a very-simple arrangement.
to an old surrey of the early days.

Very much like the top

Q.
Was it constructed in the field? Vas it made of metal or of wood?
A.

It was made of metal--iron
Yes, it Was construqted in the field.
rods and such other material as could be found.

Q.

Did you find the me' han_4ts in your regiment capable of doing more
than first and second' eche.on?.

A.

The.mechanics in our regiment irere very capable.

Q.

Were they limited to second echelon work?

At

The majority. of overhaul cases in my
In general, they were
regimerU vere senub Othe Ordnance.

Q, Was the Ord.nance 4th Echelon Shop back of you or with transportation?
A.

it was vithth..? transportation except during time. of actual operaThe Ordnance
tionn whon we had on .y,*a skeleton fleet of l/4-ons,
,
repair shop' stay ed with bne bulk of transportation and. came >for,
ward v hen the operation bad been completed.

Q

.Did fou fird th:at you could carry Sufficient supplies with
l./4A'onsa to main~hain'operations?"'

,

A,;.

Yes,
Wi',e
had no shortages, but it re-quired a lot .of effort.,
.trailers as much as possible,

We uised
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Q,

Did you operate vehicles 24 hours a day?
driverS?

Did you have. different

A. VWe operated during the hours of, daylight only.

We.-had twodrivers

for each vehicle.

Q.

Did assistant drivers always go along?

A.

Yes, almost invariably, There were several reasons .for this.* It
was desirable to.have someone sitting there with rifle ready to shoot.
Then, also, a large .percentage of miles covered during operationis
done by getting behid the. jeep and pushing,,

Q.

You seem to be. stressing the fact that driver maintenance was important. Did you let your. drivers do much. servicing on. vehicles
before phase of operations in order to make them familiar with their
vehicles?

..

They were
drivers! Schools.
All of our drivers attended
Yes.
The assistant driver went for a term;
continuously in school.
then the chief driver went, Our standard procedure was that any
The
time,a-vehicle went to. the shop, the driver went with -it.
they
way
this
In
assistant driver went also.if.he .could-be spared,
.picked up quite a bit of knowledge.

0. Did your drivers do their own lubricating?
under the supervision of theservice company section
but Ofonly
A* Ybs,
course, during actual fighting, the drivers did whatever
cheif.
was considered necessary to be done.

Q.

Where did .you get your assistant drivers?

A. VW;e stole them from. comPanies. Each. man was officially an assistant
driver in addition to other duties,
Were guns mounted on.vehiclesor Were rifles .used for protection?
A;

Some machine guns were mounted. Usually they were only on vehicles
used on the beachhead or when the vehiclesexpected to be stopped
It was impracticable to operate vehicles in
for long intervals.
jungle with any kind-of superstruc ture.,on them except for those we
casualties. In this, case, six men went with the
used for carrying
guard arid help it. over rough places..
vehicle to

Q.

What types of vehicles did the Japs have in

there, if

any?

A...They had old trucks that looked like models about 1935-37., There

'werre foreign and American models.. They did not comp 're with .our.
' truicks and modern transportation. "i saw only one "official sedan--- or
.
.
Swhat was left of it.

Q.

Did you notice the makes of some of the transportation?

R7STRITE1I)
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,: boelieve some of

?Ith
n :ere Chevrdlets.

I am nit sure.

During actual operations, did you find- th e -tos .nsuffic.entin.,
..,number or would you h-ave liked more?"
A* I would have liked very much to haVe had more as it x quir d two or
C

three shuttles for. each veh-icle. 'Weldoutd.have' ~d'
Q:.

;s it..dvisable to have full 'complementof vchiIles?

A.

No..

You,.tould; not possiblyh

twice as many.
'

operate' .a full cplement of vehicles

under the conditions of the New Georgia aSpaign.
Q. Wouldyoi advocate' onehaf 1 or one-third of fullcomplement
A.

for-.- regiment?
During the actual fighting,

approximately six 1/-tor's per battalion

is all you can operate.
You •have absolutely no use. for 3/4-tons,
t/2,tons,2 l/2-t' ns,,or 2 1/2-tons.
-6
Y6u could' use some of. them for
hauling-on .the bea hhoad"but roads elsewhere woud. ot support them.
Q,

That was the tool. situation? .Didyouhave full ,0omplement of tools?
What tools were carried? Reular Unit Eqd pmeto Sets or. mostly
screw drivers and pliers?

A.

More along the line of scr eW,'.driv'rs and pli:ers, However, the
mechanics carried hand sets which did not take up much spae. We
were never able to' brifg".djrs. sets upto what drivers really
should, have had.

Q. When roads' were impassaOle for,J .//+-t'ons, ifyo

d-traok

or full track carrers, would they hav negotiated, the trails?
Something like a bulldozer for carrying?
A.

I think it would be quite an improveent,, "However, the j eep Was
quite satisfactory.
There would be littje use for them out of
jungle where you would ned wheeled Vehicles for speed and long trips.
The compromise i believe to be thel/4-tons 4.

Q, Are vehicles kept under battalion control?

"
.

A-

All veh.icles were-consolidated under- regimTital control,. Battalions
never. saw them except. as-used.

Q.

Was yours the only regiment in that area?
with same transportation a's yours?,"

Were there other regiments

A'. ,.There were ,six 'eventually. I Average. transportation w,.s sbout the
dame, initially.• After the fall of Munda they began putting down
roads and bringing .in more. transportation.
"

Q.

W",ere repairs and maintenance performed Under blackout during
actual. fighting2
.
..
' ...
:..
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A,
.Ndthing~waS doet
t~rJp.
we almost
'. mad

t oward repairs, during actual fighting.
n.-denvehcaedrfoVemehts
.a.er..]d~a
N6 Ights were. employed.Most
ed
,t1a

<.exept when ;nece1ssy
.v hicJs-.wcrIemporariiy
rdhie
:in~tM.e4nne was p
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f ;the
r ri" "There .wasno
-tunethey
d
6&6ud
e"
C
Ies
1
v
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n,
o
deadiin4
blackdid ntput
e
sAd4
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I0ip
mC.LtQ.
t.Q
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out maintenance operations into
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W
What lubribarktS dd,yqu rceive? w.'1hat types erethey? Were:hey
from Australia or from the States?
w
ato'hth :
Ali
opinion-that they and everything else)were from-the
A. I am of the
It .i possible that the lubricants were.-fr m,Austrai4a.:

Q

Sttes.

.,'4:.
It...
.,-le;.that

Q.

P'.

u

on drivers a-s to
pe~alties"imposed
Wtere,.
' '
kn*
d",Nth

ihi
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A.Nohg
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s
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h,-"tymgt:r,.
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Ve.hic.le,"Wext,,in fqr lubrication, the driver did the .i brication,,
::,.:i
'!
.'
ehicl.
v
a
Whbn
specialis.t,
r
P
. ....
company 'h
of Service
Under
em,-rgen,-wirasairs,
required to be?"
was..
M. iinsupervisior"
for overhaul or repair the driver
went
£

This. was purelyfor
present: and assist in.whatever way he. couldA
:to make..repirS .him
We-needed'
b:caff~e
;not
educati-on ofdriver,

t make 'Ti .er..ergcrpars
o
l,."
u
,, ;w~
ecud
a
Q.,' yyh~en.
S j,it. beeame-necessary for drivers
p,.
for example, ignition troude which. normal!y ,was not remediodn,

". ..'

, '.".:..',
. , in : ..
% -: , q e d e..i
,,ca .
,..,,, "
,, -...
..... ,.. ... ,.
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arid make
to goa.head
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drivers
woere the
by drivers,
trouble?.
correct
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.
,,..,.
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e
d river .s ,d6*."'
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Pg to.th
names and weights of 'them?.

Q Di4. bullCdzers
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left,4
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1
Qombat .Ehgineors?

SC

fWhat "veethe.
,. ,

They were light
A.. Bulldozers belonged to Division Engirieer Battalion
bulldozers. I don't know the correct name or wkeight.

Q.

drivers; do you
In your experiencewithdriversandassista'nt
enerally, drivers. and assistant driver s in normal ,
advocate,, ...
i~up now,
ASit, us ,set.
T/O arrangement of an" Ifaintry regimenft? As
about one-hal f of' the drivers perform other~ duties, such as mes.senger, bugl~r, etc.,, ,with driving as a secondary 4uty.,-D°q you
' noft believe ..hat driv~ihg 'shouldbe .their first duty- in. order'to
",,."
....
....
of Vehicle"
.. proper care ..
take

,

,u~t .bo , compromise ,somewher.. a'iong~the ine., ,i.th the
.A,-There.,
...
,,vehicles in,,the. Infant.jy, 'gm...nt,. w• would be,..numbm q.r,.f
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loaded "with.. drivers..

I

thin

the presentr~angement intheA South
.. .eman
has little. to do
as a rifleman, he canserve: as. anassistan. ,driver..r
The same i s true
with- themachine- gunner.
In atual
combatall theguners: were busy
Lighting -and mos."t •-drivers: were, bUsycarrying up ammunition.
I.-don't
believe 'I would advocate, changing.,the.prelsent arrangement and. system.

Pacific 'is

fairly. satis factory..-*Where the rf

Q.

Did you always have two drivers during battle?
of the. drivers waspicked.off?

A.

During battle we always .had two drivers, either an assistant driver
or a rifleman acting as assistant,
There were many .cases where the
Japs got both of the drivers and the passengers.
If..-an assistant
driver-was needed, we picked him up from anywhere .available.-

Was it-in

case one

Q.. Who looked.after the field-range, the mechanics or the cooks?
..We had atrained crew: of mechanics onthose things that went from.
kitchen to kitchen.
They probably didn't get to every kitchen
every day., but they were taken by rotation, and all emergency calls
were taken care of by themrr,
In addition to. this, ..the cooks gave
one unit-.a pretty good overhaul or first
eche!on,,chack every day.
One trouble we had was due to periodical use of red.gasoline.
Q,

Wfhen the filters were changed regularly-, you had no "trouble then
with the red gasoline?

A.

We-had no breakd owns in cookingmeals by exercising due care.,

Q

How did you move kitchen equipmentafteor, being in
and moving forward,, say 15 miles?

A..

The kitchen equipment was left back1 on. Guadalcanal unitl,.after the
initial
operation in New. Georgia, then it was brought up to the
beachhead by."'boat.
It remained at the beachhead until operation
was half finished, then moved up as a group on
/4-tons and set
Food was cooked in bulk and
up again in the regiment's rear area,

W.

We managed to keep-serving

operation a while

sent. up to battalion in cans., Companies never saw the kitchens
from beginning to end of ,the operation,

Q.

Did you use prepared .rations?

Ai

Yes, a modification, of B combined wit.hC,

Q,

How much time. elapsed between the time the meal was prepared s d

the "time it! was eaten?
A

-

'-.,

etc.
,

Thd 'first
delivery of breakfa~st began about qne hourafter dayli~ght,
The last-delivery was about .ten o'clock in the morning.
It t.~ek.
approximately two or three hours,
We only. had ,two...hot, meals each. day.
As far as drivers were concerned, it was a continuous operation,After picking-up empty cans from breakfast and returning them, it was
time-to take .out supper~s. 'All food::was delivered by 1/4.-tons up ..
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Q.

to'battalion areas- and carried' from there"'on' up to.companies,.
lieu-of.mess .kits.
Ration cans or-antoen"cupstMwere used.
Did you provide s.ecurity for regimental train, bivouac?

it was" provided by division -troopS,7
AI •nitially
Co.).
r Own )hT;Serv
• North, we provided ue
Q.
A"

When we moved

Do you recommend the system of taking over, vehicles already there
and leaving vehicles back?
As fa,.r as-units
Thisis. done primarily to. save-shipping Space.
receiving secon dhnd. vehicIes" is
concernd, rare
..arrangement.

an unsatisfactory

Q.

Is there much -pper wor'k"done and are.- records kept?

A.,

Yes, but it is not done during actual fighting.-After fighting,
an immediate inventory is started, regular accountability begun,
and maintenance and rega'lar forms and -records kept.

Q

y:oid
your mechanics ever useW-Do AGGO,

Form #460 or were they

familiar ,with it?

A. I don't know.

I never heard of it myself so far as I recall!

Q,

Was demolition practiced?

A..

on one occasion in another regiment.. the ammurition dump
Ye&s
was- blown up along with the .transportation.

Q..

Did you have demolition equipment for. this purpose?'..

A.

No...

Q.

Were drivers instructed to demolish their own vehicles?

A.

Yes,. the same a s with weapons, .vehicles,
•

Q. Was it

th

',:.d

*s.r.io.

of...d

-

and other .equipment..
i

left up to the"discretion of thedriver

but loft it-up to' pers0nnel .in
A... Yes. We made no restrictions onit
at places
charge. There usually wer6n't many supervisors around
....
where drivers might get into ..trouble.,
.' Q. Was it a problem to get ammunition?".
A..

After :bulldozers were used, it
Initially it was !OO% manhandled.
From there on it Was
was kept up to within 1/2, mile by jeeps,
.
'
-':""
easily handled..

Q... .. What. do the men" of the band do during actuali cotnbat?9
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A.

They-assist, in evacuation of-wounded, carry ammunition, supplies,
etc.

Q. What bec'ame of enemy-.vehicleswho;n captured?
A.

Most of enemy.vehicles were -'prqttywell-destroyedby bombs. I did
notice some of them reassembled and putin operation by the. C.B.,,'s
and service elements.

advantage?
Q. Would pack mules be to an ..
A.,_ We tri.ed them in Guadalcanal but decided tosend them back to. the FA.
They aren't"satisfactory.. Where-you can usea mule, you can usually
use a jeep. A trail cleared sufficiently wide for a muleand his
pack will be wide enough for a i/4-ton. Also, you don't have to get
up hay for a jeep., nor does a jeep admit defeat -or balk. We only
used mules for a short time and went back to 1/4-tons.
Were. half-tracks used or wasthere too much sa.nd?
A.

-

They were present but not used ,initially. Even tanks were getting,
bogged dowen going'acrss:;country., The trails were so narrow and
winding that the 1/4-tens had difficulty keeping..tw-waytraffic
going.

The jungle is no place-for large vehicles.,

SQ What was the rate. of progress in jungle?
A.

Very slow.

W6 'could go through. jungl

unopposed at 2 or 3 thousand

yards a 'day but usually, made ,only 600 to l00.yards adaywhen
opposed. During training our regiment made 50 miles-in three days
with no vehicles, and using existing trais. In"cutting trails,
you cannot make more than 2 or 3 thousand yards.

Q.

How was contact maintained-with so much .ndergrowth?

A,

Our chie reliance was ground
We did it in- anumber of ways.
navigation to keep accurately located on the photograph with.
trols-working constantly. We kept one officer Vwith
lateral p.aO
each adjacent regiment. All information rcceived was used to
verify locations on the photograph map.

Q.

Did you have radios?

A.

Yes,

Could you use them?

and they worked fairly well,

Q, What type radio-did you have, .walkioe-talkie, was it

19.5?

284, .536, 245, and 609.

A.

W e had several kinds: 195, 511i,

Q:.

What is t he -range of 536?

A,

We only expected it to function .up .t 40O0 yards at .maximum.
It was mostly used up in front and then only until! a telephone

..
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line could be installed. It wa.s good for onlya little better than
shouting distance. The ones we had were not waterproofed. The
canvas cases do not keep them dry, and they were not too satisfactory.
Q.

What was the frontage covered by the b attalion?

A.,

Initially 500 yards to the regimental front, or .250 yards for each
of the two attacking battalions.

Qb

Did the Japs use armor?

A.

The nearest thing used were bullet proof vests., There were no
tanks in New Georgia.

Q.

Did you have a Cannon Company?

A.

No Cannon Company.

Q.

Did you plan to surprise Japs when attacking?

A.

M
1ost of our attacks
I don't know that the Japs were surprised,
However, we did catch some Jap
were preceded by preparations.
officers at breakfast one morning.
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THIS SET OF DIAGRAMS
ILLUSTRATES STANDING
OPERATING PROCEDURES
WHICH WERE USED SUCCESSFULLY
BY ONE

FANTRY REGIMENT

IN JUNGLE FIGHTING.
THE SET IS FURNISHED
AS INFORMATION.
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UNLESS OTHERWISE DESIGNATED,
UNITS
GO INTO POSITION FROM RIGHT TO LEFT
IN ONE-TWO-THREE ORDER.
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VARIES APPRECIABLY WITH THE TERRAIN,
4. EACH AUTOMATIC WEAPON HAS A
SUPPLEMENTARY POSITION ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF ITS OWN UNIT AREA TWO
EXAMPLES ARE SHOWN BY DOTTED SYM
BOLS IN UPPER RIGHT SN AREA,
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SCALE IN YARDS
a

9

is

FOR DISPOSITION OF REGIMENTAL C. P.
USED BY AN INFANTRY REGIMENT
IN JUNGLE OPERATIONS.
ALL ELEMENTS
BASE THEIR LOCATION ON FOXHOLE OF
REGTL C.O.
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APPLICABLE IN PART TO
BN AND Co CP'S
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I
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x
x
SCOUTS
IN OBS

SHOWING WARNING SENTRIES
AND BAR DISPOSITIONS

II.
L

1.

IN FEEDING HOT MEAL-ALL CONTAINERS ARE
SPACED 5 TO 10 YDS APART.
ONE HALF OF
PLATOON APPROACHES IN SINGLE FILE, EACH
MAN 5 TO 10 YDS APART. GETS HIS FOOD AND
MOVES OUT 50 TO 75 YDS BEFORE EATING.
WAITING GROUP REMAIN 50 TO 75 YDS FROM
FOOD.
WASHING LINES ARE SIMILARLY CONDUCTED.

2

EACH AUTO WEAPON HAS, IN ADDITION TO AN
ALTERNATE POSITION. A SUPPLEMENTAL POSITION ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF ITS UNIT.
AN EXAMPLE IS SHOWN BY DOTTED SYMBOL
IN UPPER RIGHT PLATOON.
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RESTRICTED
S. 0. P. RADIO COM. INF. REGT. ADMINISTRATIVE NETS

AT

;

S. 0. P.
AN ADAPTATION OF THE STANDARD RADIO NETS
AS USED BY AN INFANTRY REGIMENT IN THE SOUTH
PACIFIC AREA.
NOTE:
1. THE RADIOS SHOWN HEREON ARE FROM THE
PRESENT T.O. WHICH SUBSTITUTES THE SCR 300 FOR
THE SCR 511 AND SCR 195 WHICH WERE ACTUALLY
USED, BUT WERE UNSATISFACTORY.
2. EACH COMMANDER HAS A NET FOR HIS COMMANDERS.
3. EACH COMMANDER.
TO INCLUDE THE COMPANY, HAS TWO RADIOS AT HIS OWN COMMAND NET.
THIS PROVIDES ONE REPLACEMENT FOR EMERGENmmmmwmwmm
CIES AND ALSO PERMITS HIM TO REMAIN CONSTANTLY IN TOUCH WITH HIS C. P. DURING ANY RECONNAISSANCE OR VISITS OF INSPECTION.
4. THE COMMAND NETS ARE VOICE PORTABLES
WHICH ACCOMPANY THE COMMANDERS AT ALL TIMES.
THEY ARE OPERATED ON SET FREQUENCIES.
THEY
MAY BE PUT IN OPERATION AT STATED INTERVALS OR
OPERATED CONTINUOUSLY AS THE OCCASION DEMANDS.
5. THE ADMINISTRATIVE NET OPERATES AS CONTEMPLATED IN THE NORMAL S. 0
I.
6. IN COMBAT THE RADIO IS IN ADDITION TO, AND
NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR. WIRE COMMUNICATIONS.
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